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There is only one breath;
all are made of  the same clay;
 the light within all is the same.

The One Light pervades all.
This Light intermingles with them,

but it is not diluted or obscured.

(SGGS, Raag Majh M. 4, p. 96)
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Foreword

This book is a new venture on the part of  Guru Nanak
Foundation which has a brilliant track record of  55 years
behind it. It was founded by S. Ujjal Singh, the then Governor
of  Punjab, in 1965 to celebrate the Fifth Birth Centenary of
Guru Nanak slated for 1969. I happened to attend this
function held in Chandigarh. Guru Nanak Foundation was set
up under the Chairmanship of  Maharaja Yadavinder Singh of
Patiala and Giani Zail Singh as its Secretary. Later on, S.
Inderjit Singh, Chairman of  Punjab & Sind Bank, took over
as its President and it started flourishing to its present glory.
Presently, Harpreet Singh, an icon of  Inderjit Singh family is
holding the reins as its worthy President.

The book covers the subject close to my heart: How to
promote the message of  Sikh Gurus enshrined in the Sri Guru
Granth Sahib (SGGS), at the global level. During 550th
celebrations held last year, I was among the chosen few by the
ICCR, Govt. of  India, who were destined to deliver lectures
on Guru Nanak’s life and philosophy in foreign countries. The
same role was played by the Editor of  this volume, Prof.
Hardev Singh Virk. I am delighted that he has chosen this topic
of  “Interfaith Dialogues: A Sikh Perspective” as a theme for
discussion in this book. It must be brought to the notice of
World that Interfaith Dialogues were started by Guru Nanak,
and none else, to promote harmony and peace among the
different faiths in medieval times. UNO and other International
Forums are simply walking in the footprints of  Guru Nanak,
the Founder of  Sikh religion. The need for Interfaith
Dialogues has been felt acutely after the 9/11 event in USA.

The Editor has took pains to invite eleven research
papers dealing with different aspects of  Interfaith Dialogue.
The opening Chapter “Interfaith Dialogue in Sri Guru Granth



Sahib and its Relevance in Present Times” sets the tone of  the book.
The meaning of  Interfaith Dialogue and its objectives are
discussed and a variety of  possible dialogues based on the
contents of  SGGS are described. Guru Nanak’s Siddh Goshit
is the first Interfaith Dialogue in the recorded history of  World
religions. SGGS with its cosmopolitan spirit may prove to be
an ideal role model for initiating interfaith dialogues in the
World.

Dr DP Singh elaborates the role of  Sikh Gurus in
promoting Interfaith Dialogue in India: “Guru Nanak’s travels
to various religious centers of  diverse faiths; his life long
association with Bhai Mardana (a Muslim); Guru Arjan Dev’s
inclusion of  the verses of  the saint-poets of  varied faiths in
SGGS; Guru Hargobind’s construction of  Mosque for
Muslims; and Guru Teg Bahadur’s laying down of  his life for
the cause of  freedom of  worship, are just a few shining
examples from the life of  Sikh Gurus in this field”.

It is to be lamented that the message of  Sikh Gurus
remained confined to Punjab and no concerted efforts were
made to promote Interfaith dialogues after the Gurus era in
Sikh history. Nirmal Singh has taken pains to explore the area
of Interfaith Dialogues through the Sikh prism for the first
time in his book: “Interfaith Engagement: Understanding, Experience,
Issues Viewed through Sikh Prism”. The topic of  “Sikhism and
Religious Pluralism” has been discussed by Dharam Singh. He
is of  the view: “Guru Granth Sahib, the scripture of  the Sikh
faith, is the best example of  Religious Pluralism as it comprises
the revelatory hymns, called bani or sabd, of  six of  the ten
Gurus of  the Sikh faith and certain holy men coming from
the Bhakti and Sufi movements”.

Pashaura Singh defines Religious Pluralism as Ek-Anek
or “Unity in Diversity” concept as propounded by the Sikh
Gurus in SGGS. According to him: “The presence of  the
Bhagat Bani in the Sikh scripture provides an excellent
example of  catholicity that promotes mutual respect and
understanding of  diversity of  belief  and practice”. In keeping
with this principle, diverse names of  God from the Hindu and
Muslim traditions have been used liberally by the Sikh Gurus.
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I am aware of  the historical background in which Guru
Nanak appeared in India. There was internecine strife
afflicting the society and rulers were acting as butchers. Prof.
Habib has discussed the role of  Guru Nanak in dealing with
this situation with zeal and enthusiasm: “He approached to the
contemporary Muslims and tried hard to rejuvenate the real
spirit of  Islam in India”. It shows clearly that the root cause
of  Sikh conflict with Islam was political and not religious, as
there are many common concepts between these two religions
as traced by Prof. Virk in his Paper, “Sikhism and Islam: The

Need for Interfaith Dialogue”.
Bhai Harbans Lal, who is a celebrated author of the

book, “Guru Nanak’s Religious Pluralism and Sri Guru Granth

Sahib” already published by Guru Nanak Foundation, makes
a sterling contribution to this volume by providing antecedents
to Guru Nanak’s first ever Interfaith Dialogue held in
Sultanpur Lodhi. Thus, Guru Nanak became the founder of
the Interfaith Dialogues, a movement now promoted and
spread all over the world. The details of  this Dialogue are
recorded vividly by Sikh chronicler, Bhai Santokh Singh,
author of  Suraj Parkash Granth.

I have been visiting Yogi Bhajan’s Ashram in Espanola,
New Mexico (USA) and interacting with American Sikhs who
are now part and parcel of  Sikh mainstream all over the globe.
It was there, I found several young Sikh men and women
engaged in the study of  Guru Granth Sahib. SS Ek Ong Kaar
Khalsa Michaud happened to be Program Director for
SikhNet.Com, with its base in Espanola. She has traced the
roots of  “Sahaj” in Buddhist literature and studied its use by
Guru Amar Das Jee in SGGS. I appreciate her approach to
Sahajdhari issue based on SGGS and Sikh history: “Could we
recalibrate the word Sahajdhari Sikh to welcome people of  all
faiths who find something in the teachings of  the Sri Guru
Granth Sahib that help them on their path of life”?

The Editor of  this volume, Hardev Singh Virk, is
exploring the subject of Interfaith Dialogue in a triad of his
papers concerning interfaith engagement of  Sikh Religion

Foreword



with Christianity, Islam and Hinduism. The objective of  his
study is to build bridges between Sikhism and other religious
traditions at the global level for common cause of  Peace and
Harmony.

I must appreciate the hard work done by the Editor to
streamline the diverse contents of  Papers without changing the
context of  Paper and objective of  its author. I am fully aware
of  the background of  Prof. Virk as a Nuclear Physicist who
got his doctorate in Marie Curie university  of  Paris (France).
His autobiography, “My Journey in Science” reveals all salient
features of his academic life in India and abroad. His
contributions to Science, Technology, Sikh religion and
Punjabi literature have been motivating thousands of  young
research scholars all over the globe. Researchgate portal
(www.researchgate.net/profile/Hardev_Virk/publications) has
recorded two hundred thousand (2 lakh) readers of  his Papers,
a new record for any scientist in Punjab, may be in India?

I must pay my humble tribute to all the contributors of
this volume, “Interfaith Dialogue: A Sikh Perspective” whose
papers have been accepted after scrutiny by our reviewer. They
are all eminent Scholars in  their fields of  specialization with
dozens of  research papers and books to their credit. I wish
them success in their academic and professional life.

Finally, I wish this new publication, based on the
teachings of  Sikh Gurus recorded in Sri Guru Granth Sahib
by Guru Nanak Foundation, a success. Singh Brothers,
Amritsar, the printers of  this volume, deserve my appreciation
in anticipation of  good work being done in the field of  Sikh
literature. I am thankful to Prof. Kehar Singh (Ex-Professor
& Head of  Political Science Department in Punjabi University,
Patiala) for reviewing contents of  this book and S. Partap
Singh for his dedication to Guru Nanak Foundation and
efforts to publish this book.

Tarlochan Singh
Ex-MP & Chairman, National Commission

for Minorities, Govt. of  India, New Delhi.

October 15, 2020
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Preface

Interfaith groups came into existence to counter the
nefarious designs of  narrow minded bigots to exploit religious
differences for sectarian and personal interests even at the cost
of  social harmony. As rightly pointed out by Nirmal Singh,
the need of  interfaith dialogues was strongly felt in the West
after the Second World War when the crimes against the Jews
came in public knowledge. In the wake of  globalisation and
population migration the need for such dialogues has become
more urgent. Huntington’s book ‘ Clash of  Civilisations ‘and
the fact of  proliferation of  weapons of  mass destruction
should awaken us to the the perils of  unattended religious fault
lines. The present day Indian socio- political scene, marked by
the triumphant majoritarianism and despondent minorities, is
a sign of  impending danger to the liberal ideals enshrined in
the constitution. 

According to the Sikh Gurus, apart from political and
economic reasons, religious fanaticism is a major cause of
social strife. Inter religious dialogues, as a means of  mitigating
community conflicts, find mention in a number of  verses in
SGGS. Hardev Singh Virk’s, “Interfaith Dialogues: A Sikh
Perspective”, is a collection of  scholarly articles on the theme
from a variety of  reading of  the Sikh holy scriptures.  Some
of  the important principles, underlying the practice of  the
Gurus can be enlisted here. One, dialogue should be aimed
at finding mutually acceptable ethical values. These
commonalities need to be highlighted while downplaying the
cultural specifics of  the different religious traditions. Here the
presumption is that Vedas and Katebas are authentic. Only
fake is the one who doesn’t reflect on these . Two, conversing
with knowledgeable is fruitful and waste of  time with a block
head. Three, greater effort need to be expended on the priestly



class to bring them out of  the narrow grooves. Only then will
they be able to provide enlightened leadership to their co-
religionists. Four, genuine spiritual seekers are intuitively
inclined to be altruistic and interested in social harmony. Such
persons from different faiths can serve as the nucleus for
organisations championing this cause. These and some other
similar principles have been elaborated in the present volume. 

The editor has selected the articles of  scholars who have
good standing in the area of  Sikh scriptural studies. However,
I thought that some observations were needed about the
articles of  Pashaura Singh and Ek Ong Kaar Khalsa . Pashaura
Singh opines, ‘the inclusion of  Bhagat Bani in Adi Granth was
historically linked with the experiment of  religious pluralism
in India in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries’.
Though true, it leaves unstated  the process initiated by Guru
Nanak much earlier than the times of  emperor Akbar.
Similarly, his observation that the inclusion of  Bhagat Bani was
‘to fulfil the need of  self  definition’ overshadows it’s more
laudable purpose of  building bridges across the then diverse
social and religious groups. Ek Ong Kaar Khalsa has a
problem with the traditional use of  the term Sahajdhari for
a section of  the Sikh society and seems to suggest that the
issue of  religious boundaries be revisited. The use of  the term,
however, has never been objected to  in Sikh history .The issue
at stake is the role of  the Sahajdhari’s in the administration of
Sikh community institutions. The term is just not doctrinal. It
is intertwined and enmeshed with social, political and juridical
considerations. Nevertheless, her argument for opening up the
Guru’s court to all the people is acceptable. It is in line with
the Sikh belief  system  and generally followed in practice.
Adoption of  amritdhari identity has never been insisted for
anyone seeking the Guru’s blessing and guidance. Conflating
the doctrinal and sociological issues of  a historically evolved
religious society may not be a good academic proposition.

Kehar Singh
Ex-Professor & Head of  Political Science Department

Punjabi University, Patiala

October 22, 2020
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Introduction

The tremendous progress of  science and technology
during the twentieth century has changed the world into a
global village by means of  fast communication. Despite this
progress, human suffering and conflicts have increased. The
growing materialism, selfishness and lust for power have
shifted the focus from God to man. In multi-faith and multi-
cultural scenario like India, there is a dire need for mutual
understanding. Interfaith dialogue is the need of  the hour for
world unity and peaceful life.

Interfaith dialogue demands love and respect for others.
It is also necessary to have knowledge about others religious
scriptures, doctrines, rituals, ethics, customs, beliefs and social
attitudes, without any feeling of  prejudice. It is imperative to
learn the spiritual values of  other religions.

Sikh Gurus mission was to promote harmony and
interfaith dialogue between major creeds of  India. The
message of  Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) is universal in all
respects. The same message reverberates in the writings of
Guru Gobind Singh:

mwns kI jwq sbY eykY pihcwnbo ]
krqw krIm soeI rwzk rhIm EeI ]
dUsro n Byd koeI BUl BRm mwnbo ]
dyhurw msIq soeI pUjw AO invwj EeI ]
mwns sbY eyk pY Anyk ko BRmwau hY ]
Recognize all mankind as one
The same Lord is the creator and nourisher of  all
Recognize no distinction among them
The temple and mosque are the same
So are the Hindu worship and Muslim prayer
Men are all one.

(Akal Ustat, Dasam Granth)



16 Introduction

During my sojourn at Paris University (1970-72), I had
the privilege of  being accommodated in International campus
of  the university. My friends from other faiths were always
interested to know about Sikhism and its holy book. Some of
them were kind enough to gift me copies of  Holy Bible and
Quran. Thus, began my preliminary studies in interfaith
understanding and encounter with other faiths in an
environment of  mutual understanding.

My first attempt culminated in a paper, “Guru Granth
Sahib and Holy Bible: An Interfaith Dialogue”, presented at
an International Conference held at Guru Nanak Dev
University, Amritsar and published as part of  the proceedings
by the University Press in 2005. Comparative study of  SGGS
and Holy Quran, on one hand, and SGGS and Hindu sacred
texts, on the other, resulted in the compilation of  the triad of
papers presented in this book.

This volume has 11 Chapters dealing with different topics
justifying the theme chosen for its Title: “Interfaith Dialogues: A
Sikh Perspective”. Shashi Bala contributed the opening Chapter
“Interfaith Dialogue in Sri Guru Granth Sahib: Relevance in the Present
Times” where she explains the role of SGGS in interfaith
dialogue in present day world: “Guru Granth Sahib is well-
known in the Scriptures of  the World Religions for its
cosmopolitan spirit and for being an ideal role model for
initiating interfaith dialogue and for reflecting the contemporary
religious traditions with an in-depth understanding and
sagacious vision and also by incorporating the spiritual
compositions of  Bhagats and Saints belonging to different
traditions, different regions and different castes. The present
paper is an attempt to highlight the meaning, nature and
objective of  interfaith dialogue as revealed in Guru Granth
Sahib and to study the ways and directions provided for the
interfaith understanding in the present times”.

Devinder Pal Singh in his paper “Interfaith Dialogue: A
Perspective from Sikhism” further elaborates the Sikh Perspective
with a beautiful quote from SGGS: “The primary doctrines of
Sikhism emphasize interfaith understanding, mutual respect,



and harmony. Guru Nanak, the founder of  Sikhism, proclaimed
that the sharing of  views and ideas should be a continuous
process throughout one’s life: “As long as we are in this world,
O Nanak, we must listen to others, as well as express ourselves
to others”.

Nirmal Singh makes a sterling contribution in his Paper
“Interfaith Engagement Through The Sikh Prism”. I believe, he has
vast experience of  participating in Interfaith Conferences in
India and USA. He speaks from his practical experience in this
paper and recounts some problems and advantages of  Sikh
Interfaith Engagement.

Dharam Singh in his Paper “Sikhism and Religious
Pluralism” brings out clearly another aspect of  SGGS, viz.
Religious Pluralism in his well researched paper. He explains
tripolar typology of  religions. in his view: “Guru Granth Sahib,
the scripture of  the Sikh faith, is the best example of  Religious
Pluralism as it comprises the revelatory hymns, called bani or
sabd, of  six of  the ten Gurus of  the Sikh faith and certain
holy men coming from the Bhakti and Sufi movements”.

Pashaura Singh elaborates further the concept of  Religious
Pluralism in terms of  Ek-Anek vision of  Guru Nanak. He has
based his arguments on inclusion of  Bhagat Bani in SGGS: “A
distinctive feature of  the Guru Granth Sahib is that it contains
the compositions of fifteen non-Sikh poet-saints from both
Hindu and Muslim backgrounds, along with the compositions
of  the Sikh Gurus”.

Mohd. Habib presents an Islamic view of Interfaith
Dialogue in the holy book of Sikh religion. He refers to the
Guru Nanak’s quotes in SGGS regarding Islam and
Contemporary Muslims to teach them the reality of  Islamic
thought based on Quran. He finds an “Echo of Spirit of Islam
in Sri Guru Granth Sahib”. He claims: “The ‘Bani’ of  Baba
Nanak reveals that he was the pioneer of  interfaith dialogue
in true sense in his age. He remained in continuous dialogue
in his whole life with various faiths and their respective
practices”.

Bhai Harbans Lal considers Guru Nanak as a pioneer of

Introduction17



18 Introduction

Interfaith Dialogue and Guru Arjan as a compiler of  global
scripture in the history of  world religions: “Guru Nanak began
his missionary journeys by holding the first-ever Interfaith
Dialogue at Sultanpur Lodhi (India) and by visiting major
religious centers of  the world where he promoted Interfaith
Dialogues and understandings. Guru Arjan followed and
compiled the first world scripture, the Guru Granth, where he
invited multiple coauthors, from contemporary and the past
centuries”.

Ek Ong Kaar Khalsa Michaud presents her well
researched paper: “The Need for Intra-Faith Dialogue: Expanding
our Understanding of the Sahajdhari Sikh”. She has traced the roots
of  “Sahaj” in the Buddhist literature and its use by the Sikh
Gurus in SGGS. She wants to probe if  the Sikh community
and its leadership can broaden the definition of Sahajdhari
based on SGGS and Sikh history: “Could we recalibrate the
word Sahajdhari Sikh to welcome people of  all faiths who find
something in the teachings of  the Sri Guru Granth Sahib that
help them on their path of life”?

Hardev Singh Virk, the Editor of  this volume, is
exploring the subject of Interfaith Dialogue from a different
perspective in his papers concerning interfaith engagement of
Sikh Religion with Christianity, Islam and Hinduism. He has
based his investigations on the study of  Holy Books of  three
major religions of  the world vis a vis the Holy Sikh Scripture
(SGGS). His study reveals similarity of  concepts as well as
points of  difference in the major religious traditions. His view
of  Interfaith Dialogue can be summed up as follows: “To
achieve the objective of  inter-faith dialogue in the present day
world, it is imperative to study the holy books or scriptures
of  different religious traditions. Unless we find some common
basic principles propounded in the holy books there can be
no meeting point for an interfaith dialogue which can
ultimately lead to world peace”.

Twenty-first century will be a witness to two types of
dialogues for promotion of  world peace: (i) Inter-faith
dialogue, and (ii) Science-Religion dialogue. It is my faith and



conviction that Sikhism has the potential to play a leading role
in both these dialogues. My dream of  presenting the Sikh
Perspective on Interfaith Dialogues at the global level has been
realized with this publication. The efforts are afoot to prepare
and publish the twin volume on Science- Religion Dialogues
in near future.

 It is imperative for Sikh institutions to work in tandem
with international forums to realize the dream of  Sikh Gurus:

jgqu jlMdw riK lY AwpxI ikrpw Dwir ]
ijqu duAwrY aubrY iqqY lYhu aubwir ]
God save this World, it is on fire,
Save it by whatever door (religion) you deem fit.

Let me end this introduction with a quote borrowed from
Paper of  Andrew Orton of  Durham University, UK, “Interfaith
Dialogue: Seven key questions for Theory, Policy and
Practice”: If  religion is not part of  the solution, then it will certainly
be part of  the problem.

Hardev Singh Virk
 Professor of  Eminence, SGGS World University,

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab)

Introduction19
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Interfaith Dialogue in Sri Guru Granth Sahib:

Relevance in the Present Times

Shashi Bala

Ex-Professor, Guru Nanak Studies Department

Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar

Abstract

This paper explains the role of  Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS)
in interfaith dialogue in the present day world. It discusses the meaning
and objective of  interfaith dialogue. The author presents her views under
sections: Dialogue of  spiritual experience; dialogue of  Bhagats and
Saints; dialogue of  ethical perceptions; dialogue of  social relations;
dialogue of  social customs; and dialogue of  religious worship. SGGS is
well-known in the Scriptures of  the World Religions for its cosmopolitan
spirit and for being an ideal role model for initiating interfaith
dialogue.

1. Introduction

Interfaith dialogue indicates to an understanding and
acceptance of  religious diversity and encourages not agreement
but relationship; not amalgamation but acknowledgement of
the authenticity of  others; not a move towards one world
religion but appreciation of  diversity by sharing the common
points as well as genuine differences. This type of  interaction
is not confined to religious issues only but includes the social
and cultural issues also. Dialogue is an inherent aspect of
human existence and expression of any authentic human
activity is not possible without dialogue. Dialogue among
different religious communities should not be confined to the
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intellectual level only but it ought to be dialogue of  concern,
dialogue of  deeds and dialogue of  spiritual experiences.

The present scenario all over the world presents
paradoxical trends of  thinking with the increase in religious
fundamentalism, fanaticism, dogmatism on the one hand and
awakening about religious pluralism on the other hand thereby
breaking the boundaries to explore the means to bring people
of  different faiths on one platform for interfaith understanding.
Interaction of different religious traditions is due to the
globalization when voluntary endeavours are made to convene
meeting for interfaith understanding. In the late fifteenth and
early sixteenth century, there was not any scope for such
interfaith meetings to bring different religious communities on
single platform. In spite of  multi-religious society, each
religious tradition was exclusive, closed and isolated from the
other due to geographical distances, diverse languages,
cultures, profound ethnic and racial biases and prejudices.
Hence no amicable interaction among diverse religious
communities existed and if  there was any, that was of
dominance either of  the ruler class or of  the invaders as is
explicit in Babar-Vani. Both inclusive and exclusive tendencies
of  humans are detrimental to harmonious living and are
responsible for creating disharmony, mutual distrust and
violation of  human rights.

Guru Granth Sahib is well-known in the Scriptures of
the World Religions for its cosmopolitan spirit and for being
an ideal role model for initiating interfaith dialogue and for
reflecting the contemporary religious traditions with an in-
depth understanding and sagacious vision and also by
incorporating the spiritual compositions of  Bhagats and Saints
belonging to different traditions, different regions and different
castes. The present paper is an attempt to highlight the
meaning, nature and objective of  interfaith dialogue as
revealed in Guru Granth Sahib and to study the ways and
directions provided for the interfaith understanding in the
present times.
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2. Meaning of  Interfaith Dialogue

Dialogue is a constitutive part of  our nature; and is an
act that defines us as human beings. The ontological basis of
dialogical nature of human beings is pluralistic expression of
the Ultimate Reality. The different religious preceptors
communicated their spiritual experiences in accordance with
their own nomenclature yet the universal aspect of  their
experience emphasize on divine love, divine bliss and divine
goodness. Raimundo Panikkar has mentioned the possibility
of  three types of  interfaith dialogues at the academic level
namely, interpersonal dialogue, intrapersonal dialogue, and
critical comparative dialogue. First, the interpersonal dialogue
is conversation with the  representatives of  other religious
traditions and is indispensible for pluralistic societies. Second,
intrapersonal dialogue occurs within a person as a response to
other religions and it starts ‘when something stirs within us,
when we feel threatened, encouraged, inspired, provoked or
profoundly shaken by other religious traditions’. The
foundational basis of  such type of  dialogue lies in an
‘unavoidable human quest for meaning and truth’ and this
yearning for reality is the basis of  other types of  interfaith
dialogues also. Third, the critical- comparative dialogue can be
of  two types, viz. dialectical and dialogical. Whereas the
former takes place at the level of  doctrines and treats members
of  the other religious communities as objects of  rational
inquiry, the latter involves the entire person and not just the
cognitive dimension of  humans [1].

Before talking about the nature and objectives of
interfaith dialogue, it is essential to keep in mind three
dimensions in all religions, viz., first, the conceptual vision
about the  Ultimate Reality;   second, the aim of  human life;
and third, the way to achieve that purpose. Guru Granth Sahib
enunciates the doctrine of  One God - transcendent as well as
immanent and manifestation of this oneness in pluralistic
ways, thus recognizing the efficacy of  other religious faiths for
the attainment of  human purpose. This pluralistic vision is
clear in Guru Amardas’ salok [2]:
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jgqu jlµdw riK lY AwpxI ikrpw Dwir ]
ijqu duAwrY aubrY iqqY lYhu aubwir ]
The world is burning in fire: O God, Save it out of  Thy Mercy;
Through whichever door (path) it comes to Thee, Save it from there.

This philosophy of  oneness also gives sanctification to all
existence leaving no doubt for any differentiation and creates
a feeling of  universal brotherhood. Guru Arjan states [3]:

eyku ipqw eyks ky hm bwirk qU myrw gur hweI ]
God alone is our Father and we all are His Children;
Thou, O God are alone our Teacher.

Stressing on the divine essence of  man and manifestation
of  diversity out of  One light, Bhagat Kabir invokes the people
of  different religious faiths to rise above doubt and to visualize
the Creator in the created and the created in the Creator [4]:

Avil Alh nUru aupwieAw kudriq ky sB bMdy ]
eyk nUr qy sBu jgu aupijAw kaun Bly ko mMdy ]1]
God created His Light first and from it created all humans;
From the One Light emerges the whole world; whom we call good,
whom bad?

The aim of  human life, as stated in Guru Granth Sahib,
is self-realization and thereby God-realization. Guru Amardas
invokes the human mind to know thy divine essence as by
knowing one’s essence one can know God and understand the
mystery of  life and death [5].

mn qUM joiq srUpu hY Awpxw mUlu pCwxu ]
mn hir jI qyrY nwil hY gurmqI rMgu mwxu ]
mUlu pCwxih qW shu jwxih mrx jIvx kI soJI hoeI]
O my mind, you are the embodiment of  the Divine Light - recognize
your own origin.
O my mind, the Dear Lord is with you; through the Guru’s Teachings,
enjoy His Love.
Acknowledge your origin, and then you shall know your Husband
Lord, and so understand death and birth.

The conceptual vision of  reality and purpose of  life may
be the same but there are certainly major variations in different
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religious faiths regarding the path to achieve the goal. As Guru
Nanak puts a query, how to be truthful and how to break the
wall of  falsehood? And answers that it is possible by going in
accordance with the Divine Will, and for this he suggested the
path of  Nam-Simran, i.e., love of  God and purity of  conduct
[6].

ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutY pwil ]
hukim rjweI clxw nwnk iliKAw nwil ]1]
So how can you become truthful? And how can the veil of  illusion be
torn away?
O Nanak, it is written that you shall obey the Hukam of  His
Command, and walk in the Way of  His Will.

Nonetheless, these dimensions are the underlying basis of
interfaith dialogue in Guru Granth Sahib. To promote
harmonious relationship with different religious communities,
Guru Nanak, the founder Guru of  Sikh Religion, visited the
different religious places of  pilgrimage during his four Udasis.
He met with the religious leaders of  variant faiths, initiated
interfaith dialogue with them and had lively interactions with
the religious representatives of  his times but with no intention
of  imposing his ideology on others or degrading the others.

3. Objectives of  Interfaith Dialogue

The Holy Scripture stressed not only on attainment of
knowledge of  truth but also implementation of  that knowledge
in one’s own life. The main objective of  dialogue is to
understand the meaningful in man and for this understanding
we need to know not only the persons but also the total setting
of  life as well as its activities, i.e., beliefs and practices of
others. For this purpose, the Gurus have initiated not only
spiritual dialogue but also a dialogue of  life as well as dialogue
of  deeds with persons of  other religious traditions. Guru
Nanak states, ‘So long as humans live in the world, they should
listen and speak to others about the Divine Name because our
stay in the world is transitory, so we should die to the self  while
alive’ [7].
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jb lgu dunIAw rhIAY nwnk ikCu suxIAY ikCu khIAY ]
Bwil rhy hm rhxu n pwieAw jIviqAw mir rhIAY ]

The basic structure of  the scripture shows its cosmopolitan
spirit which is against religious exclusivism, dogmatism,
fundamentalism and egoistic individualism. To avoid the
possession of  religion by the priestly class and by the political
dominance, the stress is laid on one religion of  truth for the
whole mankind, which is eternal [8]:

eyko Drmu idRVY scu koeI ]
gurmiq pUrw juig juig soeI ]
There is one Religion of  Truth, if  one knows and realizes by the
Guru’s wisdom;
God is ever the same age after age.

Nevertheless, this stress on one religion of  truth does not
mean negation of  other religious faiths rather it connotes
awareness of  inner unity amidst apparent diversity as the
cornerstone of  inter-religious dialogue. The recognition of
separate identity of  different religious communities with their
different beliefs and practices is portrayed in Raga Ramkali
where Guru Arjan Dev observes [9]:

koeI bolY rwm rwm koeI Kudwie ] koeI syvY guseIAw koeI Alwih ]1]
kwrx krx krIm ] ikrpw Dwir rhIm ]1]rhwau]
koeI nwvY qIriQ koeI hj jwie ] koeI krY pUjw koeI isru invwie ]2]
koeI pVY byd koeI kqyb ] koeI EFY nIl koeI supyd ]3]
koeI khY qurku koeI khY ihMdU ] koeI bwCY iBsqu koeI surigMdU ]4]
khu nwnk ijin hukmu pCwqw ] pRB swihb kw iqin Bydu jwqw ]5]
Some people call God Ram, others Khuda;
Some serve Him as Gosain, others as Allah;
But He is only One Doer and Cause and Beneficent Lord;
O,God, bless me with Thy Mercy, O Compassionate One.
Some go to bathe at Pilgrimage places; others go to perform Haj;
Some offer worship, others bow down their head;
Some read Vedas, others the Semitic texts;
Some wear white, others blue;
Some are called Turks, others Hindus;
Some seek heaven, others paradise;
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Says Nanak: Those who realize the Divine Will;
Alone know the secret of  One Powerful God.

This recognition of  other faiths’ identity with emphasis
on inner religiosity is the basis of  any spiritual dialogue. Any
spiritual discourse is futile if it is based on mere intellectual
arguments, debates, dialectical methods and unless it is
dialogical dialogue based on intuitive realization of  the other
person and the religious tradition to which he belongs.  That
is why the Gurus stressed on the need to realize the meaning
of  God’s existence in human life and in the world of
experience or the recognition of  God’s presence in one’s daily
experience as the source of  all things. Only an insightful person
can read the depth of  the other and see in its inmost core, the
Infinite Self  in which all beings are united. This inner vision
is a sort of  moral command which makes man responsible
towards others. It is an illumination of  the soul and an intuitive
realization which may be interpreted as ‘a moral demand to
undertake a certain course of  action’ as in Judaism or ‘the
discernment of  the sacred within oneself  as in the Indian
tradition’ [10]. The critical comparative dialogue at the
academic level is not possible without knowledge of  others and
it necessitates understanding religious doctrines, ceremonies,
rituals, beliefs and language of  other religious communities.
The interfaith dialogue in Guru Granth Sahib is initiated in
diverse ways at the doctrinal, social, religious and cultural levels.
Whereas the spiritual dialogue relates with the conceptual and
mystical aspects of  religious experience; dialogue at the social
level shows concern, respect for human dignity and hospitality
towards persons of  other faiths; and stands for humanitarian
attitude towards the spiritual evolution of  man.

4. Dialogue of  Spiritual Experience

        Guru Nanak’s Siddh Goshit in 73 stanzas is a
detailed spiritual discourse and an exposition of interfaith
dialogue with the motive to understand the others.  The
attitude of  reverence for other faiths  is clearly visible in the
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beginning of  the Siddh Goshit, when Guru Nanak hails the
assembly of the Siddhas [11]: ‘Siddh-sabha kari asani baithei sant-
sabha jaikaro’.

isD sBw kir Awsix bYTy sMq sBw jYkwro ]
iqsu AwgY rhrwis hmwrI swcw Apr Apwro ]
msqku kwit DrI iqsu AwgY qnu mnu AwgY dyau ]
nwnk sMqu imlY scu pweIAY shj Bwie jsu lyau ]
The Siddhas formed an assembly; sitting in their Yogic postures,
they shouted, “Salute this gathering of  Saints.”  I offer my salutation
to the One who is true, infinite and incomparably beautiful.  I cut
off  my head, and offer it to Him; I dedicate my body and mind to
Him.  O Nanak, meeting with the Saints, Truth is obtained, and
one is spontaneously blessed with distinction.

Here, Guru Nanak offers salutations to the assembly of
holy persons, with his firm conviction that the eternal God
is to be attained through the holy congregation. He (Yogi)
practices the eighty-four postures of  Yoga, and acquires the
supernatural powers of  the Siddhas, but he gets tired of
practicing these. He lives a long life, but is reincarnated again
and again; he has not met with the Lord. It is evident from
the discussion of  Guru Nanak with the yogis that he did not
denounce the actual motive of  Yogic Cult; instead he exhorted
them to shed off  their perversions and express their meaning
from a new angle.

The yogis asked him a series of  questions regarding his
source of  knowledge, system, Guru, disciples, teachings, cause
of  his wanderings and also enquired about the way to cross
this worldly ocean. The yogis acquainted the Guru with their
way of  yoga, i.e., total negation of  worldly life, life of
contemplation in the forests and adoption of  yogic symbols.
The crux of  Guru Nanak’s views becomes apparent, not only
in his condemnation of  external symbols, austere practices and
life of  renunciation but also in ways he recommends for the
same end in view. He uses the yogic terminology to convey
his own ideas and referring to the ascetic way of  life of  the
yogis’ states ardently that without the Divine Name, mind can
never remain constant, nor passions can be stilled [12].
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Addressing to the contemporary two orthodox
communities, Guru Nanak says it is necessary to be more than
a Hindu or a Muslim. After revelation his first words ‘there
is no Hindu, no Musalman’ indicate that mere possession of
religion is not necessary to be religious. Guru Nanak was fully
acquainted with the beliefs and practices of his religious
contemporaries and he initiated dialogue to invoke them and
to get response from their side and this response was in the
form of  inner transformation. In the words of  S. Kapur Singh
[13]:

“His (Guru Nanak’s) divine mission demands acceptance of  genuine
dialogue rather than conversion as the goal of  transcending
particularism—with a view to discover a universal concept, not
synthesis or synthetic amalgam, but deeper penetration of  one’s own
religion in thought, devotion and action....”.

However, the aim was to inculcate among the adherents
of  contemporary traditions this feeling of  ‘deeper penetration
of  one’s own religion’ as well as ‘cultivation of  moral qualities’
to bring an over-all transformation in their way of  living,
thinking and feeling.  Guru Nanak stressed on the practical
aspect of  religion for full development of  human being and
pointed out the consequential effect of  the cognitive efforts
made by the contemporary religious leaders.  For instance,
more reading and writing creates anxiety; roaming over the
pilgrimage-places makes one boastful; adoption of  sectarian
garbs inflict pain on the body; starvation  creates loss of  taste
and silence makes man unable to wake from his ignorance [14].

iliK iliK piVAw ] qyqw kiVAw ]
bhu qIrQ BivAw ] qyqo livAw ]
bhu ByK kIAw dyhI duKu dIAw ] shu vy jIAw Apxw kIAw ]
AMnu n  KwieAw swdu gvwieAw ] bhu duKu pwieAw dUjw BwieAw ] bsqR n
pihrY ] Aihinis khrY ]
moin  ivgUqw ] ikau jwgY gur ibnu sUqw ]
pg aupyqwxw ] Apxw kIAw kmwxw ]
The more one write and reads,  the more one burns.  The more one
wanders at sacred shrines of  pilgrimage,  the more one talks uselessly.
The more one wears religious robes, the more pain he causes his
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body.  O my soul, you must endure the consequences of  your own
actions.  One who does not eat the corn, misses out on the taste.  One
obtains great pain, in the love of  duality.  One who does not wear
any clothes,  suffers night and day.  Through silence, he is ruined.
How can the sleeping one be awakened without the Guru?  One who
goes barefoot suffers by his own actions.

5. Dialogue of  Bhagats and Saints

The incorporation of  the hymns of  bhagats and saints
in Guru Granth Sahib, acknowledgement of  their spiritual
attainments by the Gurus in their own hymns and preservation
of  their separate identity is clear evidence and practical
example of  pluralistic vision of  Guru Granth Sahib for
initiating an interfaith understanding.  For mutual understanding,
dialogue should provide enough space for others by recognizing
their faiths and paying due regard to their spiritual experiences.
Dr. Neki in one of  his articles defines dialogue as neither ‘a
sort of  monologue, nor a debate, nor a dialectic exercise but
a genuine dialogue should provide ‘due deference to the
others’ pronouncements, explanations and responses’ [15].

Dialogical attitude demands a certain sense of  one’s
identity and firmness in one’s own faith but this does not mean
immobility or obstinacy in one’s stand. Though the main
doctrinal themes are in conformity with the basic spirit of  the
Granth, yet the ideas and reflections of  their religious
background are maintained and kept in the perspective of  their
own thought structure. For instance, Bhagat Jaidev’s use of
Vaishnava names of  God such as Hari, Chakardhar, Govinda and
Sheikh Farid’s adherence to Shariat, day of  judgment, fear of
dozak, and satan, etc. The insertion of  Guru Arjan Dev’s hymns
in the compositions of  Bhagats and a sort of  dialogue among
these Bhagats show their close relationship with one another
[16]. This type of  inter-dialogue takes place in the compositions
of  Bhagat Kabir, Sheikh Farid, Bhagat Dhanna and Bhagat
Surdas. The emphasis on nam-simarn as well as performance
of  routine duties is explicit in the inter-dialogue of  Bhagats.
In Bhagat Kabir’s hymns, it appears sometimes that he left his
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profession of  weaving, as his mother laments and he replies
that ‘so long as I pass the thread through the shuttle, so long
do I forget my Loved Lord, Who is refuge of  mine and my
children’ [17].

muis muis rovY kbIr kI mweI ] ey bwirk kYsy jIvih rGurweI ]1]
qnnw bunnw sBu qijE hY kbIr ]
hir kw nwmu iliK lIE srIr ]1]rhwau]
jb lgu qwgw bwhau byhI ] qb lgu ibsrY rwmu snyhI ]2]
ECI miq myrI jwiq julwhw ] hir kw nwmu lihE mY lwhw ]3]
khq kbIr sunhu myrI mweI ] hmrw ien kw dwqw eyku rGurweI ]4]
Kabeer’s mother sobs, cries and bewails  - O Lord, how will my
grandchildren live? ||1||  Kabeer has given up all his spinning
and weaving ,  and written the Name of  the Lord on his
body.||1||Pause|| As long as I pass the thread through the
bobbin,  I forget the Lord, my Beloved.||2|| My intellect is lowly
- I am a weaver by birth,  but I have earned the profit of  the Name
of  the Lord.||3||  Says Kabeer, listen, O my mother  - the Lord
alone is the Provider, for me and my children.||4||

Bhagat Trilochan’s reply to Bhagat Namdev in Guru
Arjan Dev’s verse indicates ‘with the tongue utter the Name
of  the Lord and work with hands and feet but cherish thy God,
detached in heart’ [18].

nwmw mwieAw moihAw khY iqlocnu mIq ]
kwhy CIphu CwielY rwm n lwvhu cIqu ]212]
nwmw khY iqlocnw muK qy rwmu sMm@wil ]
hwQ pwau kir kwmu sBu cIqu inrMjn nwil ]213]
Trilochan says, O Naam Dayv, Maya has enticed you, my friend.
Why are you printing designs on these sheets, and not focusing your
consciousness on the Lord? ||212|| Naam Dayv answers, O
Trilochan, chant the Lord’s Name with your mouth. With your
hands and feet, do all your work, but let your consciousness remain
with the Immaculate Lord.|| 213||

6. Dialogue of  Ethical Perspectives

Not only to the religious leaders but Guru Nanak
addressed also to the followers of  other sects and told them
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to adhere to the essentials and to discard redundant and
meaningless formalism. Accordingly, he pointed out the
redundancy of  external formalism in the performance of
religious rituals and practices of  followers of  Islam and
Hinduism, to make them realize the true way to their own
religion. This type of  dialogue was based on the notion of
ethical equation and not manipulation of  others for own
advantage. Each man has meaning in life and hence he should
be treated humanely, and it could have been possible if  the
relations are face to face encounter on the basis of
equality.

Hence the aim was neither to convert others nor to
impose his ideology on them but to inculcate the feeling of
critical self-analysis and cultivation of  moral qualities for inner
transformation. Taking the case of  pundit, he reads Vedas,
performs prayers, worships idols, takes rosary, puts saffron-
mark on his forehead and wears dhoti but performs all false
practices in his daily life. If  he is aware of  the presence of
God, he must have realized the futility of  these deeds [19].

so bRhmxu jo ibMdY bRhmu ] jpu qpu sMjmu kmwvY krmu ]
sIl sMqoK kw rKY Drmu ] bMDn qoVY hovY mukqu ]
soeI bRhmxu pUjx jugqu ]16]
He alone is a Brahmin, who knows God.  He chants and meditates,
and practices austerity and good deeds.  He keeps to the Dharma,
with faith, humility and contentment.  Breaking his bonds, he is
liberated.  Such a Brahmin is worthy of  being worshipped. ||16||

 Similarly, the orthodox practices of  Muslim community
are pointed out by saying that to be a true Muslim, one should
make mercy as his mosque, faith as prayer-mat, honest living
as Quran, humility as circumcision and good conduct as fast
[20].

imhr msIiq isdku muslw hku hlwlu kurwxu ]
srm suMniq sIlu rojw hohu muslmwxu ]
Let mercy be your mosque, faith your prayer-mat, and honest living
your Koran.  Make modesty your circumcision, and good conduct
your fast. In this way, you shall be a true Muslim.
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Guru Nanak and other holy preceptors were fully
acquainted with the nomenclature of  contemporary religious
faiths and they observed with their sagacious vision the
intricacies in the behavior of  adherents of  those religious
traditions. Guru Nanak was conscious of  the defects of
conventions of  contemporary society and he made use of

those conventions to convey his own idea to society. He
reacted strongly against the hypocrisy of  the priestly class who
beguiled the innocent people by their formal ways of  worship
and by their outward appearance. He has minutely noticed the
deceit and hypocrisy in the character of  the contemporary
Brahmins and kashtriyas who were leading a dual life. Whatever

may be the inherent cause, either to please the Muslim rulers
or to gain economic benefits, they accepted the subjugation
of  Muslim invaders. They worship their idols within, but read
Quran and observe the code of  Turks [21].

AMqir pUjw pVih kqybw sMjmu qurkw BweI ] CofIly pwKMfw ]
nwim lieAY jwih qrMdw ]———
mQY itkw qyiV DoqI kKweI ] hiQ CurI jgq kwsweI ]
nIl vsqR pihir hovih prvwxu ] mlyC Dwnu ly pUjih purwxu ]
ABwiKAw kw kuTw  bkrw Kwxw ] cauky aupir iksY n jwxw ]
You perform devotional worship indoors, but read the Islamic sacred

texts, and adopt the Muslim way of  life.  Renounce your hypocrisy!

Taking the Naam, the Name of  the Lord, you shall swim across.

||1||....

The sacred marks are on their foreheads, and the saffron
loin-cloths are around their waists;  in their hands they hold
the knives - they are the butchers of  the world! Wearing blue
robes, they seek the approval of  the Muslim rulers.  Accepting

bread from the Muslim rulers, they still worship the Puraanas.
They eat the meat of  the goats, killed after the Muslim prayers
are read over them,  but they do not allow anyone else to enter
their kitchen areas.

Guru Nanak stressed on the truthful living as higher than
all other virtues [22, 23].
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schu ErY sBu ko aupir scu Awcwru ]
Only if  one is pure of  heart, one attains truth.

khu nwnk scu iDAweIAY ] suic hovY qw scu pweIAY ]
Says Nanak, meditate on the True Lord. If  you are pure, you will
obtain the True Lord.

Guru Arjan Dev also stressed on the inner purity of  mind
and truthful conduct as the highest form of  religion. He
says [24]:
srb Drm mih sRyst Drmu ] hir ko nwmu jip inrml krmu ]
sgl ik®Aw mih aUqm ikirAw ] swDsMig durmiq mlu ihirAw ]
sgl audm mih audmu Blw ] hir kw nwmu jphu jIA sdw ]
sgl bwnI mih AMimRq bwnI ] hir ko jsu suin rsn bKwnI ]
sgl Qwn qy Ehu aUqm Qwnu ] nwnk ijh Git vsY hir nwmu ]
Of  all religions, this one is the purest:
Meditating on the Divine Name and doing pure deeds.
Of  all the activities, the best activity is ;
Washing the evil of  mind by associating with the Saints.
Of  all efforts, the noblest effort is;
Meditating on God in the heart for ever.
Of  all speech, the purest speech is;
Listening the Lord’s Praise and uttering with tongue.
Of  all places, that place is blessed one;
Nanak, Where dwells the Lord’s Name.

7. Dialogue of  Social Relations

Man is a living being, an organism, capable of  doing
action; not only as a living being, but as a being–in–the–world;
who does not just happen to live in this world but reaches his
full personhood only in and through this world and in
interaction with other persons. Each man has certain affinity,
so the relation should be face to face encounter on the basis
of  equality. To Guru Nanak, the whole ethical life of  man is
an expansion and expression of  this inter-personal relationship.
The meaningful relationship with others is not possible
without the presence of  the wholly other. Nevertheless, there
is a dimension of  meaning in which persons encounter one
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another. It is an ethical dimension that specifies or determines
the religious character of  man. This type of  personal
interaction with others is possible only in society [25].

The prevalent notion of  world-negation and life of
asceticism was denounced with the belief  in the dynamic and
creative aspect of  the Absolute Being. Hence any abstract idea
of  God without a world would be a spiritual life with no hold
on the real or in other words a life of  pure escapism. Stressing
on the integration of  spiritual and temporal aspects for the
development of  human personality, philosophy of  life-
affirmation and world-affirmation is recommended in place of
life of recluse [26].

sic ismirAY hovY prgwsu ] qw qy ibiKAw mih  rhY audwsu ]
siqgur kI AYsI vifAweI ] puqR klqR ivcy giq pweI ]
Remembering the True Lord in meditation, one is enlightened.  Then,
in the midst of  Maya, he remains detached.  Such is the Glory of
the True Guru;  in the midst of  children and spouses, they attain
emancipation.

 Instead of  repression of  mental modifications (citta-
vrttis) by the difficult methods, the way suggested is by
sublimation of  urges and directing them for some higher aim
through nam-simran [27].

iehu mnu clqau sc Gir bYsY nwnk nwmu ADwro ]
Awpy myil imlwey krqw  lwgY swic ipAwro ]
This fickle mind sits in its true home, O Nanak, through the Support
of  the Naam, the Name of  the Lord.  The Creator Himself  unites
us in Union, and inspires us to love the Truth.

Referring to the rigorous practices of  a sect of  Jainism,
it is stated that they are  neither yogis nor jangams nor qazis, nor
mullas but persons leading an unclean life on the pretext of
ahimsa or non-injury to the living beings. A vivid portrayal of
their daily life makes it clear that such persons have no
realization of  the divine presence, no sense of  human dignity,
no consciousness of  higher aim except their own stern notion
of purity [28].
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nw Eie jogI nw Eie jMgm  nw Eie kwjI muMlw ]
diX ivgoey iPrih ivguqy iPtw vqY glw ]
jIAw mwir jIvwly soeI Avru n koeI rKY ]
dwnhu qY iesnwnhu vMjy Bsu peI isir KuQY ]
They are not Yogis, and they are not Jangams, followers of  Shiva.
They are not Qazis or Mullahs. Ruined by the Merciful Lord, they
wander around in disgrace, and their entire troop is contaminated.
The Lord alone kills and restores to life; no one else can protect
anyone from Him.  They go without giving alms or any cleansing
baths; their shaven heads become covered with dust.

On the other hand, those who eat the fruit of  their toil
and share with the needy alone know the right way [29].

Gwil Kwie ikCu hQhu dyie ] nwnk rwhu pCwxih syie]
One who works for what he eats, and gives some of  what he has  - O
Nanak, he knows the Path.

8. Dialogue of  Social Customs

Guru Nanak not only denunciates the superstitious
beliefs of sutak, empty ceremonies of janeu and shradhas but
he also offers a new interpretation to such socio-religious rites
and rituals. Regarding the superstition of  impurity (sutak), he
stresses that the impurity lay in the mind due to its doubt and
vision of  duality and its cure is to attune oneself  to the Divine
Being. This impurity has been explained symbolically as the
impurity of  mind, tongue, eyes, ears and is to be identified as
avarice, falsehood, beholding another’s woman, wealth and
beauty and in hearing to slander respectively [30].

sBo sUqku Brmu hY dUjY lgY jwie ]
jMmxu mrxw hukmu hY BwxY AwvY jwie ]
Kwxw pIxw pivqRü hY idqonu irjku sMbwih ]
nwnk ijn@I gurmuiK buiJAw iqn@w sUqku nwih ]
All impurity comes from doubt and attachment to duality.  Birth
and death are subject to the Command of  the Lord’s Will; through
His Will we come and go.  Eating and drinking are pure, since the
Lord gives nourishment to all. O Nanak, the Gurmukhs, who
understand the Lord, are not stained by impurity.
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In a similar tone, he repudiates the sanctity of  traditional
custom of janeu ceremony and stressed on the inner purity
which is possible by imbibing virtues like compassion,
contentment, continence and truth [31].

dieAw kpwh sMqoKu sUqu jqu gMFI squ vtu ]
eyhu jnyaU jIA kw heI q pwfy Gqu ]
nw eyhu qutY nw mlu lgY nw eyhu jlY n jwie ]
Make compassion the cotton, contentment the thread, modesty the
knot and truth the twist.  This is the sacred thread of  the soul; if
you have it, then go ahead and put it on me.  It does not break, it
cannot be soiled by filth, it cannot be burnt, or lost.

Regarding the custom of  shradhas, it is stated that one can
receive in the hereafter only that what one earns with sincere
efforts on the earth [32].

jy mohwkw Gru muhY Gru muih ipqrI dyie ]
AgY vsqu is\wxIAY ipqrI cor kryie ]
vFIAih hQ dlwl ky musPI eyh kryie ]
nwnk AgY so imlY ij Kty Gwly dyie ]
The thief  robs a house, and offers the stolen goods to his ancestors.
In the world hereafter, this is recognized, and his ancestors are
considered thieves as well.  The hands of  the go-between are cut off;
this is the Lord’s justice.  O Nanak, in the world hereafter, that
alone is received, which one gives to the needy from his own earnings
and labor.

 He challenged the Varna-system of  contemporary
Hindu society by pointing out that a real Brahmin is only he
who practices austerity, contemplation, self-control, righteous
deeds, and is contented and cultured; a real khatri is he who
performs heroic deeds, who is compassionate, charitable and
beneficent [33].

so bRhmxu jo ibMdY bRhmu ] jpu qpu sMjmu kmwvY krmu ]
sIl sMqoK kw rKY Drmu ] bMDn qoVY hovY mukqu ]
soeI bRhmxu pUjx jugqu ]16]
KqRI so ju krmw kw  sUru ] puMn dwn kw krY srIru ]
Kyqu pCwxY bIjY dwnu ] so KqRI drgh prvwxu ]
lbu loBu jy kUVu kmwvY ] Apxw kIqw Awpy pwvY ]17]
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He alone is a Brahmin, who knows God.  He chants and meditates,
and practices austerity and good deeds.  He keeps to the Dharma,
with faith, humility and contentment.  Breaking his bonds, he is
liberated.  Such a Brahmin is worthy of  being worshipped. ||16||
He alone is a Kh’shaatriyaa, who is a hero in good deeds.  He uses
his body to give in charity;  he understands his farm, and plants the
seeds of  generosity.  Such a Kh’shaatriyaa is accepted in the Court
of  the Lord.  Whoever practices greed, possessiveness and falsehood,
shall receive the fruits of  his own labors. ||17||

9. Dialogue of  Religious Worship

The contemporary notion of  devotional bhakti is illustrated
by Guru Nanak by reference to Rasa- Lilas or dramatic
performances of  Rama and Krishna, the incarnations of
Vishnu. The persons belonging to this cult of  bhakti perform
actions by mimicking the ways of  the incarnations of  God,
interpret the Vedas, sing, dance, beg, wear precious ornaments
and sing about the heroic deeds of  emperors and queens.
Devotional method of  the Guru is in sharp contrast to the
prevalent methods of  devotion.  Here the denunciation of
these modes of  worship is due to their outward formalism
devoid of  inner spirituality.  This type of  behaviour is confined
to the level of  mental consciousness only [34].

ncxu kudxu mn kw cwau ] nwnk ijn@ min Bau iqn@w min Bwau ]
They dance and jump around on the urgings of  their minds.  O
Nanak, those whose minds are filled with the Fear of  God, have the
love of  God in their minds as well.

However, the real devotion includes both the fear of  God
and love of  God and both these mental states are related to
each other. Whereas fear of  God makes man always conscious
about his deeds and cultivates love for God.  The repetition
of  nam is indeed, suggestive of  voluntary development of  faith
in the devotee, thereby transforming him into a new being and
creating in him a sense of identification with the whole
cosmos. Self-control, discipline, nam-simran, meditation on
sabad are means to induce faith and love; truth and service are
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the ends which overflow spontaneously as man attains perfect
harmony with the Supreme Reality [35].

nwnk Bgqw BuK swlwhxu scu nwmu AwDwru ]
sdw Anµid rhih idnu rwqI guxvMiqAw pw Cwru ]
Nanak, the hunger of  the devotees is to praise You; the True Name
is their only support.  They live in eternal bliss, day and night; they
are the dust of  the feet of  the virtuous.

  The devotee in this state of  elevation performs acts of
self-abnegation and all expression of  reverence and devotion
are considered as due to divine Grace. In this devotional
perspective, all beings are considered equals and kindness to
the poor is a manifestation of  divine compassion. It can be
attained by invoking divine Grace culminating in meditation
and self-culture. True worship means sublimation of  ego, life
of  detachment, practice of  truth, meditating on Divine Name
through firm devotion, with the help of  Guru and Divine
Grace [36].

jy jwxis bRhmM krmM ] siB Pokt inscau krmM ]
khu nwnk inhcau iDAwvY ] ivxu siqgur vwt n pwvY ]
If  you knew the nature of  God,  you would know that all of  these
beliefs and rituals are in vain.  Says Nanak, meditate with deep
faith;  without the True Guru, no one finds the Way.

In Guru Granth Sahib, inter-religious dialogue comprises
not only cognitive mental exercise at the academic level but
it inspires for a dialogue of  deeds and dialogue of  concern
which implies an attitude of  love, tolerance and acceptance of
others. The practical implication of  this message of  the Gurus
is visible in the institutional set up of  Sikh Religion, leaving
aside all barriers of  caste, creed and denominations of  any
kind. To the enlightened person, there appears no duality, no
enmity, no alienation and this condition is depicted by Guru
Arjan Dev as follows [37]:

ibsir geI sB qwiq prweI ] jb qy swDsMgiq moih pweI ]
nw ko bYrI nhI ibgwnw sgl sMig hm kau bin AweI ]
Envy of  others has gone away from my mind;
As I have attained the company of  the holy.
Neither any enemy nor stranger; with all are we in accord.
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10. Conclusions

The Sikh Gurus, no doubt, have offered a critical analysis
of  the contemporary religious thought and rejected their
external paraphernalia but only to inculcate in them a spirit
of  deeper penetration in their own religion. The aim of
interfaith dialogue in the scripture is neither subjugation, nor
domination, nor conversion, nor degradation of  other

traditions but to make them visualize the kernel of  truth and
implement it in their lives for spiritual transformation. This is
evident from the interpersonal, intrapersonal and critical
comparative nature of  dialogue which is based on ethical
equation of  all human beings, experiential vision of  Ultimate
Reality and acknowledgement of  spiritual experience of  other

holy preceptors belonging to different traditions. Interfaith
dialogue does not mean denial of  the identity of  individual
traditions through a synthesis or assimilation of  other faiths.
To resolve the present crisis, we need to seek guidance from
the message of  Guru Granth Sahib, for self-analysis and self-
appraisal to find the deep meaning of  our human existence

in order to develop interfaith understanding among different
cultural identities and religious traditions and to promote
harmonious co-existence by inter-religious dialogue.
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Abstract

Interfaith dialogue is perceived as the best mechanism to build
mutual understanding and respect among people of  different faiths.
Despite, interfaith dialogue’s recent emergence on the world stage after 9/
11, it has been an active component of  ancient Indian religious traditions.
Sikh Gurus’ compositions, and their way of  life, reveal that they were
among the pioneers of  interfaith dialogue in their time. Guru Nanak’s
travels to various religious centers of  diverse faiths; his life long association
with Bhai Mardana (a Muslim); Guru Arjan Dev’s inclusion of  the
verses of  the saint-poets of  varied faiths in Sri Guru Granth Sahib;
Guru Hargobind’s construction of  Mosque for Muslims; and Guru Teg
Bahadur’s laying down of  his life for the cause of  Hinduism, are just
a few examples of  the initiatives taken by the Sikh Gurus in this field.
An attempt is being made here to describe the Sikh doctrines that
encourage interfaith dialogue. The practices, currently in vogue, among the
Sikhs towards this cause, are also recounted.

Introduction

Even in the contemporary world, religion has a highly
influential role in the lives of  people. With the widely prevalent
diversity of  religions, ethnicities, and cultures among humans,
they can live together by sharing virtuous values. It can be
achieved only through dialogue. The word dialogue [1] is
derived from the Greek “dia-logos” (literally “a word in-
between”) which has the general meaning of  “conversation”
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between two or more parties. At the heart of  dialogue is inter-
religious dialogue, because religion is the most comprehensive
of  all the human “disciplines”. The “public” launching of
modern interreligious dialogue can be traced back to the 1893
Parliament of  the World’s Religions in Chicago, USA. Well-
known religious leaders: Hindu, Theravada Buddhist, Zen
Buddhist, Confucian, Christians, Jews, and Muslims participated
in the initiative. The term ‘Interfaith Dialogue’ refers to the
positive and cooperative interaction between peoples of
different religions, faiths, or spiritual beliefs, to promote
understanding between different religions to increase acceptance
and tolerance [2].

Along with politics, poverty, and culture, religion is
often cited as a source of  conflict throughout the world. In
contemporary times, inter-community conflicts are due to the
parochial and shallow understanding of  faith or faiths. The
dialogue aims to identify the differences and similarities among
people so they can learn and understand each other. It helps
to build good relations and mutual trust without sacrificing
their life principles. Thus, interfaith dialogue can break down
walls of  division and the barriers that stand at the center of
numerous wars. It is decidedly essential to sustain the cohesion
and harmony in a multicultural society.

The Sikh Perspective

Sikh Gurus were the messengers of  God preoccupied
with Truth and the pursuit of  Truth. “Truth is God” is the
religious principle that ruled their life. The central concept of
Sikh’s philosophy is “Naam, Daan, Ishnaan”. This phrase
translates [3] to mean “Mindful Awareness of  Divine Presence, Live
out the Culture of  Altruism when Seeking Divine Benevolence,
Implement Ethics of Good Deeds that Cleanse Body and Mind”. Sikh
Gurus believed that Truth is a goal that must be pursued
persistently and continuously. In Sikh Guru’s era, the world of
1469-1708, there were numerous religions or religious sects (e.
g. Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Yoga, Siddhas, etc.)
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competing with one another, each claiming to have a
monopoly on Truth. But for Sikh Gurus, a sure sign that one
has lost touch with Truth is the claim that one’s group has an
exclusive right on it.

According to the ancient religious wisdom of India,
Truth is a many-sided and multi-dimensional affair. It deserves
to be viewed from many different perspectives; anyone’s
perception of  Truth is limited and partial. Sikh Gurus believed
that no person, group, or religion could claim to have full or
total knowledge of  Truth (or God). Guru Arjun Dev, the fifth
Sikh Guru, reported the plurality of  religions, present in his
time, in his verses as enshrined in Sri Guru Granth Sahib
(SGGS) [4-6].

koeI bolY rwm rwm koeI Kudwie]koeI syvY guseIAw koeI Alwih ]…
koeI nwvY qIriQ koeI hj jwie] koeI krY pUjw koeI isru invwie]2]
koeI pVY byd koeI kqyb ] koeI EFY nIl koeI supyd]3]
koeI khY qurku koeI khY ihMdU ] koeI bwCY iBsqu koeI surigMdU] 
Some call Him, ‘Raam, Raam’, and some call Him, ‘Khudaa-i’.

Some serve Him as ‘Gusain’, others as ‘Allah’....... Some bathe at

sacred shrines of  pilgrimage, and some make the pilgrimage to Mecca.

Some perform devotional worship services, and some bow their heads

in prayer. Some read the Vedas, and some the Koran. Some wear

blue robes, and some wear white. Some call themselves Muslim, and

some call themselves Hindu. Some yearn for paradise, and others

long for heaven. (SGGS, M. 5, p. 885)

Sikh Gurus believed that each religion is divinely inspired
because each represents one manifestation of  Truth. All
religions are equal, though not “the same” – as each provides
a unique path to Truth. Religions are not Truth themselves, but
they direct us toward Truth. Truth is ultimate, and it is a reality
larger than any religion. Sikh Gurus’ practical approach to
Truth is evident in the way they tackled interfaith dialogue.
They did not dialogue with religions or with religious systems;
they dialogued rather, with people who were struggling to live
out their religious values.

The primary doctrines of  Sikhism emphasize interfaith
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understanding, mutual respect, and harmony. Guru Nanak, the
founder of Sikhism, proclaimed that the sharing of views and
ideas should be a continuous process throughout one’s life:

jb lgu dunIAw rhIAY nwnk ikCu suxIAY ikCu khIAY ]
As long as we are in this world, O Nanak, we must listen to others,
as well as express ourselves to others. (SGGS, M. 1, p. 661)

The Sikh Gurus possessed a natural openness to other
religions. They emphasized tolerance and particularly religious
tolerance. To be a Sikh, one must respect all other religions.
In this context, one of  the Saint-poets of  SGGS, Bhagat Kabir
[4-6], articulates:

byd kqyb khhu mq JUTy JUTw jo n ibcwrY ]
Do not say that the Vedas, the Bible, and the Koran are false.
Those who do not contemplate them are false. (SGGS, Bhagat Kabir,
p. 1350)

Sri Guru Granth Sahib teaches its followers to love all
creation as God’s manifestation. Acceptance of  all faiths and
interfaith tolerance and understanding are cardinal to the
teachings of  SGGS. The message of  universal fraternity and
equality is emphasized in Gurbani as:

sB eyk idRsit smqu kir dyKY sBu Awqm rwmu pCwn jIau ]
Look upon all with equality and recognize the Supreme Soul (God),
pervading among all. (SGGS, M. 1, p. 446)

During recent times, many scholars [7-28] have reported
on the initiatives undertaken and contributions made by Sikh
Gurus and their followers in the field of  interfaith dialogue.
Kazi Nurul Islam [7] reports that “Sikhism is a religion which
was founded on the principles of  interfaith understanding,
mutual respect, and harmony. From the very beginning, the
leaders and the followers of  this tradition preached the
principles of  interfaith respect, dialogue, and understanding.
To be a Sikh it is mandatory that he/she must respect and
accept all other religions of  the world and at the same time
must protect, guard, and allow the free practice of  the customs
and rituals of  others. The Guru Granth Sahib teaches its
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followers to love all creation as God’s own manifestation.
Acceptance of  all faiths and interfaith tolerance and
understanding are basic to the teachings of  Guru Granth
Sahib.”

Craig Philips enunciates [8]: “One of  the beauties of
Sikhism, and indeed a feature relevant for interfaith work, is
that it holds a clear idea of  “the religious other,” something
I find in common with my own Islamic faith. Just as the Qur’an
speaks of  Jews, Christians, Sabians, and others, the sayings of
Guru Nanak and passages of  the Guru Granth Sahib speak
of, and to, Muslims and Hindus. From these passages, it is clear
that the society was well acquainted with the religious other,
probably much more so than we are with our “religious others”
today. Sikh scripture encourages Hindus and Muslims to be the
best that they can be.”

Devinder Singh Chahal [9, 12] has described that
interfaith dialogue definitely leads humanity to understand
world religions in their real perspective and enabling their
followers to resolve world problems amicably. Hardev Singh
Virk [10, 25, 26]  has reported that Guru Nanak’s aim of
interfaith dialogue was neither subjugation, nor domination,
nor conversion, nor degradation of  other traditions but to
make them visualize the kernel of  truth and implement it in
their life for spiritual transformation. Nirmal Singh [27]
articulates “Some authors have termed SGGS as an interfaith
scripture. It is respectful of  all faiths and their sacred texts.”

Guru Amrit Kaur Khalsa [28] expresses “I believe that
Sikhs are uniquely positioned to play a role in interfaith efforts,
because of  our rich interfaith history, our strong interfaith
ethic, our love of  Seva (service) and our commitment to
manifesting the common good through the concept of  Sarbat
da Bhala – blessings and prosperity for all.”

Four Levels of  Interfaith Dialogue

An eminent theologian M. Thomas Thangaraj has
reported [29] the four levels of  Interreligious or Interfaith
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dialogue as (i) The Dialogue of  Life (ii) The Dialogue of
Action (iii) The Dialogue of  Theological Exchange and (iv)
The Dialogue of  Religious Experience. It is interesting to note
that since the inception of  Sikhism, the Sikh Gurus and the
Sikhs have been actively participating and contributing at all
the four levels of  interfaith dialogue, as is evident from the
following discussion.

1. The Dialogue of  Life

According to Thomas Thangaraj [29], the dialogue of  life
denotes the state where people strive to live in an open and
neighborly spirit, sharing their joy and sorrows, their human
problems, and preoccupations. Sikh Gurus broke social ranks
based on faith, caste, gender, or race. They envisioned God
as a formless force running through the cosmos and beyond.
The Sikh doctrines urge the adherents to follow the concept
of  fraternity, assuring the dignity of  the individuals and the
unity of  the nations. Guru Nanak proclaimed;

gurmuiK eyk idRsit kir dyKhu Git Git joiq smoeI jIau ] 
As Gurmukh (God-conscious truthful being), looks upon all with
equality; in each and every heart, the Divine Light is contained.
(SGGS, M. 1, p. 599)

Guru Arjan Dev, the fifth Sikh Guru, articulated:
nw ko bYrI nhI ibgwnw sgl sMig hm kau bin AweI ]
None is my enemy; no one is a stranger to me. I get along with
everyone. (SGGS, M. 5, p. 1299)

Guru Nanak shared this vision with humanity. He took
to the road selflessly. Accompanied by Mardana [30], a Muslim,
the Guru traveled from Punjab to Sri Lanka, Afghanistan,
Baghdad and Mecca in the West. Prevalent Hindu thoughts,
at his time, advocated that no dialogue was possible with
Abrahamic religions. Guru Nanak turned that orthodox
thinking inside out back then. Guru Nanak had very cordial
relations with many Muslims, e. g. Rai Bular Bhatti [31], of
Talwandi, and Bhai Mardana, etc., throughout his life. Guru
Nanak, and Guru Amardas, prohibited the sati (a traditional
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Hindu practice of  a widow immolating herself  on her
husband’s funeral pyre) and purdah (a religious and social
practice of  female seclusion prevalent among some Muslim
and Hindu communities) practices involving women. Guru
Amardas [32] in line with Guru Nanak’s egalitarian principles,
made Emperor Akbar sitting on the floor with the commoners
to partake in the Langar (the community meals). Guru Arjan
chose a Muslim saint, Hazrat Mian Mir [33] of  Lahore, to lay
the foundation of  Sri Darbar Sahib (Golden Temple),
Amritsar. Guru Har Rai had very good relations [34] with
Muslim Prince Dara Shikoh. Guru Gobind Singh had many
Hindus and Muslims in his service and also as his ally, e. g.
Bhai Nand Lal [35], Pir Budhu Shah [36], Gani Khan and Nabi
Khan [37], Nihang Khan [38] of  Ropar, etc. He had also
enlisted 500 Pathan soliders [39] in his service on the
recommendation of  Sayeed Budhu Shah [36], a celebrated
saint of  Sadhaura, District Ambala, Punjab.

2. The Dialogue of  Action

The dialogue of  action, denotes the state in which
persons of  all religions collaborate, for the integral development
and liberation of  people [29]. They take up various activities
for the well-being of  humanity such as (i) to safeguard the
rights of  individuals, (ii) to promote people’s aspirations for
happiness, (iii) to protect nature, (iv) to show solidarity with
the victims of  injustice, and (v) to struggle for peace and
justice.

According to Sikhism, God is not a tribal patriarch but
the benign and benevolent God of  the entire Creation,
notwithstanding the climes, terrains, and geographical or
political divisions. The hymns of  SGGS include the prayer for
the well being of  all creatures:

sBy jIA smwil ApxI imhr kru ]
By Thy grace, oh God, save and sustain all creation. (SGGS,
M. 5, p. 1251)

The daily ardas (prayer) of  the Sikhs is concluded with
the couplet [40]:
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nwnk nwm cVdI klw] qyry BwxY srbq dw Blw]
Nanak Naam Chardhikala, terye bhanye Sarbat da Bhala.
Nanak implore for love of  God (which provides well being and
bliss), Lord! with your mercy, let everyone prosper. (Sikh Ardas)

The history of  the Sikhs reports a remarkable consistency
in the pursuit of  this ideal.  It describes a consistent struggle,
on their part, in defence of  the right to free worship, for
peoples of  all faiths. Guru ki Maseet [41] is a historical mosque
that was constructed by Guru Hargobind, the sixth Sikh Guru,
at the request of  local Muslims of  Sri Hargobindpur. Situated
in Sri Hargobindpur town on the banks of  River Beas, it is
recognized, as a historical site, by UNESCO. Similarly, Guru
Teg Bahadur, the ninth Sikh Guru, laid down his life for the
protection of the right of Hindus to freely practice their
religion without interference or hindrance.

Inspired by the Sikh ideology, particularly – “Sarbat da
Bhalla” (well-being for all), and to reach out to those in need,
S. Ravinder (Ravi) Singh founded Khalsa Aid International
[42], in 1999, on the occasion of  the 300th birth anniversary
of  the Khalsa. At present, Khalsa Aid International, a UK-
based humanitarian relief  charity, provides support around the
world to the victims of  natural and man-made disasters such
as floods, earthquakes, famine, and war, regardless of  race,
religion, borders.

The Sikh doctrines exhort the adherents to earn their
livelihood by honest means and share their earning with others.
It emphasizes that this is the path of  righteousness, and, in this
way, one can make an outstanding contribution to encourage
an environment of  peaceful co-existence among other
members of  the society.

Gwil Kwie ikCu hQhu dyie ] nwnk rwhu pCwxih syie ]
He, who earns his living by honest means and shares his earnings
with others, has discovered the path of  righteousness, says Nanak.
(SGGS, M. 1,  p. 1245)

SGGS urges Sikhs to share their virtues, too, with others
for the benefit of all.
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jy gux hovin@ swjnw imil swJ krIjY ] 
If  my friend! one has virtues, one must share them with others.
(SGGS, M. 1,  p. 765)

Sikhs are encouraged to maintain good relations with all,
despite the difference of  caste, color, or creed.

sBu ko mIqu hm Awpn kInw hm sBnw ky swjn ]
I am a friend to all; I am everyone’s friend. (SGGS, M. 5,  p. 671)

Several Sikh organizations are engaged in the dialogue of
action for the betterment of  the contemporary world and to
encourage peace in world society. A few examples may suffice.
The Sikh Coalition [43], U. S. A. is an active and enthusiastic
participant in interfaith dialogue. Its goals are not only to learn
about other faith traditions and create Sikh awareness but also
to find common ground to prevent and end hate crime, school
bullying, employment discrimination, and racial profiling. It
also devotes its activities towards the realization of  civil and
human rights for all people. World Sikh Organization of
Canada [44], another non-profit organization, is also actively
dedicated to foster understanding and goodwill towards all
nations, creeds, persuasions, and faiths in Canada since 1984.
United Sikhs [45] is yet another U. N. affiliated, international
non-profit, non-governmental, humanitarian relief, human
development, and advocacy organization aimed at empowering
those in need, especially disadvantaged and minority
communities across the world. United Sikhs, with its chapters
in America, Asia, and Europe, is pursuing projects for the
spiritual, social, and economic empowerment of  underprivileged
and minority communities since 1999.

3. The Dialogue of  Theological Exchange

The dialogue of  theological exchange [29] happens when
specialists seek to deepen their understanding of  their
respective religious heritages and to appreciate each other’s
spiritual values. During one of  his travels, Guru Nanak visited
Mecca [46], the holiest place of  the Muslims. Muslim religious
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leaders in Mecca, asked him, what still is a prime question
locking civilizations in perpetual conflict: “Which of  them is
greater or truer - the Muslims (Abrahamic)  or the Hindus
(Indian/non-Abrahamic)?” Guru Nanak’s response to them,
in the hub of  Islam, was radically egalitarian. “None,” he
replied. “Both sulk, caught as they are in meaningless rituals
and not in meaningful deeds.”

puCx Kol ikqwb nUM vfw ihMdU ik muslmwnoeI]
bwbw AwKy hwzIAW SuB AmlW bwJo dovyN roeI]
They asked Baba Nanak to open his book and let them know
whether Hindu is virtuous or the Muslim. Baba replied to the pilgrim
Hajis, that, without good deeds, both will be lost. (Varaan, Bhai
Gurdas, Var 1, Pauri 33, pp. 3-4)

He urged his audience to rise above conventional beliefs
and follow the true religion of  Universal humanism, which
unites the human race as one family. For example, he explained
the true meaning of  the five prayers and what is required to
become a true Muslim:

pMij invwjw vKq pMij pMjw pMjy nwau ]
pihlw scu hlwl duie qIjw KYr Kudwie ]
cauQI nIAiq rwis mnu pMjvI isPiq snwie ]
krxI klmw AwiK kY qw muslmwxu sdwie ]
nwnk jyqy kUiVAwr kUVY kUVI pwie ]
The five prayers for the five times of  day have five different names.
Make truthfulness the first prayer, honest living the second one, the
practice of  charity the third one, cleansing the mind of  evil thoughts
the fourth one, and contemplation on God’s excellence the fifth one.
And let good deeds become your kalma, the foundation of  your
faith. If  a person practices the above, only then he/she is a true
Muslim. Nanak says that otherwise practicing hypocrisy, one becomes
false through and through. (SGGS, M. 1, p. 141)

Guru Nanak laid immense stress on virtuous conduct in
worldly affairs. He emphasized on truthful living. In his hymns,
he proclaimed:

schu ErY sBu ko aupir scu Awcwru]
Truth is higher than everything, but higher still is truthful living.
(SGGS, M. 1, p. 62)
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During his interaction with a Hindu priest, Guru Nanak
articulated:

swl gRwm ibp pUij mnwvhu suik®qu qulsI mwlw ]
rwm nwmu jip byVw bWDhu dieAw krhu dieAwlw ]
O, Brahman! why do you worship a salgram (stone idol)? Make
honest work your rosary of  Tulsi (an aromatic plant, Ocimum
Sanctum, revered by Hindus), Make contemplation on God the
boat to take you across the ocean of  the corrupting influence of  the
world. Pray for mercy to the Merciful one. (SGGS, M. 1, p. 1170)

Guru Nanak’s interaction with Yogis, Qazi (Muslim
Judge), and Hindu priest, reveals that he urged them to
promote universal humanistic values.

so jogI jo jugiq pCwxY ] gur prswdI eyko jwxY ]
kwjI so jo aultI krY ] gur prswdI jIvqu mrY ]
so bRwhmxu jo bRhmu bIcwrY ] Awip qrY sgly kul qwrY ]
A yogi is that, who recognizes the right way (Truth) and understands
God through enlightenment. A qazi (Muslim Judge) is the one who
remains unaffected by the corrupting worldly temptations and carries
out justice in the light of  Truth. A Brahman is the one who
contemplates on the excellences of  God. Such a Brahman enlightens
himself  and all his kin. (SGGS, M. 1, p. 662)

The Sikh Gurus exemplified the best in Sikhism and felt
at home with all religions. They did not merely respect the
other religion, but also included writings of Muslim Sufi saints
and Hindu devotees in the holy Sri Guru Granth Sahib - the
sacred scripture of  the Sikhs [47]. The compositions included
in it are not only of  the six Sikh Gurus but of  many other
prominent medieval saints and mystics (Jaidev, Namdev,
Trilochan, Parmanand, Sadna, Ramanand, Kabir, Pipa, Beni,
Dhanna, Sain, Farid, Surdas, Bhikhan, and Ravidas, etc.),
belonging to diverse social, religious and cultural traditions.
Through this compilation the Sikh Gurus exhorted the
devotees of  Islam, Christianity and all the four categories
(varnas) of  Hindus, that despite the adherence to their
respective religions, they must lead a virtuous life of  a God-
conscious truthful being (Gurmukh):
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kurwxu kqyb idl mwih kmwhI ] ds Aaurwq rKhu bd rwhI ]
Practice within your heart the teachings of  the Koran and the Bible;
restrain the ten sensory organs from straying into evil.
(SGGS, M. 5, p. 1083)

byd kqyb isimRiq siB swsq ien@ piVAw mukiq n hoeI ]
eyku AKru jo gurmuiK jwpY iqs kI inrml soeI ] 
KqRI bRwhmx sUd vYs aupdysu chu vrnw kau swJw ]
gurmuiK nwmu jpY auDrY so kil mih Git Git nwnk mwJw ]
The mere reading of  the holy books (e. g. Vedas, the Bible, the
Simritees and the Shastras, etc.) cannot bring salvation. One who,
as a God-conscious truthful being (Gurmukh), contemplate on the
love of  God, leads a virtuous life. This teaching is common to the
people of  all the four categories (varnas) i. e. Kshatriyas, Brahmins,
Sudras, and Vaisyas. A person is released from the ill-effects of
worldly passions if, as a Gurmukh, he/she imbibes the love of  God
(Naam) in one’s life. Nanak says that in the present age (Kali
Yuga), God is permeating the hearts of  every being.
(SGGS, M. 5, pp. 447-48)

The Sidh Gohst (Dialogue with the Sages), as enshrined
in Sri Guru Granth Sahib [4-6] (pp. 938-946), is a unique
example of  interfaith dialogue. It recounts a meeting of  Guru
Nanak with a group of  Hindu ascetics (siddhs) who had
renounced the world and were living in the caves of  the
Himalayas. They believed that mental and physical exercises
were necessary for acquiring magical powers (known as siddhis)
that would lead to the attainment of  salvation. In this dialogue,
Guru Nanak repudiates the very idea of  renunciation, as
generally understood, portraying the acts of  going to a forest
and abandoning the needs of  the body as mere stunts. In a
highly convincing manner, he opines that the true renunciation
lies in self-less love towards God, which alone has the power
to free us from the shackles of  the material world.

4. The Dialogue of  Religious Experience

According to Thomas Thangaraj, the dialogue of
religious experience  [29] denotes the state, where persons
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rooted in their religious traditions, share their spiritual riches,
for instance about prayer and contemplation, faith and ways
of  searching for God or the Absolute Truth.

Sikhs believe that there is one and only one Eternal Truth
or God. To fulfill our lives and rightly flourish, we need to
connect to God, who is the epitome of  all virtues. God loves
humans and reaches out to all through Grace (Gurprasad) or
the True Guru. By eradicating haumai (ego or ‘me-ness’), a
person can turn from being a manmukh (ego-centric) to a
Gurmukh (God-conscious Truthful being). Guru Arjan Dev
asserts:

Gir bwhir pRBu sBnI QweI ]
Inwardly and outwardly, God is everywhere.
(SGGS, M. 5, p. 1340)

As God reaches out to all humans, everyone is equal and
religious identity is meaningless. Advocating the parenthood
of  God, Sikhism urges its adherents to treat everyone equally.
Guru Arjan affirms such a viewpoint as;

eyku ipqw eyks ky hm bwirk qU myrw gur hweI ]
The One God is our father; we are the children of  the One God.
(SGGS, M. 5, p. 611)

An exemplar for this, from Sikh history, is Bhai Kanhaiya
[48], who was a disciple of  Guru Tegh Bahadur and was
requested to establish the Sevapanthi order of  the Sikhs by
Guru Gobind Singh. He was known for pouring water for all
the wounded soldiers of  the battlefield, no matter whether
they were Sikhs or fighting against the Sikhs (whether Muslims
or Hindus).

 Religions at best can point the way to God, but from
the Sikh perspective, this cannot be confused with God. Naam
Japna (mindfulness of  God’s presence) is opening oneself  to
the way of  God. In the Sikh worldview, what counts is how
people live, not what they believe. Distinctive features of  Sikhi
include the equality of  women and men, rejection of
priesthood, belief  in one and only one Unborn God (as in
Judaism and Islam) combined with a belief  in rebirth, samsara,
the Void and the Middle Way (as in Buddhism).
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As Sikhs believe that the world is to be continually
improved, so the Sikh ideal is a saint-soldier, a saint allowing
the love of  God to shine through them and a soldier
connecting with others to reduce darkness (of evil forces/
passions) in the world. As a community, Sikhs have championed
progressive social, political, and economic change in India and
around the world, due to the teachings on equality, democratic
decision-making (the Khalsa [49] institution), the dignity of
labour, and the importance of  sharing and social justice.

Sikhi began with the teachings of  Guru Nanak which
were composed in the context of  but distinguished from
Hinduism and Islam of  his day. An example of  it is that he
names Azrael as the angel of  death. Though it is a name found
in the Book of  Tobit, yet Azrael is a significant personality,
both in the Old Testament and the Qur’an too. At the same
time, Guru Nanak talks about Yama, a god of  death mentioned
in Hindu and Buddhist scriptures.

Though Sikhs regard their ten Gurus as the exemplar for
everything spiritual, yet some Sikhs, too, act as role models to
them in specific ways. Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the sacred Sikh
scripture encourages the Sikhs to do selfless service to effect
the maximum social benefit and to meet together to inspire
each other. Some outstanding examples, who followed/follow
this guidance are Bhagat Puran Singh, the founder of  All India
Pingalwara Charitable Society, Amritsar [50], Sant Balbir Singh
Seechawal, the Eco-Baba [51], and Ravinder (Ravi) Singh, the
founder of Khalsa Aid [52].

In terms of  society, Sikhs are taught that,

nw ko myrw dusmnu rihAw n hm iks ky bYrweI ]
No one is my enemy, and I am no one’s enemy.
(SGGS, M. 5, p. 671)

Sikhs believe that God is not limited to one person,
religion, or language. Therefore, there should not be boundaries
as we are all part of  one humanity – there are no outsiders.
It is visible in the Langar (community kitchen). Anyone
belonging to any religion, ethnic background, social class or
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gender, is welcome to eat the same food as everyone else, free
and without any distinction.

Guru Tegh Bahadur [53], the ninth Sikh Guru, lead a
non-violent political campaign, against the tyranny of  Mughal
emperor Aurangzeb. He sacrificed his life to protect three
fundamental human rights: (i) to secure for everyone the
liberty to worship, (ii) to uphold the inviolable dignity of  every
person’s private and personal point of  contact with God and
their right to observe dharma, and (iii) to support every virtuous
person’s imprescriptible right to pursue their vision of
happiness and self-fulfillment. It is, therefore, fair to say that
Sikhs believe in individual human rights: freedom of  worship,
freedom of  conscience, and the right to pursue happiness.
Sikhs believe that progress in the world will be based on the
spiritual sovereignty of  the individual.

In terms of  politics, there is an emphasis on persuasion
and consent. Sikhs reject coercion or force as a method of
government. They, therefore, reject the justification of
oppression. In 1606 Guru Arjun became the first Sikh martyr
[54] and was executed by the Mughal Emperor Jehangir. It
followed the Guru’s refusal to pay taxes in support of  ordinary
people who could not afford to pay taxes due to a poor
harvest. The Emperor felt he had the divine authority of  a
ruler; the Guru would not accept this point.

Sikhs have an active obligation to disobey any law that
violates these principles. For example, Guru Nanak Dev broke
a ban on music in Baghdad, and Guru Hargobind commanded
Sikhs to bear arms and ride horses in violation of  Islamic law
on dhimmitude [55], which reserved these activities for
Muslims.

In terms of  economics, the idea that people have the right
to pursue happiness and self-fulfillment is related to the
proposition that “no one shall exploit another.” Until one
humanity perspective is accepted, economic injustice will
continue. Guru Tegh Bahadur asserted that no one should
exploit anyone.
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BY kwhU kau dyq nih nih BY mwnq Awn ]
khu nwnk suin ry mnw igAwnI qwih bKwin ]
One who does not frighten anyone, and who is not afraid of  anyone
else - says Nanak, listen, O mind! call him spiritually wise.  (SGGS,
M. 9, p. 1427)

Thus, in the world adorned with religious pluralism, Sikhs
acknowledge, appreciate, and actively participate in interfaith
dialogue, at its all level, to help enable people to coexist without
sectarian strife or persecution of  religious minorities.

Conclusion

There are plenty of  resources within the religious realm
to promote peace, good governance, and human rights around
the world. When there are divisions between religious
communities and there are no avenues for engagement
between them, this exacerbates distrust that can lead to
violence, and so there is a need for creating relationships
between communities as a way to prevent violence from
occurring. There are many ways through which we can
approach interfaith dialogue, but it is essential that in all its
forms, we must involve a certain amount of  patience and
humility. Dialogue should begin by focusing on things we have
in common and on practical things we can do together. The
power of  religion can be used to unify divergent factions/
diverse faith communities by establishing and maintaining
constructive channels of  communication and sustainable
collaboration. Thus, interfaith dialogue can play a major role
in the promotion of  global peace.

Evidently, Sikhs welcome inter-faith dialogue and actively
engage in such endeavors, as the founder of  Sikhism, Guru
Nanak Dev did take part in it hundreds of  years ago. Sri Guru
Granth Sahib contains the record of his debate with the
Siddhas, and the accounts of  his life (Janam Sakhis) discuss his
meetings with Hindus and Muslims. Guru Nanak’s collection
of  the hymns of  saints from a variety of  traditions, his
establishment of  the institutions of  Sangat (a congregation of
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holy persons), Pangat (sitting in a row at the same level as in
taking Langar) and Langar (provision of  free vegetarian food
to all), and his insistence that people of  any faith could know
the Truth (God), meaning that inter-faith dialogue has always
been a part of  the Sikh ethos. It is symbolized in the widely
held belief  that the foundation stone of  the Harmandar Sahib
(Golden Temple) was laid by a Muslim saint, Sai Mian Mir.
Thus the Sikhs welcome the modern world of  religious
pluralism and the emergence of  humanism, these values being
inherent within their traditions. They acknowledge that in the
present era, inter-faith dialogue and cooperation are crucial, as
only this concept carries the promise for a peaceful future of
the contemporary world. Currently, many Sikh organizations
are consistently striving for this much-cherished goal of
humanity, by actively participating in/contributing to interfaith
dialogue activities throughout the world.
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Interfaith Engagement Through The Sikh

Prism

Nirmal Singh

#7605, Pissaro Drive, Orlando, FL 32819, USA

Abstract

In the changing world that we live in, one new challenge seems to
be how do we live our faith together with the others? To me the message
of  Guru Nanak came beckoning - live truthfully by the principles of
your faith and all should be well. My interfaith involvement helped me
learn that this precept may indeed offer hope for us all to make our societies
way better.

Introduction

The Interfaith movement as evidenced contemporane-
ously has developed over the last century in the Western
societies. Interfaith relations received a different kind of
attention when after the end of  the Second World War, the
enormity of  Jewish persecution by the Nazis came to light and
the Christian Churches were blamed for their complicity of
silence. This realization led to a flurry of  activity by the World
Council of  Churches and the Roman Catholic Church to
condemn all forms of  anti-Semitism and promote dialogue
with the Jewish community. The 9/11 terror attacks and the
ensuing Global War on Terror led by the US have demonstrated
the kind of  conflicts that can so easily erupt in the emerging
global society with its multiplicity of  unresolved religious
issues as potential flash points.

The United Nations Organization and its affiliate bodies
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who have been engaged in trying to help defuse conflicts and
promote measures for peace and harmony seem to have
realized the need for inter-religious harmony as a pre-requisite
for societal peace and have over the years initiated a number
of  programs under their direct aegis or in collaboration with
other international bodies engaged in promoting interfaith
relations.

Indian Setting

India possibly is the most religiously and culturally diverse
country in the world. Five faith traditions: Jaina, Hindu,
Buddhist, Sikh and Ahmediya Muslim were founded in the
Indian sub- continent in addition to many traditions whose
imprint can be detected in pluralistic religious practices
witnessed among its people. India has the highest number of
Muslims, Jains, Sikhs living in any country in the world and
has been home to some of  the earliest Jewish, Zoroastrian and
Christian populations. India has over twenty languages with
their own alphabets, corpus of  literature and cultural
appurtenances, history as well as historical baggage.

This diversity that the country offers has been a mixed
blessing. While certainly contributing to richness of  its culture,
the changing mix of  people of  diverse faith persuasions,
languages, ethnicities and cultural backgrounds, generated its
own stresses on the society to maintain peace and harmony.
The British adopted and preserved prevailing socio-cultural
division along religion, caste, class, language,  etc. to subserve
the convenience of  their administrators.

This policy had a contingent effect in that it prevented
a thaw in the separatist relations between Hindus and Muslims.
A measure introduced by the British, separate electorate for
minorities through Morley-Minto Reform of  1909, only
sharpened the divide. Creation of  a legislative law-making
body under the Government of  India Act in 1935 did not help
much because the Muslim minority could not influence
decisions in the elected body. Things got worse and India and
Pakistan became independent on August 15, 1947, in the midst
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of  raging communal strife leading to the largest forced
migration in history, accompanied by terrible violence and
death of around 500,000.

The divide has continued and language, religion and

ethnicity have kept challenging the democratic character of  a

pluralistic India [1]. Hindu - Muslim relations have been marked

by mistrust and communal tensions have not been confined to

Hindus and Muslims. Sikhs have endured some of  the most

brutal violence and incidences of  violence against Christians

have also taken place. Hindus were also selectively attacked by

militant Sikhs in Punjab during the turbulent 80’s and 90’s. The

above perhaps is the main reason why India today, while very

vibrant, presents a picture of  tenuous societal peace and

harmony.

Interfaith Activity in India

Interfaith dialogue isn’t new to India. In the 16th century
Emperor Akbar encouraged tolerance among people of
various faith backgrounds by starting ‘Din-i-Elahi’ (Religion of
God) movement [2]. There is evidence in the Sikh scriptural
literature that the Gurus engaged in interfaith conversations
and experienced support from the other faith groups. These
encounters however seem to have been episodic and even
though some of  the events did serve to defuse tensions at the
time, they did not induce any tradition of  interfaith
conversations as a means to reduce interreligious conflict or
to promote understanding between groups warring over
religion.

Contemporaneously there is no shortage of  interfaith
organizations and more are coming up by the day. In Delhi
alone, apart from interfaith events organized by the Bahai
Centre, Islamic Centre, Church groups, new groups have been
formed primarily aimed at organizing conferences, colloquiums,
seminars and similar meets. Examples include: The Interfaith
Foundation supports movement of  Interfaith for peace and
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harmony among people of  different faiths. GPF-India, Delhi
is dedicated to bringing Peace and Harmony through Inter
culture, Interfaith Partnership, Healthy Family and Culture of
Service. Indialogue, a dialogue and peace foundation, was
founded in New Delhi in 2005, by a group of  Turkish and
Indian people inspired by Mevlana Jalal-ad-Din Rumi, to
promote and to encourage local, national, international, inter-
civilizational, intercultural, and interfaith dialogue. Interfaith
Coalition for Peace is involved in non-formal interfaith,
academic courses and advocacy of  community care.

The Temple of  Understanding, an International Interfaith
Organization, was founded in 1960 by Juliet Hollister, an
American Interfaith activist. India Chapter of  Temple of
Learning has been actively led by philanthropist, scholar,
politician and interfaith activist Dr. Karan Singh. The
organization continues to be active in promoting interfaith
amity using lectures, seminars and conferences at its active
centers in various cities of  India.

Commission for interreligious Dialogue of  Archdiocese
of  Delhi is one of  several Christian groups actively engaged
in the interfaith actions in National Capital Region (NCR). On
June 30, 2020, the Commission organized an Interfaith Prayer
for the soldiers killed at Galwan Valley; victims and treating
doctors, nurses, paramedics who died of  Coronavirus pandemic
and victims of  disasters like the mass exodus of  migrant
laborers and the Amphan cyclone.

The Indian Government had set up National Foundation
for Communal Harmony, an autonomous body under the
Union Home Ministry, to promote “India free from communal
and all other forms of  violence, where all citizens especially
children & youth live together in peace & harmony”.  The
Foundation has not met in the midst of  so many untoward
happenings in the last year or more [3] when tensions were
high due to riots in Delhi and other calamities. Thankfully
interventions by some faith groups brought exemplary relief
to the suffering humanity.
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Some of  the luminaries of  the global interfaith activity
are India based or of Indian origin. Some names are Dalai
Lama, Bawa Jain Secretary-General, The World Council of
Religious Leaders, Bhai Mohinder Singh of  Guru Nanak
Nishkam Sevak Jatha, UK among others.

Sikhs & Interfaith Interface [4]

Sikh living ethics preaches all humans as part of  the same
fraternity, animus against none and harmonious relations with
one and all [5]. The sangat – the community of  devotees to
which all are welcome and none is excluded, provide the
anchor for altruistic and spiritual pursuits and if  liberation
comes to any of  them, all associated with them will also get
liberated [6] – shared human destiny.

Guru Nanak was deeply troubled by the suffering of
people due to institutionalized inequities and inequality; unjust
and corrupt state apparatus; oppressive and apathetic
governance, et al. He was critical of  apathy in common people
[7]. Nor did he appreciate the people opting to survive through
a display of  outward conformity with a culture in which ruling
elite intrude upon unsuspecting people, harass them and share
the fruits of  their corrupt practices [8].

The Sikh living ethics, therefore, would seem to not cause
differences with other faith groups on core societal issues of
peace, justice and caring for the weak and the poor. There are
some Sikh practices that possibly would be an asset in interfaith
setting. Some of  the important ones are:
• Sikh houses of  worship and worship service are open to one

and all. Sikhs believe that the door to liberation is open to
high and lowly alike, dependant only on their deeds.

• Sikh Kirtan (hymn singing) is singing of  hymns in praise of
the divine and has a place of  centrality in Sikh worship. The
Sikh scripture is written in poetry and was set to music by the
Gurus. The practice of  kirtan goes back to the time of  Guru
Nanak and is an inspiring and calming spiritual experience
by Sikhs and non-Sikhs alike.

• Sikh worship service invariably includes a fellowship meal -
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langar. This is open to all and has always been popular with
visitors of  all faith persuasions.

• Seva or voluntary service is another feature of  Sikh worship
commended strongly in their scripture and visible in their
praxis. It is heart-warming to see devotees of  all ages and
various backgrounds vying with one another to get the visitors
shoes to place in a safe pigeon hole and possibly polish them
before their return – a seva considered to be an expression
of  utter humility.

• Socially responsible behavior is associated with Sikhs. The
religion teaches for Sikhs to earn honest living, support their
families and share some with those in need of  help.
Significantly one hardly sees a Sikh beggar.

• Willing to help, even sacrifice – this characteristic is so evident
from Sikh history and from the number of  disproportionate
Sikhs who have made sacrifices for social causes through
history.

Some Inhibiting Factors

The above analysis would leave us with the impression
that Sikhs would welcome interfaith events of  all varieties in
Gurdwaras as may have been witnessed, say in some Churches.
This, however, does not happen. In practice, Sikhs tend to be
fastidious about keeping the activities at Gurdwaras to be
confined to worship that includes langar and would not even
contemplate multi-faith prayers in the Gurdwara setting or
allow interfaith events with cultural overtones at Gurdwara
premises. Some Sikhs also tend to be critical of  others not
adhering to their mode of  showing respect to Sri Guru Granth
Sahib (Sikh Scripture) as Sikhs do. Similar inhibitions do
constrain all traditions to varying degrees, but Sikhs a bit more!

Discrimination Based on Religion

or Religious Observances

Sikh experience of  problems that they have encountered
on account of  being Sikhs shows that the cause for the
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incidents could broadly be rooted in religious provocation,
different political aspirations, economic causes, cultural
prejudice, conflict due to certain religious observances,
misdirected hate and plain discrimination. We will look briefly
at some examples of  the above and try to fathom if  the Sikh
experience suggests any possibilities for interfaith intervention.

This is the most common form of  grievance Sikhs have
in all Diaspora societies. In India any religious discrimination
that may happen is normally not sanctioned by the authority
though it was reported in 2012 [9] that a Private School in
Shimla, did not allow a Sikh boy to wear turban though there
was no restriction on patka. Generally interfaith groups are
sympathetic to the faith group being discriminated against and
would extend co-operation.

From the above it can be surmised that Sikhs happen to
be acutely vulnerable to random or organized prejudice,
discrimination and violence against them, underscoring
importance of  need to leverage their abilities to debunk their
negative stereotypes and to try create humane understanding
about them. The reality is that Sikhs, in spite of  relatively small
numbers, can be found living dispersed almost all over the
world inviting curious looks due to their visible identity and
envy for their subdued but relatively spread-out success. A
Stanford University Peace Laboratory study [2013] revealed
that roughly 70% of American public cannot identify a
pictured Sikh man as a Sikh; about half associate the turban
with Islam and about half  think Sikhs are a sect of  Islam. They
were dismayed to find that anti-turban bias exists even among
Americans who have greater understanding of  Sikhism [10].

Why Interfaith?

We want now to try and examine what is it that Sikhs
can expect to gain from participating in interfaith actions or
leveraging their interfaith relations. As we have seen before the
purpose of  interfaith activism is to try and disentangle the
causes for historical hiatus among different faith groups,
facilitate interfaith understanding, promote societal peace and
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harmony, which if  frayed, may also be quickly restored
through multi-faith co-operation.

As we have said before Sikhs are a minority in all
countries in the world. They try to cope with the issues that
confront them as a religious minority mostly by themselves.
The reader would have discerned that the character of
problems that Sikhs encounter in India is different and more
complex than in other countries because effects of  hangover
from historical factors tends to become the dominant
influence.

Sikh activism should help the community to get involved
in local corporate life and advance the community’s causes.
Interfaith activism is a part of  that total package and my sense
is that such conversations at multiple levels between Semitic
traditions have helped and there is a certain degree of
optimism at the progress, albeit slow, that has been made.
While some such conversations do take place within the
cloistered environment of  inter faith groups, creation of
specific mutual understandings between any faith groups
would need direct and dedicated conversations with clear
objectives.

In India Sikhs need to engage with Hindus and Muslims
in serious, multi dimensional, multi level and multi-disciplinary
dialogue on the lines of  Christian, Jewish and Muslim
exchanges in the West. These conversations should cover
agreed topics with both sides represented by persons who
would be in a position to help the conversations move towards
the objectives set. It should be helpful if  such effort has the
support of  the apex religious institutions of  the faiths
involved.

Let us now turn to the simpler but often experienced
situation where the purpose of  interfaith engagement is to
further mutual understanding in a multi-faith setting or to
address any specific issue collectively by the group. My
experience is that the interfaith encounters do have limitations
in informing the lay public about other traditions because they
do not have any mechanism to get the message of  mutual
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respect and reassurance developed through their conversations
out to the lay public.

That need of  Sikhs is likely to be answered better by
proactively engaging at all the levels alongside other faiths on
issues of  shared concern. This may need new or restructuring
of  existing Sikh organizations to be able to voice community’s
views; protect rights and rightful positions in the larger
community; showcase religious and cultural heritage; and
engage with others in conversations to the extent possible. For
doing this Sikhs will also have to spot and nurture those who
may be able to contribute to these endeavours; encourage
them to get involved and keep such initiatives going by
providing sustained institutional support to those involved.
Interfaith engagements are increasingly being found helpful to
build and sustain peace and harmony in modern, diverse
societies. Sikhs have to be part of  that quest.

Sikh Interfaith Engagement

It’s common to find Ph. Ds. among the Clergy and the
Rabis. Even lay Christians and Jews participating in interfaith
actions mostly have been through theological schools, seminaries
or attended seminars, workshops, conferences and conversations
on religious/theological subjects. Thus while representatives
for Christian and Jewish denominations are mostly clerical
staff  of  a faith organization; Buddhists and Bahais
representatives are mostly lay persons who may be associated
with their congregations and volunteering on their behalf;
Muslims are often represented by Imams, Hindus, Jainas or
Sikhs invariably are represented by volunteer lay persons with
or without a link to the management of  their house of  worship
or organized availability of  community support.

It would therefore seem that some of  the above problems
could get resolved if  Sikhs were represented by persons
engaged in religious work as a vocation. But finding a Sikh
granthi, ragi or kathakaar, who has the knowledge, awareness,
sensitivity and facility in terms of  linguistic ability and
conceptual clarity to participate in these activities could turn
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out to be an exercise in futility except few notable
exceptions.

In this setting, while the interfaith groups were welcoming
of  all faith traditions, Sikhs mostly remained unrepresented till
a volunteer took some interest and offered to get involved.
This lacuna can and does cause many difficulties. Firstly, the
person who may chose to get involved in interfaith activity may
not be close to the managing team of  the house of  worship.
Even with some links the person may find it difficult to get
community involvement and support for interfaith events.
Since sharing of  worship experience is an important part of
building interfaith understanding and is best done at the
Gurdwara, interfaith activity always needs the help of
Gurdwara. The volunteer representative therefore should work
to develop support within the faith community.

Difficulties experienced by Sikh interfaith activist are
compounded by the fact that the Sikh community is spread
out. There may be occasions when an interfaith group is able
to visit the Gurdwara only on a week day. Coordinating
arrangements at the Gurdwara in such a situation could turn
out to be an uphill task especially if there is no resident Granthi
– a none too rare situation in the Diaspora.

Several of  the problems we have discussed can be more
easily addressed if  interfaith engagement is made part of  the
programs and projects supported by the apex Sikh religious
organizations like the Akal Takht and the SGPC.  Fortunately,
the Jathedar of  Akal Takht is known to have participated in
interfaith events and SGPC and DSGMC continue to be
involved in a variety of  initiatives to render relief  assistance
to the victims belonging to all faiths due to various causes and
also receive many interfaith groups visiting the major Sikh
shrines. As such they get involved with the adherents of  other
faiths on a continuing basis but their interface with the
interfaith organizations can hardly be termed as active.

The irony is that the Sikh interfaith involvement that goes
back to the time of  Gurus, it contemporaneously is taking
place in a highly fragmented manner. This makes its possible
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gains more elusive. The drift is due to the total disconnect of
Sikh interfaith engagement with the apex Sikh polity and
religious leadership. Since Akal Takht has endorsed Sikh
environmental initiatives, actions to improve interfaith
understanding would be a natural and much needed
extension.

Going Forward

Given the direction, in which the societies are evolving,
initiatives for promoting inter-religious dialogue and
understanding will arise at various levels and emerge from
various directions. Our institutions, especially community
organizations and the academia could take lead in this regard.
However, for the movement to move beyond the elitist circles
in metropolitan cities, it must enlarge and broaden the possible
range of  participants in these activities.

A start can be made by theme-based workshops,
programs, conversations, discussion groups, retreats, etc. being
organized by community organizations within and across the
faith groups. Participation in these activities offers a great
learning experience and those who get involved come out the
richer, learning not only about other faith traditions, but also
a lot more about their own.

Sikhism has had an open and tolerant tradition. The
Gurus took part in and encouraged dialogue. Sikh tradition of
martyrdom and the supreme sacrifices made by the Gurus and
generation after generation of  their followers for the ideals of
basic human dignity, equality and freedom teach us that the
highest aspiration of  faith is the creation of  universal
brotherhood - Aayi panthi sagal jamaati [11]. Sikhs should, in
keeping with faith tenets and tradition, initiate programs and
projects which help bring the divided society closer to Guru’s
ideal of  - Ek pita, ekas ke hum barak – us all treating one another
as children of  one father [12]. That would be living Sikhi,
promoting sarbat ka bhala, well being of  one and all, and
interfaith engagement in action!
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Abstract

Religious Plurality is the need of  the present times as the World
has become a global village due to progress in Science and technology. No
religion can claim to be the sole valid way of  worship and no religion
can claim to be the norm for other religions; still we fail to accept the
plurality of  religion as a divine gift. In the philosophy of  religion, three
different attitudes among different faith-communities have generally been
accepted - exclusivism, inclusivism and pluralism. Guru Granth Sahib,
the scripture of  the Sikh faith, is the best example of  Religious Pluralism
as it comprises the revelatory hymns, called bani or sabd, of  six of  the
ten Gurus of  the Sikh faith and certain holy men coming from the Bhakti
and Sufi movements.

Introduction

Religious plurality, as a fact of  human existence, is as old
as the religious history of  humankind. However, the impact
of social and theological problems arising from this plurality
has begun to be experienced with much more seriousness than
it was say a hundred years back.  There are several reasons for
it, but more important among them has been the scientific and
technological advancement especially in the fields of
transportation and communication which has transformed the
world into a global village and ‘the world-population’ into one
‘global community’. The cultural, religious and racial boundaries
have been broken on an unprecedented scale and no part of
the world is now closed within itself. People with different
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religious persuasions are so placed as to live together and
interact with one another on almost daily basis. In the present
situation, attitude of  one faith-community towards the other
is sure to affect the world at large.  An attitude of  ‘acceptance
and appreciation’ of  the ‘other’ can help bring about peace and
harmony among different faith-communities whereas the
attitude of  ‘superiority’ is likely to lead to mutual hatred and
violence.

Even though it remains a fact that “the religious life of
mankind from now on, if  it is to be lived at all, will be lived
in a context of  religious pluralism,” [1] yet people of  different
faith-communities remain ‘a medley of  peoples’ trying little to
understand the ‘other’ and appreciate their distinct ‘otherness’.
They are neighbours by necessity but prefer to remain aliens
by choice. It is well accepted that no community can today
claim itself to be the cultural, religious or historical centre of
the world.  No religion can claim to be the sole valid way of
worship and no religion can claim to be the norm for other
religions.  Still we fail to accept the plurality of  religion as a
divine gift, as a Jewish theologian says: “It is not necessary for
the entire flock to graze on one pasture or to enter and leave
the master’s house through just one door.  It would be neither
in accord with the Shepherd’s wisdom nor conducive to the
growth of  the flock” [2].

As it happens, people generally avoid making any serious
attempt at understanding a religion they do not belong to. They
fail to accept that our religious commitment should not make
us blind to the virtues in other faiths, to the ultimate Truth
in their scriptures and to the Divine Presence in their sacred
places.  There were and there still are people who refuse to
hear God’s voice in religions other than their own.  Different
faith-communities prefer to hold on to their respective
religions, cultures and languages, and even to their cuisines.
They live side by side but separately within the same socio-
cultural set-up.

All religions aim at the spiritual uplift of human beings
apart from their emancipation in social life. The scriptural
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literature of  all major religions of  the world teaches us the
values of  love and respect for all, truthfulness and contentment
in individual personal life and a philanthropic attitude in social
life.  If  religion has been used by persons wielding political
or religious/priestly authority for creating mutual mistrust and
hatred among different faith-communities, the fault does not
lie at the religion’s door: the political authorities want to
perpetuate their power and the priestly class helps them by
providing scriptural/divine sanction even to their oppressive
and exploitative policies so as to retain their own elitist status
in society.

Tripolar Typology of  Religions

In the philosophy of  religion, three different attitudes
among different faith-communities have generally been accepted
- exclusivism, inclusivism and pluralism [3].  An exclusivist
attitude is based on belief  in the myth of  the superiority;
sometimes a faith-community begins to proclaim that their
religion is the only way and their prophet is the only Savior
to enable man realize the ultimate objective of  life.  They try
to under-rate the ideology and culture of  the other by
comparing their scriptural truth with the practices of  the other,
without realizing that there is a wide gap between the two in
all traditions. Such an attitude of  superiority also implies
converting others to ‘my way’ which implicitly means devaluing
the religion of  the other.  It consigns other religions to spiritual
darkness and their followers to damnation.  The theologians
of  this school hold that “the difference between our religion
and other religions, to which it is sought to liken them, is none
other than like the difference between the living, sentient man
and the image carved by the workman from wood” [4].

This exclusivist attitude deems other religions fake and
other faith-communities pagan, thus causing mistrust and
hatred among different communities. History stands witness
that politically and militarily strong religious communities and
nations have always used this premise to fulfill their imperialistic
designs.  Such absolute truth-claims as held by this school can
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be - and are - easily exploited to incite inter-community hatred
and violence: that is why “there is a causal link between claims
of  religious superiority and calls to religious violence. If  peace-
filled religious people, therefore, proclaim defensively that the
militants (either the “terrorists” or the “imperialists”) are
misusing and exploiting their religion, they must ask themselves
why it is so easy for extremist leaders or politicians to exploit
their religion. They must ask themselves whether claims of
superiority – claims to have “the only Savior” or the “last
revelation” or “the highest enlightenment” – are among the
primary reasons why their religion is so easily used as a divine
seal of  approval for violence” [5].

Then a time came in human history when easy availability
of  authentic literature in the West about religions of  the world
shattered the earlier ill-informed hostile stereotypes of  other
faiths; changing patterns of  mobility (especially during the
post-War period) shattered the old conceptions of  religious
history; and advancements in the means of  communication
and transportation helped in transforming the entire humankind
into a small ‘global community’. This brought about a
‘Copernicus change’ from one’s all-knowing ‘let us teach you’
attitude to ‘listening to whatever wisdom comes from the other
tradition’. This inclusivist attitude is somewhat tolerant of
other religions but still holds that truth is limited to ‘my’ faith
only.  The protagonists of  this attitude favour dialogue with
other religions, but understandably the result of  the dialogue
is pre-determined in their favour.  People of  other faiths are
no more looked down upon as pagans but at the same time
their religion is not taken as equally valid and true and the
ultimate truth lay only with their own faith and that salvation
was also possible only through their faith/prophet.

This inclusivist view seems a sort of  bridge between the
no longer acceptable exclusivism of  the past and the newly
emerging view of  pluralism.  The protagonists of  this view,
no doubt, conceive their religion as one among many but
without sacrificing their religion’s normative significance as a
universal way. They downgrade other religions as penultimate
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versions of  their own faith.  This is akin to what a Christian
theologian says about the role of  Christ and Christianity in the
salvation of  others: “It is Christ alone who is received as light
when grace visits a Brahmin, a Buddhist and a Muhammadan
reading his own scriptures” [6]. They continue to believe, like
the exclusivists, that the ultimate truth lies with their religion/
prophet, and, thus, favour conversion to their faith.

There is another view which holds that different religions
of  the world are finite manifestations in different historical and
cultural contexts of  the infinite One. According to it, there can
be no one way to the realization of  God rather there are many
paths and many Saviors to help people in their pursuit.  No
religion can boast of  being the full revelation and therefore
the norm for all other religions: no voice is God’s last Word.
This pluralist [7] attitude, now being supported by many
theologians coming from almost all religious traditions, rejects
the myth of  religious superiority and provides validity to all
faiths.  It considers all religions authentic and genuine, and
capable of  providing salvation to man.  This is quite akin to
what Abraham Heschel means when he says that God’s voice
speaks in many languages, communicating itself  in a diversity
of  intuitions.  The word of  God never comes to an end.  No
word is God’s last word [8].  Obviously, all religions share
something common among themselves but still they have
genuine differences because each presents a vision of  God,
world and humanity from a localized, historically particular
perspective.  Since all great world religions with their diverse
teachings and practices constitute authentic paths to the
supreme good, everybody should have the freedom to practice
the faith of  his choice.  While mutual witnessing promotes
mutual respect, proselytizing, which is central to exclusivism,
devalues the faith of  the other. Inter-religious dialogue and
engagement are accepted the way as it helps different religions
to relate to one another, heal antagonisms among them and
work for eco-human welfare.

God is infinite, but all historical religions are, by
definition, finite and particular. Hence, differences among the
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varied religions become inevitable, but this only goes to reveal
the richness of  the eternal and infinite truth. Different
religions of  the world have also been compared with the
branches of  a tree; these branches are different but have the
same source for their sustenance. However, this in no way
diminishes the significance or value of  a particular religion vis-
à-vis any other. It is just like the sciences, which study the
natural world; they do not claim monopoly of  wisdom for a
particular branch of  study nor do they quarrel about the
superiority of  one science over the other. This view
recommends us to understand and appreciate the religious
beliefs and practices of others but without putting our faith
into parenthesis; we need to understand and examine the faith
of  the other, yet we must listen attentively to the faith of  the
other as this is unfolded by the believer himself, without pre-
judging that faith and without abandoning our own
commitment. This is a very delicate task, and a theologian
explains it by saying that we should approach another people,
another culture, another religion by taking off  our shoes
because the place we are going to approach is holy.

Sikhism and Pluralist View

Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS), the scripture of  the Sikh
faith, comprises the revelatory hymns, called bani or sabd, of
six of  the ten Gurus of  the Sikh faith and certain holy men
coming from the Bhakti and Sufi movements.  No doubt, it
was compiled by Guru Arjan Dev (1563-1606) during 1603-
04, but the practice of  preservation of  bani in written form
had begun with Guru Nanak (1469-1539), the founder of  the
faith, himself.  Later in 1705, Guru Gobind Singh added to
this volume the hymns of  his spiritual predecessor, Guru Tegh
Bahadur; there has been no other addition or alteration in the
text since then.  Sikhs revere the Guru Granth Sahib as their
‘living Guru’ but do not worship it as an idol at the altar. It
is the presiding deity in all Sikh places of  worship and the
guiding principle for the Sikhs in all spheres of  life; they have
abiding faith in it or, more precisely, in the Word as contained
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in it.  It is also in this context that it has been taken as both
the result and the foundation of the Sikh belief-system.

No doubt, the Sikh scripture (SGGS) contains only the
versified hymns in praise of  God, but since the Sikh
ontological belief  perceives Divine immanence in the material
world, there is emphasis – both explicit and implicit – in
various scriptural hymns on the human social and ethical
concerns as well.  A scriptural hymn states that ‘the best of
all religions is the one which favours remembrance of  Name
Divine alongside performance of  noble, righteous deeds in
this life’: srb Drm mih sRyst Drmu ] hir ko nwmu jip inrml
krmu ] [9].

Thus, endeavours to better human spiritual as well as
social life need to be made simultaneously.  Service to
humanity is deemed service rendered unto God, and feeding
a hungry is deemed as good as making an offering in the name
of  the Guru – garib da munh, guru ki golak.  In other words,
we can say that Sikhism does not limit itself  to the articulation
or propagation of  certain theoretical spiritual assumptions
rather it exhorts beings to live those precepts and also actively
strive against the powers that be which try to suppress these
fundamental human values.

The first intimations of  the cosmic vision of  the Sikh
faith can be seen in the first words the founder of  the Sikh
faith, Guru Nanak, uttered after coming out of  the trance of
a mystical encounter with Nirankar, the formless God. The
words were ‘na ko hindu na musalman’ (there is no Hindu and
there is no Muslim).  Obviously, these words were not aimed
at denigrating any faith or faith-community rather they
symbolized the Guru’s cosmic vision of  humankind.  Through
these words the Guru tried to convey that all human beings
belonging to whichever faith they are, in essence, one; he
proclaimed them, at many places in his hymns, spiritually one
with God and ethnically equal amongst themselves.  The entire
humankind appears noble and no one appears lowly to him:
sBu ko aUcw AwKIAY nIcu n dIsY koie ] [10].
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Guru Arjun, the compiler of  Guru Granth Sahib,
reiterates the same  when he says that he ‘deems no one as
his enemy and no one as ‘other’ as he gets along with everyone:

 nw ko bYrI nhI ibgwnw sgl sMig hm kau bin AweI ]  [11].
Guru Gobind Singh [12], the tenth Guru of  the Sikh

faith, makes a beautiful statement as he says:
Some have shaved their heads, and
Some others have become sanayasis and yogis;
Some have become celibates and other Yatis;
Some are Hindus and some are Turks,
Some among the latter are Hafizi, Imams and Safis;
Acknowledge the entire humankind as one.
Benevolent Creator and compassionate Sustainer is one;
An idea of the other is only a delusion.
It becomes all to serve the one Divine Lord;
Entire humankind is the manifestation of  One,
And the same Divine Light pervades all.

koaU BieE muMfIAw sMinAwsI koaU jogI BieE koaU bRhmcwrI koaU jqI
Anumwnbo] ihMdU qurk koaU rwiPjI iemwm swPI mwns kI jwiq sbY eykY
phcwnbo] krqw krIm soeI rwijk rhIm EeI dUsro n Byd koeI BUil BRm
mwnbo]  eyk hI kI syv sB hI ko gurdyv eyk eyk hI srUp sbY eykY joiq
jwnbo]

The Sikh institutions of  sangat, in which anybody with
whatever religious background can participate, and of  pangat
or langar where everybody – high or low, Hindu or Muslim,
prince and pauper – is welcome to have his food alongside
others are living examples of  this idea.

Sikhism does not take any religion as inauthentic or
invalid, any scripture as false and any faith-community as
‘pagan’ or ‘kafir’.  Implicit in this has been the idea that no
faith or faith-community is better or worse than the other. A
scriptural hymn prays to God to ‘save humankind the way He
deems it possible’: jgqu jlµdw riK lY AwpxI ikrpw Dwir ] ijqu duAwrY
aubrY iqqY lYhu aubwir ] [13] and another explicitly states that ‘no
scripture, either of  the Semitic or Indian religions, is to be
called false rather false are the persons who do not reflect on
them’:
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byd kqyb khhu mq JUTy JUTw jo n ibcwrY ] [14].

Unlike some missionary faiths, Sikhism is against
converting people belonging to other faiths either through
coercion or allurement because ‘proselytizing implies devaluing
and denigrating the faith of  the other.  Guru Nanak explicitly
asks everybody to be true to the faith he/she belongs to; he
wants a Hindu to be a true Hindu and a Muslim to be a true
Muslim.  Of  course, this acceptance and appreciation of  other
faiths has been critical.  Guru Nanak has strongly criticized
certain practices which, he felt, made the followers forget the
true spirit of  religion and taken only forms and symbols as
the mark of  their religiosity.  For example, his refusal to wear
the janeu is not his rejection of  the janeu as such, but, according
to him, wearing of  janeu is worthwhile only if  the wearer
imbibes the values the sacred thread externalizes:

dieAw kpwh sMqoKu sUqu jqu gMFI squ vtu ]
eyhu jnyaU jIA kw heI q pwfy Gqu] [15].

Similarly, saying of  Namaz five times a day becomes just
a ritual is the person saying Namaz does not cultivate the values
expected of  such a devotee.  The Guru says that the Namaz
is to be said five times a day and each Namaz has a different
name and time. The first Namaz of  the day becomes
acceptable only if  the devotee implies the value of  truthfulness,
the second stands for earning livelihood through honest
means, the third for seeking welfare of  all, the fourth for
having noble intentions for all and the fifth for singing eulogies
of  the Divine:

pMij invwjw vKq pMij pMjw pMjy nwau ]
pihlw scu hlwl duie qIjw KYr Kudwie]
cauQI nIAiq rwis mnu pMjvI isPiq snwie ]
krxI klmw AwiK kY qw muslmwxu sdwie] [16].

Without imbibing these values, it becomes just a ritual.
The martyrdoms of  Guru Arjan and Guru Tegh Bahadur also
emphasize the Sikh stress on the freedom of faith for all. A
brief  reference to an event from early twentieth century
history of  India would also be appropriate here to illustrate
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how Sikhism has since remained true to the teachings of  the
Gurus as regards the acceptance of  other faiths and rejection
of  the idea of  conversion. It is about the Viakom movement
in Kerala [17] which certain low caste people launched in 1924
against the ban of  their entry on to the roads approaching the
Sri Mahadeva temple in the town.  Interestingly, there were no
such restrictions applicable on the Muslim or Christian
converts from these low castes.  The news of  this first anti-
caste movement in Kerala received nation-wide attention.
Sardar K.M. Panikkar, the minister of  the Maharaja of  Patiala,
discussed the Vaikom Movement with Sardar Mangal Singh
and also with the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandak Committee
(SGPC).  The latter sent a group of  twelve Sikhs to help the
agitators by providing them free food (langar).  Though the Sikh
help to these agitators was frowned upon by some Indian
leaders but these low caste people felt attracted to Sikhism for
its social philosophy of  spiritual unity and ethnic equality of
all human beings.  When many of  these people expressed their
desire to embrace Sikhism and become part of  the casteless
Sikh society, Master Tara Singh, a tall Sikh leader from the
Punjab, visited the State in 1936.  In a public lecture he said
that the “Sikhs are offering their services to you…our aim is
to help you in this critical situation.  If  you convert to Sikhism,
we will render all help to free you from this slavery.  If  you
do not convert, even then we will help you as we did in the
Viakom movement” [18]. No doubt, some Keralites embraced
the Sikh faith and they became known as Ezva Sikhs, but the
Sikh response was quite obvious; the help rendered unto them
was no inducement to conversion.

Sikhism is not against any particular way of  worship nor
does it consider any place unholy or less holy. For instance
there is an incident from the life of  Guru Arjan which conveys
to humankind a message highly relevant even today - not to
look down upon those who have different beliefs and who
have a different form of  worship.  Once some Sikhs (Bhai
Gopi and his companions Bhai Vesa, Bhai Tulsia, Bhai Bhiara
and others called upon the Guru and told him that they felt
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confused finding people worshipping God and His various
incarnations and remembering Him by various names.  They
wanted to know by which Name they should remember God
and remembrance of  which Name was more efficacious.  The
Guru advised them: “All names of  God lead to liberation. For
Sikhs the name revealed by Guru Nanak is ‘Vahiguru’ [19].”
The Guru further advised them that all forms and attributes
are God’s, yet He transcends them, and that they should
worship only the Absolute One.  At the same time, they must
abjure all dislike of  those who have a different way of  worship.
This has been an affirmation of  the advice Guru Nanak had
given asking Hindus to be true Hindus and Muslims to be true
Muslims.

Also, God being all-pervasive, all places of  worship
irrespective of  the tradition they belong to are taken as the
abode of  Divine.  Thus, a Sikh must not revile or desecrate
another community’s place of  worship because reviling or
desecrating it would mean reviling or desecrating the Divine
Presence itself.  God is believed to be present not only in the
temple and the mosque but at all other places also.  The Hindu
temple and the Muslim mosque, Hindu worship and the
Muslim Namaz are called the same by Guru Gobind Singh in
one of his compositions:

dyhurw msIq soeI pUjw AO invwj EeI
mwns sbY eyk pY Anyk ko BRmwau hY ]  [20].

Sikh history stands witness that the Sikhs did not
desecrate or demolish any Muslim religious place even in
Sirhind when they conquered the town and killed the governor
of  the province, Wazir Khan; for the Sikhs, Wazir Khan was
the most hated person being responsible for waging several
wars against Guru Gobind Singh and also for bricking alive
his younger sons, aged nine and seven.  Even the town itself
was considered ‘accursed’ by the Sikhs.  All the old tombs and
mosques in Sirhind still stand intact.

Sikhism not only accepts and appreciates other faiths it
also wants them to co-exist in an atmosphere of  mutual
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understanding and harmony.  Sikhism has been very explicit
in asserting the value of  mutual co-existence of  different
religious traditions ever since the early days of  its evolution.
Reference to an incident from the life of  Guru Nanak here
would be apt to illustrate his response to religious plurality.
Guru Nanak once happened to visit Multan which was then
an important religious centre.  As he reached Multan (now in
Pakistan), various holy persons belonging to different religious
traditions came to the outskirts of  the town to meet him with
a bowl filled to the brim with milk. This implied that the place
was already full of  many religious traditions and there was no
place for any new one. The Guru placed a jasmine petal on
the milk signifying that his tradition would co-exist with others
and he did not want to replace any. Such co-existence among
all religions and religious communities is the need of  the day,
and teachings of  Guru Nanak are highly relevant in this regard.

bwby kiF kir bgl qy cMbylI duD ivic imlweI ]  [21].

Similarly,  Sikhism  also rejects the idea of  only one
Saviour.  The idea that ‘my prophet’ or ‘my spiritual preceptor’
is the only savior to lead humanity on the road to salvation
is alien to Sikhism.  It takes different religions as divine
revelations made known by the prophets or spiritual preceptors
at different times in different spatio-cultural contexts.  It
accepts each one of  the preceptors and the traditions founded
by them as equally valid to help man attain God-realization/
self-realization. Thus, all religions remain different but still
authentic ways. To overcome any differences and reach the
truth, Guru Nanak has emphasized the value of  dialogue.
‘First listening to the other and then putting forth your own
viewpoint’ is the only way to reach the truth, says a scriptural
hymn’:

jb lgu dunIAw rhIAY nwnk ikCu suxIAY ikCu khIAY ] [22]

Sikhism recognizes the possible truth-claims in all
religions and makes it the basis of  inter-religious dialogue.
According to it, the ‘truth’ of  the other is not fake or
incomplete nor does it need to conform to its own truth.  This
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implies that both the participants in dialogue must be open
to the truth of  the religious experience of  the other.  Since
both the participating parties are open to the possible truth
of the other and do not presume that the other has only
‘incomplete truth’,  it certainly helps changing our mind-set
from ‘let us teach you’ attitude to ‘let us share’ our spiritual
experiences, from ‘the rejection of  others’ cherished beliefs’
to ‘a respectful acceptance of  them as alternative ways of
belief and practice’.

Sometimes it so happens that a community identifies
certain other religions or groups within them with whom it
may refuse to have any dialogue.  A religion or sect not willing
to have dialogue implies that it is afraid of  testing its
convictions against those of  others.  It means unilateral
rejection of  the convictions of  the other, of  perceiving them
to have gone astray from the true doctrines and practices of
their faith. There is every reason for us to presume that we
avoid having dialogue with the other only when we are not
sure of  the correctness of  our own stand. In that situation we
use avoidance only as a stratagem to put off  whatever
objections/questions might come from the other.  Either way,
the situation needs to be rectified and can be rectified only by
having dialogue with such ‘heterodox’ groups within a religion
also.

Sikhism recommends dialogue to overcome whatever
differences between different religious traditions and faith-
communities.  Dialogue is said to be the only way to arrive
at the truth.  Guru Nanak terms conflict and acrimony as evil
because they bring about ruin:

klih burI sMswir vwdy KpIAY ] [23].

The Guru advises the Brahmin who acted as religious
teacher those days to reflect on the Vedas and not to indulge
in polemical discussion on differences in practices because the
latter will drown one in the world-ocean.  How can a person
who is himself  drowning save any other? Polemic is rejected
because such disputations cause, and are also caused by ego
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which in the Sikh scripture is referred to as a “serious malady”.
On the other hand, humility, which is a necessary pre-requisite
for listening to the other’s point of  view, is called the essence
of  all virtues. Search for truth begins only when polemic
comes to an end:

KojI aupjY bwdI ibnsY hau bil bil gur krqwrw ]  [24].

On the other hand, Sikhism testifies to the importance
of  dialogue in inter-faith and inter-community relations.
Humans are advised to continue to maintain dialogue
throughout their worldly existence because that is the only way
of  reaching the truth. Guru Nanak’s Sidha Gosti, as we find
it included in the scripture (SGGS), is a sort of  spiritual
dialogue between the Guru and the Siddhas on the Guru’s
philosophy of  life vis-à-vis the philosophy of  the yogis.  Both
the parties engaged in dialogue are deeply rooted in their
beliefs and the discourse is a genuine exercise to know the
other’s perspective and the objective is to reach the truth.
Throughout this long-drawn dialogue, the serenity and
sobriety is retained and the aim is to realize the truth.  As
various Sikh sources such as Vars of  Bhai Gurdas and various
versions of  Janamsakhis relate, the dialogue led to the
transformation of  the Siddhas who accepted the Guru’s
perspective. We must realize that it is also this sort of  attitude
which can help resolve most of  the socio-political and
interfaith and intra-community problems humankind faces
today.

The history of  interfaith dialogue in Sikhism can be
traced back to the founder of  the faith, Guru Nanak, who
visited, during his preaching odysseys, places of  pilgrimage
belonging to different religious traditions and met many holy
men there.  He had discourses/dialogues with them, listening
to their viewpoint and putting forth his own. He talked to
many seekers of  truth, to the crowds that gathered at several
places of  pilgrimage he visited and to holy men residing in
different monasteries or pilgrimage-centres. His dialogue with
the Qazi who, having misunderstood the Guru’s utterance ‘na
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ko hindu na musalman’ had complained to the Nawab of
Sultanpur Lodhi, resulted in the latter’s transformation and he
realized that it was futile to make mere mechanical repetition
of  a scriptural text without concentrating mind on the Divine.
His dialogue on two different occasions with Malik Bhago and
Sajjan Thug had a transformative impact on them and they
realized the value of  honest earning and righteous living.
Similarly, he had a dialogue at Kurukshetra with some
Brahmins and others who disapproved of  the Guru cooking
meat on a day of  solar eclipse; they believed in the superstition
that it was inauspicious to cook anything especially non-
vegetarian food during the period of  solar eclipse.  Guru
Nanak says that there is no use in trying to convince or
persuade a blind (i.e. ignorant or foolish) person.  Even if  one
tries to teach him, he will neither utter sensible words nor
follow what is said to him:

nwnk AMDy isau ikAw khIAY khY n kihAw bUJY ] [25].

Dialogue among different religions of  the world is of
paramount importance for peace to prevail amongst individuals,
communities and nations. Implicitly, it also means that
relationship as of  now among these different religions and the
sects and sub-sects within them is not amiable and peaceful
- as it should be.  Since the destiny of  man today is linked with
the social reality of  religious plurality, peace among religions
becomes necessary for man to live a life of  peaceful co-
existence. Hans Kung’s statement that “there will be “no peace
among nations without peace among religions; and there will
be no peace among religions without greater dialogue among
them” [26]. And there can be dialogue if  we accept and
appreciate the truth-claims of  other religions.  It is only by
abandoning our belief  in the myth of  religious superiority and
instead accepting and appreciating all religions as different but
valid ways of  realizing God that the world can move from
conflict and hatred to tolerance, understanding, mutual trust
and collaborative action.  The teachings of  Guru Nanak are
highly relevant and help in helping us realize this objective.
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Abstract

This brief  essay explores Guru Nanak’s vision of  Ek-Anek
(“One-Many”) with respect to the inclusion of  Bhagat Bani (“Utterances
of  the Devotees”, works of  15 medieval poet-saints of  North India)
in the Guru Granth Sahib, the foundational text of  the Sikh tradition.
In the ‘one world’ of  today the various religious traditions are consciously
interacting with each other in mutual observations and dialogue. Religious
pluralism reflects the situation of  the simultaneous existence in a single
social arena of  a number of  different worldviews that are considered
incompatible with one another. It has always been a fact of  life but its
awareness has become more evident in recent times than before as a result
of  the process of  globalization. In the early decades of  sixteenth century
Guru Nanak encountered diverse religious traditions of  Hindu, Muslim
and Nath origins. He was strongly opposed to an exclusive claim that
a particular tradition might make to possess the sole religious truth.
Indeed, the spirit of  accommodation had always been an integral part
of  his attitude towards other traditions. He acknowledged the usage of
different names of  God across religious boundaries.

Introduction

Religious pluralism refers to the co-existence of  many
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religions in the society where we live and our reaction to that
fact. It may be defined as the simultaneous existence in a single
social arena of  a number of  different worldviews that are
considered incompatible with one another. It has always been
a fact of  life but its awareness has become more evident in
recent times than before as a result of the process of
globalization. Globalization is not only about homogenization
and the destruction of  cultural and geographical boundaries;
on the contrary it generates a proliferation of  new and
reformulated boundaries in the spheres of  culture, ethnicity,
language and religion – and religion plays a prominent role in
this process. Indeed, religious pluralism is brought about by the
classical processes of  modernization like urbanization,
migration, mass education and the mass media of
communication, all of  which gain additional potency under
democratic conditions where the state refrains from trying to
impose a monopolistic world view.

A distinctive feature of  the Guru Granth Sahib is that it
contains the compositions of fifteen non-Sikh poet-saints
from both Hindu and Muslim backgrounds, along with the
compositions of  the Sikh Gurus [1]. Most of  these compositions
were collected by Guru Nanak and introduced in the early Sikh
scriptural tradition during the period of  Guru Amar Das. Later
on, Guru Arjan compiled these collections and made the
Bhagat Bani part and parcel of  the first canonical text in 1604.
This was done in the historical context of  Mughal emperor
Akbar’s rule (1556-1605). In a certain sense, Akabr was a true
pluralist who was born a Muslim but who married a Hindu
wife. His curiosity about other religions led him to build the
“House of  Worship” (Ibadat-khana) at Fatehpur Sikri where
inter-religious discussions were held among the scholars of  all
the major religions. He used to preside over these debates,
which resulted in the formation of  his own syncretistic
religion, the Din-i-Ilahi or the “Divine Religion,” aimed at the
unification of  Hindu and Muslim thought. As Wendy Doniger
remarks: “He [Akbar] flirted with Christianity to such a degree
that missionaries congratulated themselves that he was on the
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brink of  converting – until they realized that he still continued
to worship at mosques (and, indeed, Hindu temples)” [2].
However, Akbar’s pluralism must be understood as part of  the
large process of  state formation in Mughal India. It is no
wonder that his liberal approach was much despised by his
more aggressive co-religionists.

The pluralistic discourse of  Akbar’s times reached its
culmination in the days of  Mughal prince Dara Shikoh (1615-
59) who was responsible for the translation of  the Hindu texts
such as the Bhagavad-Gita, the Yoga Vashishtha and the
Upanishads into Persian. Dara Shikoh was a Sufi of  Qadiri
order, and in his translations, he attempted to “place Hindu
ideas into the framework of  Sufism so as to create a bridge
between Hindu and Islamic metaphysics” [3]. However, Dara
Shikoh’s liberal attitude suffered a setback when his more
orthodox younger brother, Aurangzeb, took advantage of
Shah Jahan’s illness to imprison his father and to fight a series
of  battles against his elder brother in the war of  succession.
Eventually, Dara Shikoh was betrayed to Aurangzeb, who had
him executed in 1659 after condemning him as a heretic, to
become himself  the last ruler of  the Mughal Empire (1659-
1707) [4]. It is no wonder that Aurangzeb imposed increasingly
restrictive policies of  Sunni orthodoxy that included
enforcement of  Islamic laws and taxes and sometimes the
replacement of  local Hindu temples by mosques. Nevertheless,
the liberal attitude became part of  the complex history of
pluralistic discourse in which individuals like Akbar and Dara
Shikoh transcended the cultural and political agendas that had
bred much violence in Mughal India.

The inclusion of  the Bhagat Bani in the Guru Granth
Sahib is, therefore, historically linked with a genuine experiment
of religious pluralism in India in the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries. Although the effect of  this experiment
did not last long after Akbar’s death, perhaps we can draw
some inferences from this original impulse and develop a
theory of  pluralism that may be useful in the present-day
interfaith dialogues. The evidence of  the Bhagat Bani [5]
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certainly highlights the point that some forms of  religious
expression from outside the tradition were meaningful enough
that they should be preserved along with the compositions of
the Gurus themselves. The case of  the Bhagat Bani may thus
offer the following four-point theory of  pluralism in the
context of  inter-religious dialogues.

1. The Quest for Self-identity

The presence of  the Bhagat Bani in the Adi Granth has
been variously interpreted throughout Sikh history. The
original emphasis was on the process of  self-definition that is
traceable to the writings of  the Sikh Gurus, particularly their
comments on the works of  the Bhagats. These comments
illuminate the historical context of dialogues and debates
between different religious groups in the sixteenth- and early
seventeenth-century Punjab. They provide the answer to the
all-important question of  what it means to be a Sikh in relation
to the commonly held Sant, Sufi or Bhagat ideals. In his
comments on the verses of  Shaikh Farid, for instance, Guru
Nanak made the assertion that life of  spirituality is a matter
of  divine grace, which occupies the position of  primacy over
personal effort. Guru Nanak was quite explicit in stating his
own belief  in the doctrine of  rebirth over against the Sufi
belief  in the bodily resurrection on the Day of  Judgment.
Similarly, Guru Amar Das provided a contrast to Kabir’s view
of  self-withdrawal by defining the Sikh view of  action-
oriented life in the world. Thus, the Sikh Gurus were deeply
concerned about cultivating a particular Sikh life-world by way
of  commenting on and editing the received tradition of  the
Bhagat Bani.

In a religious dialogue, one must acknowledge that all
religious traditions have gone through the process of  self-
definition in response to changing historical context. Therefore,
the exclusive claims made by an emerging religious community
must be contextualized as part of  the process of  building of
self-esteem in the early experience. It is an inevitable part of
life and must be taken into account in inter-religious
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encounters. Thus, the dignity of  individual participants must
be maintained in a dialogue since no one would like to lose
his/her identity. That is, one must be able to honour one’s
commitment as absolute for oneself and at the same time
respect the different absolute commitments of  others.

2. Respect for Differences

In the first place, the process of  the integration of  the
Bhagat Bani in the Adi Granth was based upon the recognition
of  two major points: first, its harmonization with Gurus’
thought in broad outlines; and second, highlighting of its
differences with the Gurus’ thought at essential points. Let us
take the case of  the Sufi poet, Shaikh Farid, who remained an
orthodox Muslim in his lifetime. He is allowed to express his
Muslim beliefs and practices freely in the Adi Granth. Notably,
his works containing such beliefs as the resurrection, the
flaming hell, the pulsirat (“Bridge of  hell”), and the terrible
retribution for the unbelievers have not received any direct
comment from the Gurus. When Sikhs read these passages,
they immediately accept them as part of  Muslim beliefs and
practices, although their own belief  system is based on the
notion of  reincarnation. The presence of  Shaikh Farid’s bani
in the Adi Granth actually promotes the sense of  mutual
respect and tolerance for diversity of  belief  and practice. Only
those aspects of  the Farid-bani have received direct comments
from the Gurus that concern general attitudes towards life,
divine grace versus human effort, asceticism and the mystical
dimensions of  spiritual life.

Secondly, the basic idea of  revelation in the Sikh tradition
is based upon the rich concept of  shabad (“sacred sound”) in
Indian thought. Accordingly, the Bhagats had the experience
of  the divine truth that they proclaimed in verbal form (shabad)
in their compositions. Their inclusion in the Sikh scriptural
tradition follows naturally from the Sikh doctrine of  pluriversal
bani that appears perpetually in all ages in the works of  the
Bhagats. Although the idea of  universal/pluriversal bani has a
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wider application, each case of  revelation is a partial
manifestation of  the divine intention in a specific cultural
context.

Thirdly, the titles at the beginning of  Bhagat Bani section
in each raga of  the Adi Granth employ the honorific particles
jiu and ji with the names of  the poet-saints (raga aasa bani
bhagatan ki: Kabir jiu, Namdev jiu, Ravidas jiu). These titles show
that all the Bhagats shared a common status because they were
all adjudged to have spoken the divine Word and confirmed
as such by the Sikh Gurus. This convention of  honorific
particles is not used anywhere else in the Adi Granth with the
names of  any Sikh bards or even with the Gurus themselves.
This convention shows the utmost regard with which the
hymns of  the Bhagats were included in the Sikh scripture.

Finally, doctrinal standpoints of  different religious
traditions must be maintained in mutual respect and dignity.
In a family, the acceptance of  differences in the context of
mutual respect and appreciation can be a powerful catalyst for
good. Thus any attempt to play down differences or to
obliterate them completely through some intellectual exercise
for the sake of  creating a superficial unity in the form of  some
world religion will not help in the process of  building a tolerant
society. Durable peace comes only if  we acknowledge that the
plurality of  religious expressions add to the beauty and wonder
of  this world in much the same way as different colors of
flowers of  different plants add to the beauty of  a garden.

3. Openness in a Dialogue

An “open attitude” means a willingness to co-exist, to
learn from other traditions, and yet to retain the integrity of
one’s own tradition. In this context, there is a danger lurking
behind this attitude, however, for one’s urge to be open to all
may cause one to lose one’s cultural bearings, and openness
can degenerate into religious synthesis, or to a wishy-washy
lowest-common denominator sort of  religious experience.
Therefore, an open attitude must allow not only true
understanding of  other traditions but also disagreement on
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crucial doctrinal points. The presence of  the writings of  non-
Sikh poet-saints in the Adi Granth is thus an eloquent
testimony to the open attitude of the early Sikh tradition.
Although the early Sikhs were open towards others, they were
open selectively, and with caution. They expressed their
caution through the process of  engaging in dialogue with the
texts of  the poet-saints to highlight the points where the Gurus
and the Bhagats differed.

For instance, let us look at the Guru Nanak’s comment
on Shaikh Farid’s verse that stresses extreme self-torture [6]:

qnu qpY qnUr ijau bwlxu hf blMnihH ]
pYrI Qkwˆ isir julwˆ jy mUM iprI imlMnihH ]
My body is oven-hot; my bones burn like firewood. If  my feet fail
me, I will walk on my head to meet my Beloved.

Shaikh Farid’s ascetic discipline seems to have taken the
extreme form of  self-torture. The ideals of  self-torturing and
asceticism which find expression in Farid are diametrically
opposed to Guru Nanak’s emphatically stated beliefs of
moderate living and disciplined worldliness. He severely
condemns those wandering ascetics who “harm themselves by
burning their limbs in the fire.” His commentary verse rejects
the ascetic streak of  Farid and emphasizes self-realization
instead of  self-torture [7]:

qnu n qpwie qnUr ijau bwlxu hf n bwil ]
isir pYrI ikAw PyiVAw AMdir iprI inhwil ]
Do not heat your body oven-hot, burn not your bones like firewood.
What harm have your head and feet done? (So, why do you torture
them through such austerities?) Rather behold the Beloved within
your soul, Farid!

The Guru clearly provides a contrast to Shaikh Farid’s
view by asserting that one must seek the divine Beloved within
one’s own heart without torturing the body through ascetic
discipline. The Guru thus places a positive value on the human
body that should be used as an instrument of  spiritual
realization and service to humankind. In his comment on
Farid’s verse, Guru Nanak shows himself  concerned to define
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for his own followers a path that excludes asceticism as
described by the Sufi poet. Thus, all participants must enter
into a dialogue with an “open attitude” which allows not only
true understanding of  other traditions but also disagreements
on crucial doctrinal points. This would mean to agree to
disagree without being disagreeable.

4. Mutual Transformation

In the give and take of  inter-religious dialogue, as Diana
Eck argues, understanding one another leads to mutual self-
understanding and finally to mutual transformation [8].
Religious pluralism acknowledges that “various religions offer
rather different solutions to human problems and, indeed, that
they also recognize different problems” [9]. In this context,
Wendy Doniger aptly remarks: “When we live in a world where
others exist, we become better. We can reflect on what is other
and use the other as a catalyst to our own creativity” [10]. Not
surprisingly, the case of  the Bhagat Bani has proved the validity
of  this point how certain verses of  the poet-saints that
received direct responses from the Gurus sharpened the
process of  Sikh self-definition. In fact, the Bhagat Bani has
had a tremendous impact upon the people of Punjab for the
last four centuries. Indeed, the “other” must somehow become
one’s “self ” in a dialogue so that one’s life is enriched with
that spiritual experience. This assumption may be justified
from the fact that the Bhagat Bani is already an integral part
of the Sikh tradition.

Conclusion

The Guru Granth Sahib, rather than being a
monochromatic hymnal containing a set of  ideologically
compatible compositions, becomes something much more
dynamic: a text in which Sikh Gurus not only espouse
particular doctrines, but they also engage in active exchange
with their precursors. Here, we have offered a four-point
theory of  religious pluralism based upon the examination of
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the presence of  the Bhagat Bani in the Adi Granth. First, one
must acknowledge that all religious traditions have gone
through the process of  self-definition in response to changing
historical context. Thus, the dignity of  the various religious
identities of  individual participants must be maintained in a
dialogue. In other words, one must be able to honor one’s
commitment as absolute for oneself while respecting the
different absolute commitments of  others. Therefore, the
quest for a universal religion and likewise the attempt to place
one religious tradition over and above others must be
abandoned. Second, the doctrinal standpoints of different
religious traditions must be maintained in mutual respect and
dignity. Third, all participants must enter into a dialogue with
an “open attitude” which allows not only true understanding
of  other traditions but also disagreements on crucial doctrinal
points. Finally, the ‘other’ must somehow become one’s ‘self ’
in a dialogue so that one’s life is enriched with that spiritual
experience.

In sum, the presence of  the Bhagat Bani in the Sikh
scripture provides an excellent example of  catholicity that
promotes mutual respect and understanding of  diversity of
belief  and practice. For instance, Shaikh Farid is allowed to
have his Muslim voice in terms of  doctrine and practice.
Unsurprisingly, modern-day Sikhs stress this ideal frequently
in interfaith dialogues. The Bhagat Bani illuminates fascinating
instances of  inter-textual dialogues that may be useful to the
study of  cross-cultural encounters. It can also offer its
distinctive contribution to the study of  human interaction in
a rapidly growing era of  globalization.
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Abstract

The ‘Bani’ of  Baba Nanak reveals that he was the pioneer of
interfaith dialogue in true sense in his age. He remained in continuous
dialogue in his whole life with various faiths and their respective practices.
His real purpose of  dialogue seems to uphold the true spirit of  faith in
almighty Creator and makes it relevant as well as meaningful to the
contemporary society. With this zeal and enthusiasm he approached to
the contemporary Muslims and tried hard to rejuvenate the real spirit
of  Islam. In the present religious and political scenario the inter-
community conflicts, in fact, are not due to the religious beliefs and practices
as such but they are because of  the parochial and shallow understanding
of  a faith or faiths.

1. Introduction

The Bani means spiritual poetic expressions of  Baba
Nanak reveals that he was the pioneer of  interfaith dialogue
in true sense in his age. He remains in continuous dialogue in
his whole life time with various faiths and their respective
practices. His real purpose of  dialogue seems to uphold the
true spirit of  faith in almighty Creator and makes it relevant
as well as meaningful to the contemporary society. With this
zeal and enthusiasm he approached to the contemporary
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Muslims [1] and tried hard to rejuvenate the real spirit of  Islam.
As for as, Islam itself  is concerned it has always been
Monotheistic regarding its faith and practices. It has always
been a great source of  unity among Muslims as an Ummah. In
the present religio-political scenario the inter-community
conflicts, in fact, are not due to the religious beliefs and
practices as such but they are because of  the parochial and
shallow understanding of  a faith or faiths. In this context,
Islam is particularly projected as intolerant faith in today’s
world media (electronic as well as print media) without having
proper understanding of its basic sources and real causes of
current happenings. If  one analyses these conflicts in holistic
perspective, it is clear that the Western media and sometimes
a few literary works of  orientalists are also playing a major role
in shaping the image of  Islam as an intolerant faith. It is a well-
known fact that the Qur’an was revealed in two cities of
Arabia, namely Makkah and Madinah, during the period of
twenty three years. The revelation began in Makkah and ended
in Madinah. He bears all kinds of persecution with a
remarkable perseverance and instead to confront by any kind
of  force he presents before the opponents a formula of  mutual
understanding to cope with the situation. The same is quite
apparent from the following English version of  the Qur’anic
verse revealed in Makkah, “For you is your faith and for me is mine”
(109:6). Thus from the very beginning the Qur’anic teachings
were not to be imposed upon any one. The Prophet adopted
the same formula in Madinah, the first Islamic state, where
prophet Muhammed was at the helm of  affairs of  the state
[2].

There is no compulsion in religion: the right way clearly
stands out from error, so whoever rejects Tagut or devil and
believes in Allah, he indeed grasped the most trustworthy
hand-hold that never breaks (2:256).

These verses could be taken as the fundamental principles
of  the Qur’anic perspective on inter-religious understanding
which emphasize that there is no compulsion in the matter of
faith. However, the Qur’anic revelation motivates men to
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adopt right path instead of treading upon wrong path and to
be free from blemishes. Those who accept right path are
grasping the most trustworthy hand-hold that will never break.
Thus, the revelations of  both Makkah and Madinah clarify that
the Qur’anic teachings do not impose any type of  injunction
in the matter of  faith. The revelation helps one to see the right
path and not to follow the wrong path. It further warns about
the consequences of  pursuing the wrong path. Then leave it
up to the choice of  the people. Thus, from the very beginning
the conscience of  an individual was given the prime
importance in the decision making whether to accept or reject
Islam.

There is a need to highlight the concept of  interfaith
dialogue in the holy Qur’an [3]. The Qur’anic perception of
interfaith understanding and interaction underlines that human
being as a whole could not believe in any single faith. People
will certainly differ in the matter of  faith as per their own
understanding of  the world - physical and metaphysical. With
regard to this point Allah in the Qur’an even poses questions
to the prophet Muhammed:

If  it had been thy Lord’s will, they would all have believed,
- All
Who are on earth! Will thou then force them till they are
believers? (10:99)

2. An Echo of  Spirit of  Islam in Guru Granth Sahib

Baba Nanak expressed in his Bani about the real spirit
of  Islam [4] when he came into the dialogue with contemporary
Muslims. He begins from the very concept of  Almighty in
Islam and the Arabic word of  Allah. He writes [5]:

bwbw Alhu Agm Apwru]pwkI nweI pwk Qwie scw prvidgwru]1]
O Baba, the Lord Allah is Inaccessible and Infinite.
Sacred is His Name, and Sacred is His Place. He is the True
Cherisher. ||1|

In ‘Gurbani’ itself  the word of  Allah is generously used
nearly about seventeen times for the Almighty Creator. The
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meanings of  the word are the most suited to express the pure
identical concept of  Almighty Creator in SGGS. This word for
the Creator is particularly used in the holy Qur’an as it has no
number and no gender. It appropriately reflects the Idea of
oneness and uniqueness of  the Creator.

Islam in its true sense as expressed by Baba Nanak also
is not a part of  any tradition, culture and ideology propounded
by anyone. In fact, it is the acknowledgement of  the Almighty
and in Nanak’s words acknowledgement of  his ‘Hukum razai’.
By accepting Him one gets solace and peace. By surrendering
to His will know as ‘Hukam’ one gets his blessings and feels
his warmth and closeness. It is also mentioned in the Qur’an
as a ‘Deen-e-Qayyam’ the eternal faith because from the very
beginning ‘Hukam’ prevails. It is also known as ‘Deen-e-Fitrat’
the way of  Nature. Laws of  the Nature are also ‘Hukam’ of
the Creator. Therefore, men are required to lead their life as
per eternal ‘Hukam’ and ‘Fitrat’ by realizing the Creator and
surrendering his own will (granted by the Creator to make
choice of  right or wrong) to the will of  the Almighty. The
Almighty besides showing His presence in the signs of  eternity
and nature expressed His will or ‘Hukam’ through prophets
as a sign to realize him and guidance towards righteousness or
the way how to surrender to his will in their activities of  life.
It was expressed in the very beginning of  existence of  mankind
to first man Adam. Then time and again it was reminded in
human history. At last the guidance reminded through prophet
Muhammad and preserved in the Qur’an. On the bases of  this
guidance prophet Muhammad developed a righteous society
and government. Later on with the expansion of  this society
and its polity and state, other rules and regulations also were
required. Therefore, to understand the ‘Hukam’ of  Almighty
in other matters also, Muslims reflected on the basic sources
of  the Qur’an and the way of  prophet Muhammad, known as
‘Hadith’, to develop new rules and regulations which is known
as ‘Shara’ or ‘Shariat’. However, with the passage of  time old
feudal political system which was transformed by divine
guidance of  Islam again taken over righteous Islamic society
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in the disguise of dynastic Muslim ‘Khilafat’. As a result, Shara
or Shariat was also impacted or adopted as per feudalistic way
of  life with the change of  time. This is the reason why Muslim
society began losing Islamic spirit and becoming ritualistic and
customary. Now, because of  that more importance had been
given to dry Shariat laws instead of  realization of  the Almighty
and acknowledging His ‘Hukam’ in life. In this back drop Sufi
movement also took place in Muslim society which emphasized
the divine realization than Sharia, which was also earnestly
required rethinking as per change of  society and polity.

In the context of  Punjab and India this was the time
period of  Baba Nanak. Though he represents the composite
society of  India but gives the prime importance to the
realization of the Almighty and associate himself with no
conventional religious community of  the time. He had
indoctrinated the realization of the Almighty with the new
terms of  ‘Naam’ and ‘Hukam’. It seems that to Baba Nanak
‘Hukam’ means to understand the will of the Creator in
yourself, in cosmic order as well as God’s communication in
human history through selected ones as he did not reject in
his Bani the idea of  the Divine revelation to prophets. Similarly,
‘Naam’ has been taken identical to notify the Creator or His
attributes by focusing on which any one can develop a bond
of  his being with Supreme Being. These doctrines seem quite
similar with the meanings of  Islam as mentioned earlier. To
further elaborate, Islam means peace acquired by submitting
your will to the will or ‘Hukam’ of  the Almighty. It is ‘Deen-
e-Qayyam’, as it is in eternity. It is ‘Deen-e-Fitrat’, as it is the way
of  the Nature, as it is in the cosmic order. The Qur’an
mentions this fact that everything that is in existence submits
to the Creator. Now you O people! Who deny the Creator will
seek any other way than that (3:83). That seems the reason why
to Baba Nanak realization of  the Creator and universal human
values were more important than customs and rituals of
society. So he advocated the values which are required to
humanity forever and condemned the contemporary system
and society vehemently.
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3.  A Dialogue with Contemporary Muslims and the

Presentation of  the Way of  Nature

In this background it seems fit to mention some of  the
hymns of  Baba Nanak which were expressed during his
dialogue with the contemporary Muslims. These hymns show
that Baba Nanak’s teachings bear imprints of  universal human
values which guided the contemporary society in general as
well as quite relevant to the current situations also. He
addressed the Muslims [6, 7]:

muslmwxu khwvxu musklu jw hoie qw muslmwxu khwvY]
Avil Aauil dInu kir imTw mskl mwnw mwlu muswvY]
hoie musilm dIn muhwxY mrx jIvx kw Brmu cukwvY]
rb kI rjwie mMny isr aupir krqw mMny Awpu gvwvY]
qau nwnk srb jIAwˆ imhrMmiq hoie q muslmwxu khwvY]
Baba Nanak said it is difficult to be called a Muslim; one has to be
so, to get himself  called a Muslim. First he ought to accept the Deen
(Religion as presented by Prophet Muhammad) as sweet (good),
and then with this scraper, let him scrub his ego clean and let his
pride of  possession be scraped away. To becoming the true follower
of  the Islamic faith, let him break the illusion of  his life and death.
And heartily submit to the Will of  Rab (God), worship the Creator
and efface self-conceit. Says Nanak, if  he is merciful to all creatures;
then he is truly acclaimed as a Muslim.

Guru Amardas, the third Guru in Baba Nanak’s
succession, has also expressed in similar tone towards the
mechanical following of  Sharia rules without proper
understanding of  the ways of  God known as ‘Deen’ in the
Quranic terms [8]:

srY srIAiq krih bIcwru] ibnu bUJy kYsy pwvih pwru]
isdku kir isjdw mnu kir mKusUdu] ijh iDir dyKw iqh iDir maujUd]
People think of  religious laws and regulations (Sharah and Shariyat).
But without understanding of  God, how can they swim across the
world to their Almighty? Make Islamic faith and the truth your
bowing and let the knowledge of mind and understanding of self be
your object of  life. Then, whatever direction you see, you will find
God’s Presence.
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Baba Nanak during the dialogue with Muslims suggested
that Shariat or any kind of  social order must come out from
the realization of  the Creator. To the same direction, Qur’an
called the people, which is the very purpose of  Islam itself.
Thus Qur’an confirms truth presented by these prophets in
different periods as the truth brought by the messengers of
Allah. Moreover, it relates to previous revelations with its own
and safeguards it.

And to you we have revealed the scripture with the truth,
confirming whatever scripture was before it, and to safeguard
it. So Judge between them by that which Allah has revealed,
and follow not their desires away from the truth, which has
come to you. For each we have given you a code of  law and
a traced out way. Had Allah wished he could have made you
one community? But that he may try you by that which he has
given you (He has made you as you are). So vie one with
another in good deeds. To Allah you will all return, and he will
then inform you of  that wherein you differ. (5:48)

Here Qur’an accepts that it is not possible for whole
humanity to become a single religious community. The
differences of  opinion in religious matters are part and parcel
of  the nature of  the human mind. But one should try to find
out the truth instead of  following his own desires. The main
purpose of  religions is to create a society in which ethical
conduct of  a person prevails. So men should vie with one
another in good deeds. It is also suggested in the foregoing
verse (5:48) that divergent religious groups should postpone
their differences regarding faiths up to the final decision of
God on the return to him and live peacefully.

Moreover, Baba Nanak presented in the context of
universal proven values to the Muslim religious phenomenon
when he declared [9]:

pMij invwjw vKq pMij pMjw pMjy nwau]
pihlw scu hlwl duie qIjw KYr Kudwie]
cauQI nIAiq rwis mnu pMjvIˆ isPiq snwie]
krxI klmw AwiK kY qw muslmwxu sdwie]
nwnk jyqy kUiVAwr kUVY kUVI pwie]
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Baba Nanak invites the contemporary Muslims towards the essence
of  their religious practices. He said that these are five prayers, five
times for prayers and their five names. The first is truthfulness;
second the honest earning (Halal Rozi) and third Charity in the
name of  Khuda (self-existed God). The forth is honest mind and
fifth is Praise of God. Utter the Kalma of good deeds and then call
yourself  a Muslim. Says Nanak, without the good deeds, all the
liars shall obtain what is altogether false.

Guru Nanak further elaborates the characteristics of  a
true Muslim as follows [10]:

imhr msIiq isdku muslw hku hlwlu kurwxu]
srm suMniq sIlu rojw hohu muslmwxu]
krxI kwbw scu pIru klmw krm invwj]
qsbI sw iqsu BwvsI nwnk rKY lwj]  
Make mercy your mosque, faith your prayer-mat and just and honest
living your Qur‘an. Honest labor your circumcision, good conduct
your Roza (fast) and become a Muslim. Make pious works your
Kaba, truth your Pir (spiritual guide) and good deeds your Kalma
and Namaz. Says Nanak, His(God) Will shall become your rosary,
and then He will protect your honor.

Baba Nanak directly makes the conduct of  contemporary
Muslims a point of dialogue in his Bani [11]:

jy rqu lgY kpVY jwmw hoie plIqu]
jo rqu pIvih mwxsw iqn ikau inrmlu cIqu]
nwnk nwau Kudwie kw idil hCY muiK lyhu]
Avir idvwjy dunI ky JUTy Aml kryhu]
Baba Nanak states that if  garments gets polluted with blood stains,
how can their mind be pure those who suck the blood of  human
beings? By that hymn he emphasizes to the purity of  the conscience
and the character as the core of  the religion.

Baba Nanak extends his dialogue to diagnose other
sections of  society as well. He was highly critical of  religious
leaders of  his time including Muslim Qazi, Brahman and Yogi
[12]:

kwdI kUVu boil mlu Kwie] bRwhmxu nwvY jIAw Gwie]
jogI jugiq n jwxY AMDu] qIny EjwVy kw bMDu]
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so jogI jo jugiq pCwxY] gur prswdI eyko jwxY]
kwjI so jo aultI krY] gur prswdI jIvqu mrY]
so bRwhmxu jo bRhm bIcwrY] Awip qrY sgly kul qwrY]
dwnsbMdu soeI idil DovY] muslmwxu soeI mlu KovY]  
Baba Nanak states that society depends for guidance on Qazi,
Brahmin and Jogi but they themselves are following corrupt
practices. Moreover, the three of  them devised their own destruction
by their evil practices. Nanak advised them how they should be in
their act. But it is not possible without the Grace of  Guru, he who
knows the One Lord. He saves himself, and saves all his generations
as well. That person is wise who cleanses his heart and that person is
Muslim who removes his impurities.

In fact Baba Nanak’s contemporary India was going
under turmoil due to certain socio-political reasons. The

society was degenerated as a whole from the Kings to the
commoners. The Kings were cruel. In the words of  Guru
Nanak they were Butchers in real sense. They were mostly
power crazy invaders. Human values were trampled underfoot.
Priestly class was mainly fanatic and interpreting religion as
suits to their own vested interests. The masses were timid and

were accepting tyranny as their fate. Guru Nanak gave voice
to their agony. His description of  the contemporary situation
presented a vivid picture of  the overall milieu of  the medieval
India. This was the picture of  feudal medieval India. If  one
has a cursory look of  present democratic India, the situation
is not different from that time. The difference is only of  the

characters. In fact cruelty, corruption, fanaticism, and
communalism had reached at the height of  the limits. Human
Values still are ruthlessly trampled under the feet of  the power
politics. Guru Nanak as a torch bearer of  the universal values
became the light house to guide the humanity. His guidance
would always remain relevant to the society as every social

fabric is always in need of  the natural universal values. When
humanity deserts the natural values, it results in the misfortune
for the society as the Divine wrath. Thus, Guru Nanak guided
the society to the way of  nature.

Guru Nanak’s Approach to Interfaith Dialogue...
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4. Universal Human Values and Baba Nanak

Baba Nanak was such a kind of  personality who had
impacted a large segment of  society and influenced the people
across the religious traditions and cultures of  the world. If  one
studies Guru Nanak’s life and his poetic spiritual expressions
known as ‘Bani’ without any bias, it will be a surprised
revelation that he was an ideal and pioneer of  universal values
and interfaith dialogue. The hymns of  his Bani are loaded with
high moral and spiritual practical teachings. To him humanity
and human values were more important than any faith,
religion, culture, sect, community, language and region. He
appeared on universal portal with universal ideas and values.
Therefore, his ideas are cross culture and cross religion. To him
religious and ethical values are meaningless unless they are not
reflected in your character. Guru Nanak when asked always
identifies his faith, caste and community as submission to
divine and a person who is associated with ‘Sachch Naavo’- the
truth [13]:

hmrI jwiq piq scu nwau] krm Drm sMjmu sq Bwau]
The True Name is my social status and honor.The love of  the
Truth is my karma and Dharma - my faith and my actions, and
my self-control.

From the above hymn it is very much clear that he taught
the lesson of a specific religiosity to whole humanity without
any discrimination. The lesson which he taught is that there
is no caste, no creed, no religion until anyone does not submit
to the ultimate truth with true heart. The true submission
means the true thought and righteous character. That righteous
character must become your religion and your identity of
which one may feel proud. Without connectivity with nature
and the Creator, all kinds of  identities of  caste and creed are
hollow and meaningless. The concerning hymn is of  universal
value. It was not only relevant to the contemporary society but
also to the present society. If  the people of  Indian subcontinent
to whom Baba Nanak addressed as the first recipient of his
teachings, applied only this single hymn in their lives in true
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spirit,it will not be an exaggeration to say that all socio-political
confrontations which degenerated the society will become a
thing of  the past. The peace and the prosperity will prevail in
this region rather than border conflicts, communal feuds,
merciless bloodshed and massacres in the name of  valueless
hollow identities, struggle for communal power and jingoism
on nationalities. That caste and communal struggle is what
Baba Nanak mentioned as poison which seems the root cause
of  current and old age socio-political unrest. He expressed this
fact in his hymns [14]:

jwqI dY ikAw hiQ scu prKIAY] mhurw hovY hiQ mrIAY cKIAY]
What good is social class and status? Truthfulness is measured within.
Pride in one’s status is like poison-holding it in your hand and
eating it, you shall die.

In the above hymn, poison is a beautiful simile to
illustrate the meaningless religiosity based on caste and
community but devoid of  divine attachment. That it is
poisonous to the whole fabric of  society, Baba Nanak put it
as a challenge also to lick the poison to prove your superiority
of  caste and community. In another part of  the same hymn,
he further elaborates that ‘The sovereignty of  the True Lord is known
throughout the ages’. The person, who obeys and surrenders at
His will, becomes noble in His court. It means the ultimate
source of  sovereignty and freedom from all kinds of  evils is
to surrender before the Almighty who is unique and all
pervasive. This fundamental source of  Universal values was
advocated by Baba Nanak in these words [15]:

scy kI isrkwr jugu jugu jwxIAY] hukmu mMny isrdwru dir dIbwxIAY]
The True Lord’s Sovereign Rule is known throughout the ages. One
who respects the Hukam of  the Lord’s Command is honoured and
respected in the Court of  the Lord.

It is universal truth and eternal fact that when human
mind and soul submit to the universal order of  all prevailing
supreme power with full devotion, the blessings of
enlightenment showered upon them, which resulted in the
establishment of  just society. Thus, universal values became

Guru Nanak’s Approach to Interfaith Dialogue...
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the part of  social life. Therefore, Baba Nanak repeatedly
mentions this golden rule in his ‘Bani’ or hymns. In another
hymn he further mentions that ‘Sach aachar’, means truthful
living, is above everything, even the truth itself, which is known
as the highest moral virtue in society [16]:

schu ErY sBu ko aupir scu Awcwru]
Truth is higher than everything; but higher still is truthful living.

Baba Nanak warned the people that there is no heaven,
‘Bhist’, no emancipation ‘Mukti’, without righteous deeds. He
says, grabbing rights of  others is like eating the meat of  swine
for Muslims and meat of  cow for the Hindus. He further
repeats that if  a person becomes the source of  falsehood then
he will certainly obtain falsehood [17].

hku prwieAw nwnkw aus sUAr aus gwie]
gur pIru hwmw qw Bry jw murdwru n Kwie]
glI iBsiq n jweIAY CutY scu kmwie]
mwrx pwih hrwm mih hoie hlwlu n jwie]
To take what rightfully belongs to another, is like Muslim eating
pork, or a Hindu eating beef. Our Guru, our Spiritual Guide,
stands by us, if  we do not eat those carcasses. By mere talk, people
do not earn passage to Heaven. Salvation comes only from the practice
of  Truth. By adding spices to forbidden foods, they are not made
acceptable. O Nanak, from false talk, only falsehood is obtained.

5. Conclusion

The above discussion shows that Baba Nanak adopted
the holistic approach when he did dialogue with the people of
various faiths and their practices. He was neither exclusive nor
inclusive but pluralistic and realistic in his approach. He sets
the pattern of  the interfaith dialogue. He never associated
himself  with any caste and religious community but always
identified himself  as one among the devotees of  the Creator.
He was in real sense the pioneer of  interfaith dialogue in his
period. His teachings are still the source of  inspiration to the
people of  various faiths. His approach and perception is quite similar
to Islam. As per the Quran in Islam there is no conversion, no
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baptism and no coercion but invitation to the truth and
admonition of  not following the path of  the truth as designed
by the Creator. Therefore, dialogue finds a good use in the
understanding and dealing with the people of other faiths and
civilizations. It helps to form universal ethics in diversities and
pluralities. The Quran suggests to the Prophet Muhammad to
call the people of  divergent faiths to be united on the common
principle and ethical points. It further says to compete with
each other in the righteous deeds instead disputing in the
matter of  faith. (Istabiqul Khairat- means to excel in good deeds,
5:48) The Quran also laid down some principles to be adopted
during the dialogue. Some of  these are kindness (2:83), speak
gently (16:125), al-Ihsan means act gently (29:46), al-hikmawal
al-mauizat al-Hasan means wisdom and good advice (16:125),
rationality (16:125), Ta’awn means cooperation (5:2), unity on
common points (3:64), Mujadalah means to avoid dispute and
useless debate (29:46), Istabiqul Khairat means to excel in good
deeds (5:48), al-Islah means reconciliation or creating bridge
and tolerance (4:114). Baba Nanak’s dialogue also seems to be
adorned with these beautiful principles. About the differences,
the Quran accepts the differences to recognize each other but
not to dispute or fight. You are basically one and your goal
is also one; the Quran mentions:

O mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of  a male and a
female, and made you to into nations and tribes, that you may know
each other (not that you may despise each other). Verily the most
honored of  you in the sight of  Allah is (he who is) the most righteous
of  you. And Allah has full knowledge and is well acquainted (with
all things) (49:13).
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Abstract

Guru Nanak began his missionary journeys by holding the first-
ever Interfaith Dialogue at Sultanpur Lodhi (India) and by visiting major
religious centers of  the world where he promoted Interfaith Dialogues and
understandings. Guru Arjan followed and compiled the first world
scripture, the Guru Granth, where he invited multiple coauthors, from
contemporary and the past centuries. Further, he employed a language
that allowed for interfaith diversity, and which enjoyed wide currency in
the whole of  Southeast Asia and the Mid-East. He employed metaphors
to encourage continual interpretation of  the Sikh scripture in the new
world cultures. Guru Granth compilation created a philosophical system
based on “unity in diversity” that celebrates the unique merits of  each
particular approach to the Divine energy, yet it also provides a way to
weld each into a cohesive common agenda. The multiple coauthors of  the
Granth promoted the appreciation of  diversity and enunciated the
spiritual philosophy of  the One Spirit One World where each long for
divine attributes within each person with gratitude. The Guru Granth
teaches a vision of  the healing light of  spirituality to overcome the social
and ideological issues that underlie much of  the conflict between and
among religions and the continual exploitations by illusionary materialism.
Guru Gobind Singh began his ministry by making a public
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pronouncement of  his teachings being for all religions independently even
not associated with any particular language considered sacred.

Introduction

The purpose of  this article is to review the evidence that
establishes that Guru Nanak was the founder of  the Interfaith
Dialogue. It was Guru Nanak who saw the need for these
dialogues to establish peace among and between the world’s
faiths in the coming centuries. Further, that the nine successors
of  Guru Nanak established and promoted scriptures and
institutions that would promote beliefs and practices that
would be universal and that would strengthen interfaith
appreciation and customs.

Guru Nanak at Sultanpur Lodhi

Guru Nanak (15 April 1469 – 22 September 1539) began
his prophetic ministry at the town of  Sultanpur in Northern
India when he was 27-year old. Sultanpur was a trade center
and a seat of  higher education for Muslims. He was employed
as a business manager of  the store and properties of  one
Daulat Khan Lodhi, a devout Muslim, who was also the head
of  the town (Nawab) of  Sultanpur Lodhi [1-3].

Through the town passed a river known as Kali Bein.The
160-kilometer long river sprang from river Beas at Dhanao
village and merged in the confluence of  the Beas and Sutlej
rivers. The spring of  the river base was considered holy by local
people of  Turk civilization. Mogul Emperor Akbar (1542-
1605) ordered it brick-lining for preservation and pilgrimage.
In 2005,India’s President, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, a devoted
Muslim, visited the city and designated it a holy city to promote
religious tourism and preserve it as a seat of  learning.

Guru Nanak experienced the environment of  religious
animosities while living in Sultanpur Lodhi. Guru Nanak also
anticipated that the new ecological age would consist of  a
worldwide community where many cultures and religions will
live as close neighbors, where science and technology will
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season the faith practices of  all. There the conflicts and fights
between the world’s religions would be very dangerous. To
prevent those, Guru Nanak made interfaith dialogue as a part
of  his mission. Thus, as we recognize it now, it was Guru
Nanak who gave birth to the hitherto unknown tradition of
the intellectual and ceremonial dialogues among the people
and leaders of  the world’s religions. He undertook to promote
what we now recognize as interfaith dialogues.

Guru Nanak held the first interfaith dialogue in Sultanpur
Lodhi [1]. The first one was followed by many others in the
same town and elsewhere in the world. Sultanpur Lodhi built
a memorial to celebrate the event. A gurdwara, the Sikhi place
of  worship, and deliberations in the town still celebrate that
event. That gurdwara commemorates Guru Nanak’s first
dialogue. Several other monuments in the town memorialize
the Guru’s many dialogues with the community of  scholars
and religious leaders.

Antecedents to First-Ever Interfaith Dialogue at

Sultanpur Lodhi

Guru Nanak visited the Bein river daily for his bath and
meditation in the early hours of  the morning. Thereafter, while
on his way to work in town, he often visited with a Muslim
holy man for a chat. It is during one of  these meditations on
the riverbank that he is believed to have experienced the
revelation (i.e. to have been divinely inspired) and become
enlightened. It is described as below:

It was the night of  full moon in November 1496 (some
historians report the year to be 1499) that Guru Nanak went
for his daily bath at the river but failed to return as usual. He
spent three days in meditation. When he emerged, he was in
a divine trance. As soon as he came out of  that trance, he said
to the waiting crowd that he had a vision, an inspiration, a
revelation. The vision inspired him to assume the role of  a
prophet/teacher to teach the world that the Divine Presence
permeates the universe and that the religions were only man-
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made. Religions should not be engaged to profile and divide
humanity.

On this day Guru Nanak began to claim in more than
one way that the Creator had summoned him and assigned him
the mission of  the divine message to all humanity. He claimed
to have received the message directly from the ONE in a state
of  heightened consciousness, and he then began to share it
with people by singing it in inspired hymns.

The Guru said that he would transcribe the divine
message for people of  all times. The formal pronouncement
of  his mission startled the town’s people, even though they had
known Nanak as a spiritually enlightened person. Those vested
in the old beliefs went to the city administration and the
religious authorities to complain that Nanak was claiming to
be a new prophet.

When the town authorities heard complaints against
Nanak, the town’s head, Nawab Daulat Khan, summoned
Nanak for a high-level dialogue/conference. Nawab also
invited his chief  religious advisor, a Muslim Imam, leading a
group of  imams and other Muslim scholars, to interrogate
Nanak about his prophetic experience. The Hindu scholars
were invited too even though they had already accepted Nanak
as an enlightened soul projected to lead humanity. An
interfaith  dialogue resulted.

Nanak’s First Interfaith Dialogue

The Sultanpur Dialogue was the first public Interfaith
Dialogue in the history of  religions [4]. Thus, Guru Nanak
became the founder of  the Interfaith Dialogues, a movement
now promoted and spread all over the world.

The public dialogue of  this unique character took place
in Sultanpur Lodhi, and it took almost a week to conclude.
Many questions were asked, many issues were raised among
the participants and between them and Nanak. Guru Nanak
answered them all and also concluded the discussions with
several pronouncements during the dialogue.
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At the end of  the dialogue meeting, much to the Imam’s
befuddlement, the dialogue sponsor, Daulat Khan Lodhi,
declared that Nanak had indeed received a divine revelation
and had the responsibility to lay the foundation of  a new
religious order. The religious order was to be worldwide and
is now known as Gurmat, Sikh Dharm, or Sikhism.

The following excerpt taken from the oldest written
record available describes Dault Khan’s judgment of  the
dialogue [5]:

 ... qb kwjI hYrwn hoie rihAw [ qb Kwnu kihAw kwjI ies kau puCxw
qksIr hY, eyhu Kdwie kw koeI AaulIAw hY ]
... The Imam, the chief  interrogator, was wonderstruck. Then, Khan,
the head of  the town, told the Imam that further questioning would
be arrogant, and declared that this person is a prophet of  Khudaa
(Islamic term for God).

Further, Bhai Gurdas (1551-1636), the scribe for the Sri
Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) and an early exegete of  gurbani,
recorded Daulat Khan’s transformation resulting from Guru
Nanak’s dialogues [6-7]. Bhai Gurdas affirmed that he attained
the fullness of  the understanding from Guru Nanak. Thereafter,
he became practitioner of  Gurmat, and he asked of  Guru
Nanak to bestow upon him his teachings manifested in
Nanak’s hymns.

daulq KW lodI Blw hoAw ijMd pIr AibnwsI ]
Daulat Khan Lodhi was a nice person who later came to be known
as a living pir, the spiritualist.

This public acknowledgment of  Nanak as God’s
messenger earned him the title of  the prophet in the Muslim
tradition and the title of  the Guru in the Dharmic traditions
of  India. Thereafter, Guru Nanak began to attract masses of
followers. The Hindu followers of  the Guru became known
as Sikhs, the term derived from Hindu tradition shishya and the
equal number of  Muslim followers of  Guru Nanak came to
be known as Mureeds, the term derived from Sufi Muslim
tradition. Sikhs and Mureeds continued to flock to Guru
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Nanak throughout his travels and the place of  his final abode,
Kartarpur, the Creator’s Villa.

Guru Nanak’s Interfaith Dialogues Continued

Once Nanak had been accepted as God’s messenger by
the clergy and the elite of  Sultanpur Lodhi, the town was not
the same anymore. Clergy and scholars were transformed as
were their followers in all religions. The town was transformed
into a center of  pilgrimage for people of  faith. It became, too,
a center for serious spiritual dialogues among all faiths and
between Guru Nanak’s followers and those of  traditional
religions, a tradition still observed in this town.

After inhabitants of  the town had transformed and
people of  surrounding areas had received the message, Nanak
saw the need to take his message to every corner of  the world
accessible to him at that time. He left Sultanpur Lodhi to
undertake long journeys to faraway lands. Nanak undertook
pilgrimages to visit Religious Centers and held Interfaith
Dialogues. He established the record of  traveling nearly 38
thousand kms. only to promote interfaith dialogues.
Accompanied by a Hindu and a Muslim as his companions,
he visited holy places of  major religions, particularly Hinduism,
Islam, Jainism, and Buddhism, to share his divine message. He
imparted his teachings through dialogues with people of  faith
and leaders of  civic and intellectual institutions as well as rulers
and politicians of  all stripes.

Guru Nanak traveled towards East, West, North, and
South to covered that was humanly possible to reach. He
visited various centers of  Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists, Jains,
Sufis, Yogis, and Siddhas. He wore 13 different styles of  clothing and
was known by 12 different titles. Wherever he visited he promoted
interfaith dialogues among leaders and people of different
religions, tribes, cultures, and races. He urged them to examine
their beliefs, to cherish and realize the divine message within
their religions, and to discard superstitions and fanaticism that
had crept in their time-worn religious practices.
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Nanak-Panthis

Guru Nanak was the founder of  a new thought, a new
community known as Nanak Panthis. His followers, Nanak
Panthis, flocked to him everywhere he visited. That led to the
formation of  a community of  Sikhs, people formerly
originated from Sindhu (Hindu) civilization East of  the Sindh
River Valley, and a community of  Mureeds, people that
formerly originated from Turk(Judo-Christian) civilization,
West of  the Sindh River Valley. The followers of  Guru Nanak
from these civilizations are referenced in the Sikh scriptures
as follows [8].

The Guru Granth described them through the verse as:

khq kbIr rwm gun gwvau ] ihMdU qurk doaU smJwvau ]
Guru’s teachings attracted people of  both, Sindhu civilization (later
known as Hindus) and Turkish civilization (Turks, Abrahamic).

Subsequently, the Sikh historian Bhai Santokh Singh while
describing the congregations of  Guru Nanak in Kartarpur [9],
wrote as:

ihMdU qurk Adk cl Awvih ] sRI nwnk ky crn mnwvih ]
eyk murId, is`K iek hovih ]  drsn prsn klml Kovih ]
Hindus (Sindhu civilization) and Turks (Abrahamic religions),
both, were flocking to the feet (teachings) of  Sri Guru Nanak. The
formers became Guru’s shishya (pupil) or Sikhs, and the others
became Guru’s Mureeds, ones who seek.

The Perpetuation of  Guru Nanak’s Interfaith

Message

Guru Nanak’s prophetic theme of  universality in religion
was perpetuated and continually emphasized by his nine
successors.

Guru Arjun Compiled Universal Scripture

The Guru Granth Sahib was compiled by Guru Arjun in
1604. It contains 5894 hymns. The interfaith nature of  this
scripture is evident from the fact that Guru Arjun contributed
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only one-third of  the hymns (2216). There are hymns from
other Gurus composed over two centuries and also the hymns
of  nineteen other religious leaders of  several centuries plus
eleven poet laureates of  the Guru’s court totaling in all 36
authors. A record of  this many authors for a scripture of  a
world’s major religion is still to be matched by anyone. Here
the Hindus, the Muslims, the scholars, and the untouchable
peasants, met in the same congregation of  holy souls.

The selection of  a language for principal use is the
language of  the holy men evolved during the medieval period.
This language allowed for diversity, and still enjoyed wide
currency in the whole of  Southeast Asia and the Mid-East.
Based upon the local dialects, it was leavened with expressions
from Sanskrit, Prakrit, Persian, Arabic, Bengali, and Marathi,
etc. Guru Granth’s language policy was meant to demolish the
claim of  any human language to be the language of  the gods.
The spiritual language of  the Granth is meant to communicate
with every segment of  the society at its turf  and in its mother
tongue. Therefore at least ten linguistic systems of  Indian sub-
continent, South East Asia, China, and the Middle East were
employed. To meet the need to inscribing the multi-linguistic
scripture the Guru had to design the Gurmukhi font especially
for this purpose.

Guru Arjun also prescribed an interfaith a prayer that
every Sikh recites every day alone at home and as a part of
the congregation.

Interfaith Ardas – Prayer [10]

qU Twkuru qum pih Ardwis]jIau ipMfu sBu qyrI rwis]
qum mwq ipqw hm bwirk qyry]qumrI ikRpw mih sUK Gnyry]
koie n jwnY qumrw AMqu]aUcy qy aUcw BgvMq]
sgl smgRI qumrY sUiqR DwrI]qum qy hoie su AwigAwkwrI]
qumrI giq imiq qum hI jwnI]nwnk dws sdw kurbwnI]8]4]
You are our Lord and Master; to You, I offer this prayer.
This body and soul are all Your property.
You are my Mother; You are my Father; I am your Child.
With your Blessing, I have received abundant Peace and Comfort!
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No one can comprehend your Beginning or your Ending.
You are highest of  the High, the most giving, my Creator.
All Creation is like a beauteous Necklace,
Jewels on your heavenly Thread.
All is created by You and You sustain it All.
You alone know the breadth and depth and stature of  Your Being.
Prays Nanak, May  I be  blessed with vision to realize your blessings
and Your Order.

Guru Gobind Singh Begins With Interfaith Sermon

From childhood, young Gobind engaged in inter-
religious dialogue. According to our history books [9], the
recognition of  the Guru’s divinity was first acknowledged
publicly at an important inter-religious event. It all began with
the installation of infant Gobind to his prophetic rank.
Contrary to the established practice of  initiating a child
prophet by the clergy of  his forefather’s faith, a renowned
Muslim saint, Syed Bhikhan Shah, was instead given this
honour. Mind you that the Guru was not born to Muslim
parents. The story goes as follows: One day, followers of
Muslim Pir Bhikhan Shah observed their leader bow towards
the East during his morning prayers. Certainly, it was contrary
to the established Islamic practice of  bowing in the direction
of Kiblah.

When his followers looked astonished, the Pir responded
and explained his unusual act. He said that a special child, the
savior chosen by Allah, was taking birth in Patna, which is
located in Eastern India. He further disclosed that he was
inspired by Allah to make his way to the child’s birthplace, to
bless the newly born Gobind, and to pronounce him a prophet.

The Pir gathered his followers and led them on a
pilgrimage to Patna to view the newborn. In Patna, although
unusual for mothers of  a newborn to do so, the Guru’s mother
accepted the Pir’s request and brought the child out for public
viewing.

The Pir presented a riddle. He placed two bowls of  candy
before the child; one bowl was purchased from a Hindu’s shop,
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and the other from a Muslim’s shop, thus signifying the two
major religions of  India. The riddle sought answers to an
unspoken question of  seeking guidance as to which religion
this divine prophet would belong to. The proper response
would permit the Pir to pronounce the Guru’s divinity and his
prophetic authority to lead the people of  one of  the two major
religions of India.

To everyone’s admiration and deep gratification, the
infant Gobind Rai placed his hands in both bowls, thus
indicating that he would not profile people based on religious
divides. Further, it signified that all religions would be dear to
him. He would also pick a holy man of  a different religion to
communicate his new message. The Muslim Pir and his
Muslim companions as well as Hindu neighbours who had
gathered there were thrilled and fulfilled.

The point is that in his very first public message Guru
Gobind Singh laid the path to inter-religious engagement that
sanctioned inter-religious appreciation and accommodation.
Further, he chose the symbolic language of  a public
demonstration to communicate his first public sermon.

Although minimizing the religious divide was Guru
Gobind Singh’s first sermon, it was neither a one-time event
nor the first time in the Sikh tradition that such a sermon was
aired. The divinity of  Guru Nanak was first recognized by a
Muslim holy man, Rai Bullar, and not his parents.

The Sikh historian Bhai Santokh Singh, a great historian
of  India, rightly observed as he wrote in Suraj Parkas Granth
[9]:

Cwie jwqI ekyqw Anykqw iblwey jwqI, hovqI kucIlqw kqbyn kurwnkI ]
pwp prpk jwqy, Drm Dsk jwqy, brn grk jwqy swihq ibDwnkI ]dyvI
dyv idhury sMqoK isMG dUr hoqy, rIq imt jwqI sB bydn purwnkI ] sRI gurU
goibMd isMG pwvn prmsUr, mUrq n hoqI jo pih, kruxw inDwnkI ]
Were Guru Gobind Singh not there at the critical junction of  Indian
history, there would have been only uniformity; diversity in religious
spheres, diverse scriptures, and diverse modes of  worship would not
have survived. In favor of  one religion, the others would have been
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destroyed and their holy places smashed. Sin would have replaced
virtue.

Conclusion

Several events from the lives of  Guru Nanak and his
successors are discussed with the sole purpose of  illustrating
how the worldwide movement of  the Interfaith Dialogues
came into existence some five centuries ago. At the time, the
major religions were engaged in divisions, discards, and human
hatred based upon one’s religious identity. Guru Nanak, first
in history, succeeded in establishing the institution of
“Interfaith Dialogues”. By doing so he succeeded in breaking
the discard and promoted the vision of  the Creator’s presence
in all. In his congregation in Kartarpur, he welcomed both the
Sikhs and the Mureeds in the same congregation. Both of  these
groups prayed together and lived together.
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Abstract

What would it look like for the Sikh community to uncouple itself
from the definition of  the Amritdhari Sikh as the real Sikh? And
embrace a more diverse approach, based in Gurbani and affirmed by Sikh

history? Where any person, from any denomination, who finds something
useful in the Guru’s teachings, would be welcome? Could we recalibrate
the word Sahajdhari Sikh to welcome people of  all faiths who find
something in the teachings of  the Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) that
help them on their path of  life? This paper will examine the origin of
the term Sahaj in Buddhism and its implications in Sikhism. If  we accept
the word Sahaj based on its mystical meaning, then Sahajdhari Sikhs
have a sovereign place in the Sikh community, and their own unique path
to awakening through the Guru.

Introduction

Words are like perennial plants. They sprout from a seed
of  thought, a need to define something, to give it a distinct
form and identity. And like a long-lived plant, a word will grow
over time. It will branch in new directions. It will expand its
roots into new territory. That word will continue to be
propagated as long as each generation finds it useful. The
meaning may shift, yet through time, words often stay true to
their seed.
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In the Sikh community today, there are discussions about
who is a Sikh and who is not a Sikh. The main internal
groupings are the Amritdhari Sikhs, who have gone through the
Amrit ceremony as initiated by the 10th Sikh Master, Guru
Gobind Singh. The other main grouping is the Sahajdhari Sikhs.
Here in the first part of  the 21st century, all Sikhs who have
not taken Amrit are placed in the general category of  the
Sahajdhari Sikh.

How and when this primary distinction of  Amritdhari
Sikhs and Sahajdhari Sikhs first arose is a research topic in itself.
Dr. (Bhai) Harbans Lal spoke to this issue in a paper he
presented at the Fourth International Conference on Sikh
Studies on Sikh Identity held at the University of  Michigan in
August of  1996. In his paper, titled Sehaj-Dhari Sikhs: Their
Origin and Current Status within the Panth, Dr. Lal explained the
background of  this distinction:

“The term Sehaj-dhari is a compound of  two Punjabi
words, Sehaj and dhari. During the period of  the Sikh Gurus,
the term Sehaj was used in a theological context, to connote
a state of  mystical consciousness. The term dhari means the
one who takes upon, assumes or adapts to something. Thus
all Sikhs could be Sehaj-dhari. A distinction between Sehaj-dhari
and Amrit-dhari began during the time of  the tenth Guru when
a section of the Sikhs elected to become Amrit-dhari. During
the Singh Sabha period, the word Sehaj-dhari took on an ethnic
meaning since baptism of  khanda was emphasized to become
an identifiable member of  the Khalsa. Total commitment to
a prescribed life style was required of  all Sikhs who were
required to adhere to the Rehatmaryada, a code of  conduct
evolved by Singh Sabha leaders and promulgated by Shromni
Gurdwara Parbandhic Committee. Those who fulfilled the
requirements were accepted for the baptism while others were
considered as an aspirant and were asked to wait and prepare.
Those in waiting or others who on their own considered
themselves not yet prepared for baptism were then called Sehaj-
dhari (moderate-in-adopting)” [1].
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According to Dr. Lal, the main classifications that exist
in the Sikh community today of  Amrit-dhari and Sehaj-dhari
came as a result of  the Singh Sabha movement in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. By the post-Partition era, the term
Sehaj-dhari Sikh indicated a person who was not ready, yet who
believed in and aspired to participate in the Amrit ceremony.

Prior to the 20th century, it appears that the concept of
the Sehajdhari Sikh existed, although it may not have been as
clearly defined. In his paper, Dr. Lal discussed some historical
references relating to this issue:

“Kesar Singh Chibber wrote his account of  the Sikh life
in the Guru’s time through mostly a first- hand knowledge. In
Bansawalinama Dasan Patshahian Da completed in 1769, he
wrote: “Guru said there would be many types of  Sikhs: (1)
Didari Sikhs were handsome, healthy bodied, Guru’s body
guards, will remain with the Guru in this world and thereafter,
and recite Naam. (2) Mukte Sikhs are those who will sustain
Sikhi after I leave. They will fight the enemy and make
sacrifices everywhere and those who will give their lives but
will remain as Sikh and will make many efforts to retain Sikh
religion. Because of  the meditation done by both of  these Sikh
groups, there will be established a Sikh rule. (3) Maiki Sikhs
are those Sikhs who are succumbed to political power and let
their religious practices decline, those who fall off  their goal.
(4) Mureed Sikhs are those Sikhs who in spite of  acquiring
power and wealth will follow Guru’s path and who will stay
above the worldly temptations of  wealth and power. These
were the Sehaj-dhari Sikhs”.

Dr. Man Singh Nirankari cited Rehitmala claimed by some
to contain narration of  many conversations of  Guru Gobind
Singh as below:

qRy pRkwr mm isK hY shjI, crxI, KMf

Dr. Nirankari translated this verse to say the Guru described
his having three categories of  Sikhs; Sehaj-dhari, charan-dhari, meaning
those initiated by touch of  the holy water by the Guru’s feet, and khande
de amritdhari.
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In the Gurmat Martand, Bhai Kahan Singh cites the
“Sikhan Di Bhagat-Mala” of  Bhai Mani Singh to indicate that
there were many Sehaj-dhari Sikhs during the times of  Bhai
Mani Singh (1644-1738), a contemporary of  Guru Gobind
Singh. Even at that time, the term Sehaj-dhari was commonly
used to indicate those Sikhs who neither took the baptism of
khande di pahul nor they were strict about wearing five kakars
[2].

This paper will seek to build on the work done by Dr.
Lal [1] and examine the term Sahajdhari, not as it is commonly
understood today, but in the context of  its origin in Buddhist
philosophy and its elucidation in a particular shabad composed
by Guru Amar Das. It will also examine that the definition of
Sahajdhari as “moderate-in-adopting” is not true to the roots
of  the word, nor to the intra-faith culture that existed during
the lives of  the Sikh Gurus. It is because of  ‘Sahaj’
consciousness, understood in its mystical sense, that the Sikh
Gurus could create a social-spiritual space that not only
welcomed people of  every faith tradition, but forged common
bonds among them.

Origin of  the term Sahaj: Sahajayâna Buddhists

The Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) includes writers that
span 400 years and multiple faiths. The first author, Kabir,
predates Guru Nanak by a generation. Many key terms used
by the authors within SGGS have a linguistic history hundreds
(if  not thousands) of  years old. How, then, do we examine
these ancient words that point to deep and complex mystical
meanings in light of their inclusion within SGGS?

I would propose that we have to begin by recognizing that
Ek Ong Kaar does not only refer to the Divine Consciousness
Itself, but also to the Oneness of  the human experience. Over
the centuries, each culture and tradition invented unique
symbols and words to describe the Divine. Yet all of  these
symbols and words point to the One Essential Ultimate Reality,
and to the common experience that humans have in their
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connection with that Ultimate Reality. Throughout history,
confusion happens when societies use their individual symbols
and words to compete with each other for dominance in
theological discourse.

In Japji Sahib, Guru Nanak asserts:

Awid scu jugwid scu]
hY BI scu nwnk hosI BI scu]1]
From the start, this Truth was True. All through Time and Space
is True. Even now, this Truth is True. Naanak says, ever shall be
True.

This line indicates that the Ultimate Reality has never
changed. Time does not change the experience of  truth. From
the beginning, through every age, today and into the future –
Sach has remained constant. Our human expressions change.
Yet the Divine, Itself, does not change.

In that regard, I would like to propose the idea that SGGS
uses ancient terminology because it recognizes Aad sach, jugaad
sach, hai bhee sach, Naanak hose bhee sach. The Guru takes the
root meaning of  these traditional terms, and re-energizes these
words, refining the traditional understanding in the context of
the unique path of  Gurbani. With this approach in mind, I
would like to spend some time examining the origin of  the
term Sahaj.

The term Sahaj originates with the Sahajayâna Buddhists,
a school of  Tantric Buddhism that formed in the eighth
century AD. Much of  this research comes from the work of
Ramprasad Mishra from the 1990’s. Mishra described the
origin of  Sahaj as a Buddhist philosophical concept:

“Sahajayâna is a Tantric school of  Anuitara Yoga in
which conventional rituals are discouraged philosophically. It
is the vehicle of  Sahaja which in consonance with the view
of  the teachers of  Sahajayâna defies all possible definitions,
transcending the reach of  all textual knowledge. From its
literary sense, it is explained as that which originates at birth
and manifests as the primal and natural instinct of the man.
The path which helps its adherents to realize the Ultimate
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Truth through the propitiation of  the inborn and natural
propensities of man is the natural and easiest one of all paths
and is thus called the path of  Sahaja or Sahajayâna” [3].

Tantric Buddhism at its heart sees every human being as
being endowed with Buddha nature. The question is how to
realize that Buddha nature. The method for realization comes
by cultivating a sense of  compassion towards the suffering of
all beings (Upâya); and by developing an understanding of
Sûnya, or Emptiness (Prajña).

“Buddhahood is a state of  perfect enlightenment which
enables the adherent to realize the absolute, supreme and non-
dual truth that everything-in-Universe and Universe-in-
everything are one and the same and are the manifestations
of  Sahajasûnya or Sahajakâya which transcends all theories of
origination, annihilation and all illusive mentations” [4].

The Sahajayânists’ observed that if  the Buddha existed
within the human body, then the path to realization was also
in-born. Enlightenment arises from a person allowing a
natural, authentic unfolding to occur from within his or her
being.

In consonance with the view of  Sahajyanists, Sahaja is
indefinable, incognisable, and inexpressible, being the ultimate
nature of  all animate beings. In coherence with the opinion
of Kânhupâda, a prominent Siddho of Orissa, Sahaja is
inexpressible as it transcends all speeches. He asserts that one
who will attempt to explain it will certainly misconceive, for
it is such an Ultimate Truth where the Teacher is dumb and
the pupil is deaf. In the Song of  Tâdakapâda, Sahaja is depicted
to have defied all scope of  expression. According to Santipâda,
Sahaja transcends both cause and effect and it is not a subject
of  logical analysis. It is the absolute truth which is realized but
never put to the test of  reason. As Tilopâda advocates, with
the realization of  Sahaja, all illusive concepts of  the world
disappear. This Sahaja cannot be explained as the secrecy of
this truth is only realizable through intuition” [5].

Sahaja springs from an internal, intuitive process that
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cannot be explained and may not necessarily align with social,
cultural or religious expectations.

According to Misra [3], the concept of  Sahaja makes its
appearance in an earlier text of  Tantric Buddhism called the
Hevajra Tantra. However, it does not mature into a distinct
philosophical school of  Tantric Buddhism until later. One
seminal scholar who contributed to the formation of
Sahajayâna is the Mahasiddha Laxmînkara, also known as the
Crazy Princess of Oddiyana. Laxmînkara became a tantric
scholar of  great renown during the latter half  of  the eighth
century AD. Laxmînkara composed one of  the foundational
works of  the Sahajayânists, titled the Advaya Siddhi. It is a brief
text of  34-35 couplets (depending on the source material) that
deconstructs ritualism, convention and social norms.

A couple of  the instructions:

“He should not bow down to Gods made of  wood, stone or clay. He
should always worship his own body with concentrated mind.” (14)

“He should not feel disgust for a woman born in any caste as she is
Bhagawatî Prajña (Blessed Gnosis) who has assumed a physical
body in this conventional world” (21) [6].

Laxmînkara’s Advaya Siddhi articulates a non-conformist
pathway that rebels against religious convention as a way to
genuine realization. Every spiritual path and every society has
its rules. Yet it is exactly those rules that can prevent a person
from attaining the Ultimate Realization. This inherent
contradiction of  Essence versus Form, of  authentically acting
in ways that go against “the norm” in order to realize the
Essence, rests at the heart of  Sahaj.

“…the Siddhas of  this school…call it Sahajayâna because
of their basic credence on the indispensability of the innate
and inherent nature of man and the realization of the supreme
truth through the usual living in the midst of  the natural
function of  the spontaneous proclivities of  man. From the
standpoint of  its connotation, Sahaja is explained as that which
is inborn, innate and inherent and thus originates with the birth
and manifests as the natural instincts in the course of  living.
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Sahajayâna hence denotes a tantric vehicle or path which helps
its adherents to realize the ultimate truth through the natural
propitiation of  the inborn, innate inherent and natural
propensities of man and thus a natural, original and easiest
path towards this realization” [7].

In summary, what then can we say are the elements

included in the origin of  the term Sahaj? It emerges as a
rejection against rituals and formalities. It defies social
convention, including the taboos against women. It asserts that
the path of  realization is inborn, naturally unfolding. It
ultimately cannot be described, or inferred from reason. It
acknowledges that just as the Buddha Nature is in-born, the

path of  awakening is also in-born and dwells within the human
body and its existence. The Sahajayâna school flourished for
over 300 years beginning in the mid 8th century, with its
teachers writing in the common vernacular, and had influence
for centuries beyond its heyday.

Guru Amar Das’s Shabad Illuminating Sahaj

By the time of  Guru Naanak, the spiritual term Sahaj had
existed for over 800 years. It makes its way across the centuries
to find a home in the poetry of  such bhakti saints and SGGS
contributors as Namdev and Kabir.  Sahaj’s fundamental
meaning of  a non-ritualistic, innate, naturally spontaneous
path of  awakening remained consistent throughout this time.

         As John Noyce writes in his paper, Origins of
Sahaja: As John Noyce writes in his paper, Origins of
Sahaja:”The Nath yogis, who emerge in the caves of  northern
India in the 11th century, had some knowledge of  Sahaja,
though when this concept was added to their knowledge base
is unclear…The householder, or bhakti, saints with connections
to the Nath yogis, also used the concept of  Sahaja in their
songs”[8].

After Guru Nanak’s enlightenment experience, he also
included the term Sahaj in his instructional songs, as did the
succeeding Sikh Gurus. Including the term Sahaj indicates that
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Guru Nanak found the word useful to describe an aspect of
Universal, Timeless truth. At the same time, the Sikh Gurus
offered a new path by which to experience this sublime
mystical consciousness of  Sahaj. Even into the 20th century,
Sahaj as understood from the perspective of  Gurbani is
conveyed as being both innate and the highest spiritual state.

In the Dictionary of  Guru Granth Sahib by Surindar Singh
Kohli, published in 1996, the term Sahaj is defined:

shj (Sahaj): natural state, inborn nature, effortlessness,
the highest spiritual state [9].

A deep exploration of  the term Sahaj in SGGS would be
a book unto itself. For the purposes of  this paper, I would like
to focus on a particular shabad by the third Sikh Guru, Guru
Amar Das, which takes Sahaj as its theme. This shabad comes
from Sri raag [10].

In this shabad, Guru Amar Das celebrates the state of
Sahaj. (For our purposes, the word Sahaj is poetically
interpreted into English by the phrase “Spontaneous-
Originality”)

shjy gwivAw Qwie pvY ibnu shjY kQnI bwid]
Singing with Spontaneous-Originality, everything falls into place.
Without Spontaneous-Originality, all explanations are pointless.

shjy hI Bgiq aUpjY shij ipAwir bYrwig]
Through Spontaneous-Originality, devotion wells up. In the state
of  Spontaneous-Originality, love is balanced and detached.

shjY hI qy suK swiq hoie ibnu shjY jIvxu bwid ]2]
Spontaneous-Originality brings happiness and tranquility. Without
Spontaneous-Originality, life becomes pointless.

shij swlwhI sdw sdw shij smwiD lgwie]
With Spontaneous-Originality, appreciate the One forever and ever.
With Spontaneous-Originality, cling to Samaadhi

And : shjy kwlu ivfwirAw sc srxweI pwie]
Spontaneous-Originality drives away death and gives one the protection
of  the Ultimate Reality.
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And : inrgux nwmu inDwnu hY shjy soJI hoie]
The Formless Identity is the treasure. Spontaneous-Originality brings
sanity.

                                                                 (SGGS, M. 3, p. 68)
In the shabad quoted above, Guru Amar Das celebrates

the state of  Sahaj as necessary to spiritual insight. Sahaj
provides the pathway to transcending death and entering
Samaadhi. Sahaj relates to Nirgun Naam – the Formless Identity
– beyond association with any particular description or rituals
of  a deity. Guru Amar Das affirms that spiritual activity
requires the innate authenticity of  Sahaj in order to have
impact. Through Sahaj, spiritual practice has power. Otherwise,
the effort may be there, but it does not lead anywhere.

Guru Amar Das also speaks to the fruitlessness of  social
convention and mental machinations.

mwieAw ivic shju n aUpjY mwieAw dUjY Bwie]
In illusion, Spontaneous-Originality isn’t born. Illusion creates an
inclination towards separateness and duality.

mnmuK krm kmwvxy haumY jlY jlwie]
Those who chase after their own minds get the results of  their actions.
Through self-will, everything burns to destruction.

And : pVIAY guxIAY ikAw kQIAY jw muMFhu GuQw jwie]
Why explain all you have studied and read, when you have gone
astray from the very beginning?

And : ibnu shjY sBu AMDu hY mwieAw mohu gubwru]
Without Spontaneous-Originality, everyone is blind, attached to the
darkness of Illusion.

(SGGS, M. 3, p. 68)
These passages highlight the idea that ritual effort and

pursuing spiritual practice through self-will is pointless. What
comes naturally, authentically, from within has value. Otherwise,
our spirituality can become another form of  illusion and
entrapment. Without Sahaj, no matter how we act or what we
do, we can become trapped in doubt and duality.

The key difference in Guru Amar Das’s explanation of
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this mystical term is the method through which one can
experience Sahaj. By chanting the Guru’s shabad, the state of
Sahaj awakens, even in those who have lost their way.

shjY no sB locdI ibnu gur pwieAw n jwie]
Everyone yearns to be Spontaneously-Original. Without the Guide,
no one will experience it.

piV piV pMifq joqkI Qky ByKI Brim Bulwey]
Constantly studying, the scholars and astrologers are exhausted.
The misguided ascetics have lost their way in doubt.

gur Byty shju pwieAw AwpxI ikrpw kry rjwie]1]
In Divine alignment, and through His kindness, the Guide grants
this gift of  Spontaneous-Originality.

BweI ry gur ibnu shju n hoie]
Oh kindred ones, without the Guide, Spontaneous-Originality will
never happen.

sbdY hI qy shju aUpjY hir pwieAw scu soie]1]
The Shabad (the Sound Current that cuts the ego) truly gives birth
to Spontaneous-Originality. It bestows the experience of  the Divine
Essence and the Ultimate Reality.

And : BuilAw shij imlwiesI sbid imlwvw hoie]7]
Through the consciousness of  Spontaneous-Originality, the lost ones
return. The Shabad causes the Union.

 (SGGS, M. 3, p. 68)
Guru Amar Das articulates the qualities of  Sahaj in this

shabad and re-affirms the word as relating to a Universal
experience that cannot be contrived. Yet even if  the experience
of  Sahaj is universal and timeless, Guru Amar Das ascribes a
shabad-based approach to cultivating Sahaj. Rather than trying
to enter into the state of  Sahaj through ascetic practices,
astrology or scholarship, it is through chanting and meditating
on the shabad that one can realize the state of Sahaj.

The Sahajdhari Sikh and the Intra-faith Practitioner

If  we consider the origin of  the word Sahaj and
understand how Guru Amar Das explains the term in the
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previously cited shabad, it offers us a new perspective on the
term “Sahajdhari.” Rather than “slowly” becoming Amritdhari,
the Sahajdhari has his or her own sovereign spiritual journey
and relates to the Guru from the authenticity of  that journey.

According to one’s spontaneous inner guidance, a seeker
finds his or her way to the Guru. There is no need to leave
anything behind or to adopt something new. Something inborn
and intuitive within the person has led them to Gurbani, where
they find useful spiritual guidance. The Hindu remains a
Hindu. The Muslim remains a Muslim. The Yogi remains a
Yogi. The Jain remains a Jain. The court of  the Guru becomes
an intra-faith realm. It becomes a place for intra-faith
practitioners to grow together through their understanding of
Gurbani, in the spirit of Sahaj.

The path of  Nanak, known as the Nanakpanthi, existed
for over two centuries before the Amrit ceremony took place.
For two centuries and beyond, those who related to Nanak did
not necessarily have to leave their religion of  origin. Sikh
history has many stories illustrating this. One such story shows
the deep love and connection between the ninth Sikh Master,
Guru Tegh Bahadur, and a Muslim Nawab named Saifuddin.

Their story is recounted in the book Guru Tegh Bahadur
written by Trilochan Singh and published in 1967. Here is a
brief  excerpt:

“Guru Tegh Bahadur passed through Rupar and camped
in a large garden at Saifabad, a city founded by Nawab
Saifuddin…Both the Nawab and his Begum were known
to be religious, devout, liberal and extremely charitable.
As soon as they came to know that Guru Hargobind’s
son, Guru Tegh Bahadur, had camped in their garden,
their joy knew no bounds. The Nawab came to the Guru
with gifts, dry fruit and other offerings and bowing
reverentially said: ‘Blessed is my garden, Master, blessed
is the city and blessed am I that thou hast been gracious
enough to come here and sanctify the place with thy
presence.’ ‘We have come here friend, Saifuddin, because
your pure and noble soul attracted us. It is a joy to rest
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in the garden of  a pure-souled man of  God. You
entertain the love and fear of  God in your heart. God’s
grace shall be on thy descendants,’ said Guru Tegh
Bahadur.
(Saifuddin invited the Guru to stay with him)….When

Guru Tegh Bahadur entered the gate, a peace shedding
mansion attracted his attention, and he moved towards it.
‘That is the House of  God (mosque) Guruji,’ said Saifuddin.
‘This House of  God,’ said Guru Tegh Bahadur, ‘is as beautiful
and enchanting as the Man of  God who built it.’…Such was
the devotion of  Saifuddin that Guru Tegh Bahadur stayed with
him for nearly a fortnight…” [11].

This story depicts the true nature of  the Sahajdhari Sikh.
Saifuddin’s meeting with Guru Tegh Bahadur was spontaneous
and illuminating. The love between them dawned naturally.
Guru Tegh Bahadur had no distaste of  Saifuddin’s mosque.
He did not tell him to tear it down and build a Gurdwara. The
Guru saw the mosque as a manifestation of  Saifuddin’s
devotion. The power of  that devotion created the bond
between them. And that bond lasted throughout Saifuddin’s
life.

Conclusions

Just as no man is an island, no spiritual tradition is an
island, either. Human history is a continual process of
discovery, handing down of  traditions, re-evaluation, revision
and evolution. When I began the research for this paper, I had
no idea where it would lead. It has opened a door to an area
that I think merits more research. The Sahajayâna Buddhist
yogis originated over 1000 years ago. And yet the concept of
Sahaj was important enough in the eyes of  the Sikh Gurus, they
made a home for it in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. One key difference
for the Gurus was to provide the methodology of  Gurbani.
Anyone could access the state of  Sahaj through chanting the
Guru’s shabad.

The Sahajdhari Sikh, then, chants the shabad to access the
highest spiritual state of  Sahaj.  The Sahajdhari Sikh is a person
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who comes as they are to the Guru - naturally, easefully and
intuitively; neither needing to reject their already-existing
identity nor adopt a new one. Hindus, Muslims, and others mix
together to listen to shabad and understand Gurbani. Each
person spiritually grows according to his or her own
spontaneously-original path.

In my work as a minister in the western Sikh community,
I see a lot of  Sahajdhari Sikhs, although they would never call
themselves that. They absolutely love Guru Nanak. They love
Japji Sahib. They love Guru Gobind Singh and Jaap Sahib. Yet
they are uninterested in organized religion and have no affinity
for religious rituals. They may come to Gurdwara and enjoy
kirtan (shabad singing), eat langar, and learn to recite Japji Sahib.
But they would never call themselves Sikhs because the image
of the Sikh is associated to the identity of the Amritdhari and
they do not see themselves as an Amritdhari. What if  we re-
envisioned the Sahajdhari Sikh, not as someone “slow to adopt”
Amrit, but rather as someone who simply has an in-born
purpose to connect to the Guru? No matter where they come
from? In times past, there were Hindu-Sikhs, Muslim-Sikhs
and Buddhist-Sikhs. So why not Christian-Sikhs, Jewish-Sikhs
and Agnostic-Sikhs? Can we embrace a view that the Guru’s
court really is truly open to all people? The Sahajdhari Sikhs
have a connection to the Guru through their own intutive
knowing that will serve their spiritual awakening, independent
of  the formalities of  adopting a particular form.

Guru Nanak in his time created an intra-faith space. A
place where people from various religious traditions could
gather and pursue spiritual realization together. It was in the
act of  practicing together that Hindus and Muslims found
common ground. While each group may have held onto their
particular terminology relating to the Divine, we can only
assume the Guru helped them transcend their imagined
differences. Humans have always been creating unique Names
for the Same Truth. But by recognizing Oneness, people have
an opportunity to live together in peace, harmony and
prosperity.

The Need for Intra-Faith Dialogue: Expanding our Understanding...
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Abstract

To achieve the objective of  inter-faith dialogue in the present day
world, it is imperative to study the holy books or scriptures of  different
religious traditions. Unless we find some common basic principles
propounded in the holy books there can be no meeting point for an
interfaith dialogue which can ultimately lead to world peace. During the
twenty first century, unification ideas in science, globalization in world
economy, holistic vision of  reality and science – religion dialogue are
expected to bring about a paradigm shift in the human behaviour. An
attempt has been made to compare and contrast some of  the doctrinal
principles of  Sikh religion and Christianity based on their holy books,
viz., Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) and the Bible (Old and New
Testament).

Introduction

Sikhism and Christianity belong to two different religious
traditions, commonly known as Oriental and Occidental or
Semitic, respectively. Both are also separated historically by a
gap of  fifteen centuries. Guru Nanak was founder of  Sikh
religion in India while Jesus Christ founded the Christianity in
Palestine. Both the prophets have been considered as crusaders
against the established religious traditions of  their country of
origin. While Guru Nanak started his campaign against the
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established social, religious and political system in India, Jesus
did the same in Palestine. Guru Nanak was fighting against the
Brahmanical traditions of Hindu society in India during the
15th century. Jesus Christ had to fight against the Jewish
traditions of  Palestine and Christians earned the wrath of
Roman empire for more than three hundred years. Sikh Gurus
and their followers had to suffer at the hands of  Mughal
emperors for more than two hundred years.

Both Sikhism and Christianity have another common
feature: they are religions of  the book. The religious book of
the Christians is called “The Bible”. It consists of  two parts:
(a) The Old Testament – a covenant between man and the God
of  the Jews (Jehovah), and (b) the New Testament – a
collection of  biographical sketches of  Jesus and an interpretation
of  his philosophy as understood by his disciples. The sixty six
books of  the present Bible were written by no less than forty
writers over a period of  two centuries. Jesus himself  did not
leave even a single line in writing nor did he instruct anyone
to do so. The holy book of  Sikh religion (SGGS) was compiled
by Guru Arjun, the fifth Nanak, in 1604. It has compositions
of  Sikh Gurus and the sacred writings of  various Hindu and
Muslim saints of  India. The authentic version of  SGGS
compiled by Guru Arjun was enshrined and declared as ‘Sabd
Guru’ of  the Sikhs in 1708 by Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth
Nanak. SGGS does not contain history or biographies of  the
Sikh Gurus except for some indirect references here and there.
It is written in verse and is meant for singing following the
rich tradition of  Indian ragas.

The Sikh tradition of  Inter-faith dialogue originated with
Guru Nanak, the first prophet of  Sikh religion, who made it
a mission of his life to visit holy places of other religious sects
in India and abroad. Guru Nanak traveled far and wide in all
four directions and held discourses with Hindu saints, Muslim
peers and Nath-yogis. The essence of  these discourses is recorded
in SGGS and the famous composition known as Sidh-Gosht
refers to one such remarkable debate with Nath-Yogis.
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However, there is no evidence of  any discourse with followers
of  Christianity in SGGS.

Inter- Comparison of  Sikh Scripture

and the Holy Bible

It is quite but natural that the two belief  systems, Sikhism
and Christianity, which were separated in both time and space,
may have some common doctrines as well as widely different
approaches to epistemological concepts, viz., origin of  the
universe, nature of  reality, the relation between soul of  man
and his body and concept of  liberation. For sake of
comparison, we discuss some basic concepts in both Sikhism
and Christianity to appreciate the viewpoints about such
fundamental questions : What is God?  How the Universe was
created? What are the Ideal Man and his role in Society? What
are Heaven, Hell and Grace of  God?

Concept of God

The Sikh concept of  ultimate Reality or God is more akin
to the Judaic notion of  an Almighty person than to the Aryan
concept of  an immanent neutral principle [1]. In the opening
stanza of  SGGS, Ultimate Reality is defined as: One (Being
– Becoming), Truth and Existence, Creator Person, without
Fear or Hatred, Beyond Time and Space, Self-Existent,
Transcendental Cosmic Spirit made manifest by the Grace of
the Guru.

The basic Sikh thought is strictly monistic [2] and there
is no room for demi-gods and goddesses as in Hinduism :

ieksu qy hoieA AnMqw, nwnk eyksu mwih smwey jIau]
“From One the many emanate and finally,
O, Nanak into the One the many submerge”.

The main doctrines of  Sikh theology are based on this
view of  Ultimate Reality. Reality or God was in existence
before the creation of  Universe. The Sikh philosophy
dialectically unites the ideas of  God and the world.
Transcendence shows that God is prior to and distinct from

Sikh Religion and Christianity: Prospects of  an Interfaith Dialogue
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the world. Immanence of  God represents God’s connection
with the world. In a manner of  speaking, God is one but has
dual nature, Transcendental and Immanent. Guru Nanak has
identified the manifest reality with Nature [3]:

nwnk sc dwqwru isnwKqu kudrqI ]
“Nanak, the beneficent Lord alone is True,

and He is revealed through his Nature”.

Concept of  God is central to Christianity but Christians
sometimes call Jesus God but at other times call him Son of
God. “God so loved the world that he sacrificed his only
begotten son for it”. The Bible uses similar epithet for others

also, e.g., David and Adam. The Bible even calls common
people ‘sons and daughters’ of  God [4]. We find an echo of
this concept in SGGS. According to Sikh belief  all human
beings are sons and daughters of God [5]:

qMU myrw ipqw qMU hYN myrw mwqw ]
“O God, you are my Father and you are my Mother”.

Bhagat Kabir also calls himself  son of  God in SGGS [6]:

hau pUqu qyrw qMU bwpu myrw] eYky Twhr duhw bsyrw]
“I am your son and you are my Father, We both live together”

A similar sentiment is expressed by Jesus to establish his

relationship with God [7]: “I came down from heaven. I and
my Father are one. I will come again to receive you unto
myself ”.

Christians believe that Christ will be their saviour on
Doomsday. Sikhs do not believe in any such dogma. In
contrast, Sikhism believes in the salvation of  all through God’s

grace irrespective of  their religious affiliations [8]:

jgqu jlMdw riK lY AwpxI ikrpw Dwir]
ijqu duAwrY aubrY iqqY lYhu aubwir]
“O God this world is burning in its own sins,

Save it in Thy Mercy. It matters not

Which way (religious path) they approach You”.
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Creation of  the Universe (Genesis)

The holy Bible states [9] “In the beginning God created
heaven and earth…. Let there be light ……. Let there be a
firmament… Let the waters bring forth life. And the evening
and morning were created the sixth day. He rested on the
seventh day and blessed and sanctified it”.

The Genesis story of  the Bible has been challenged by
physicists, biologists and geologists on the basis of  scientific
findings which contradict this hypothesis. For example,
according to this scheme, the earth existed before the sun and
the stars. The days existed before the sun came into existence.
In fact, the whole scheme looks topsy – turvy in modern
scientific terms.

According to Sikh Cosmology, God existed before
creation in sunya (void) phase. Then He willed the creation of
the universe and the process began as follows [10]:

swcy qy pvnw BieAw pvnY qy jlu hoie ]
jl qy iqRBvx swijAw Git Git joiq smoie]
“The Lord created air (gases) which combined to form water.

The water brought forth the creation with the

Lord Himself  as the spark of  life in it.”

The Sikh scripture (SGGS) unfolds the Genesis story in
a most scientific manner. As for the time of  creation, it is
known to God alone. There are countless suns, moons, and
earths in the Universe. Man can never know the extent of
God’s creation [11]:

keI koit KwxI Aru KMf ] keI koit Akws bRhmMf]
keI bwr psirA pwswr ] sdw sdw ieku eykMkwr]
“There are millions and millions of  galaxies and
solar systems in the Universe. The creation has
occurred so many times. But the one Lord
remains for ever and ever.”

One of  the most beautiful hymns in SGGS is the ‘Hymn
of  the Genesis’ which runs as follows [12]:

Sikh Religion and Christianity: Prospects of  an Interfaith Dialogue
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Arbd nrbd DuMDUkwrw ] Drix n ggnw hukmu Apwrw]
nw idnu rYin n cMdu n sUrju suMn smwiD lgwiedw ]....
“For billions of  years, there was nothing but utter darkness. There
was neither day nor night, nor moon, nor sun but the Lord alone sat
in profound trance…

When He so willed, He created the world and supported
the firmament without support. He founded the continents,
solar systems and underworlds, and from the Absolute self, He
became manifest.”

Concept of  Salvation, Heaven and Hell

According to Christian belief, salvation is possible only
through Christ [13] . His spirit will escort all Christians to
God’s presence. “There is only one intermediary among God’s
men who has paid the price for everybody’s salvation”. “There
is no salvation through anyone else, in all the world no other
name has been granted to mankind by which we can be saved”.

Sikhism does not claim monopoly of  salvation nor does
it believe in salvation that supposedly comes after death.
SGGS advocates salvation during this life itself. By following
the Sikh way of  life, one can attain to the state of  jivan-mukta
(liberated while living) [14].

nwnk siqguir ByitAY pUrI hovY jugiq[
hsMidAw, KylMidAw, pYnMidAw, KwvMidAw ivcy hovy mukiq[
O Nanak, meeting the True Guru, one comes to know the Perfect
Way. While laughing, playing, dressing and eating, he is liberated.

Christianity does not look for the immorality of a soul
but the resurrection of  the complete person in a new and
wonderful body. Those who are saved by Christ will go to
heaven and those not saved will suffer punishment in hell.
Christians are already saved because they already have
forgiveness and new life promised by Jesus Christ [15].

Sikhism believes that man’s soul is immortal because it
is part and parcel of  God but is separated from Him due to
ego. Guru-oriented Sikhs (gurmukhs) are liberated during this
life before physical death while manmukhs (ego-oriented) suffer
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during this life and life hereafter. Heaven and Hell have
different connotations in Sikh vocabulary. The idea of  a
Heaven in the skies and Hell in the bowels of  earth is not
recognized in Sikhism. This world can become a heaven for
a gurmukh and a hell for manmukh. Heaven and hell refer to
the state of  mind of  an individual and not some physical
spaces [16].

kbIr surg nrk qy mY rihE siqgur ky prswid[
crn kml kI mauj mih rhau AMiq Aru Awid[
Kabeer, I have been spared from heaven and hell, by the Grace of
the True Guru.
From beginning to end, I abide in the joy of  the Lord’s Lotus Feet.

Ethics and Morality

The Sikhs pay great respect to their holy book (SGGS),
wash their bodies, cover their heads and take off  their shoes
when they pray to God. It is interesting to note that in the past
the Christians also conducted their religious services [17] like
the Sikhs do today.

Jesus says [18], “Thy will be done.” In SGGS [19], it is
called hukam or divine Will which cannot, however, be
explained: “By His Will, creation takes place but His Will is
indescribable”

hukmI hovin Akwr, hukmu n kihAw jweI ]

Jesus says that there are two commands [20]: “Love God
with all heart, mind and body, and love neighbour as self ”.
Guru Gobind Singh puts it as a pre-condition for God-
realisation [21]:

swcu khoN sun lyhu sBY ijn pRym kIA iqn hI pRBu pwieA]
“I proclaim the Truth, listen ye all.
Only those who Love have realized God”.

Sikh Gurus realized the power of  Love and the price has
to be paid by total submission to God or Guru, the preceptor.
In SGGS, Guru Nanak lays down the stringent condition for
the dedicated disciple [22]:

Sikh Religion and Christianity: Prospects of  an Interfaith Dialogue
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jauy qauy pRym Kylx kw cwau ]
isru Dir qlI glI myrI Awau ]
“If  you want to play the game of  Love,
Come into my street with your head on thy palm”.

The Bible lays stress on purity of  heart [23]: “Blessed are
the pure in heart, for they shall see god.”. Cleanliness of  body
is of  no avail but purity of  heart. In SGGS, the same sentiment
is expressed as follows [24]:

qIrQ nwqw ikAw kry mn mih mYlu gumwnu ]
“What is the use of  bathing at places of  pilgrimage?
When your mind is full of  filth due to stubborn pride”.

Idolatory was condemned by Jesus in strongest terms and
the Bible supports this view-point [25]: “Man is a living temple
of  God, why then need to go for idols.”

All the Sikh Gurus condemned idolatory in their
sermons, a clear divergence from the Hindu religion. Sikh
Gurus advocated the efficacy of  meditation, congregational
prayers, chorus singing of  hymns for God realization and
rejected the rituals and idol worship. In fact, Guru Nanak very
clearly stated in SGGS [26] that the physical body is not the
Guru.

sbdu gurU suriq Duin cylw]
“The Word (sabad) is my Guru and consciousness is the disciple”.

It is interesting to remark that manifestation of spiritual
acts is commended in the Bible while works of  flesh, viz.,
adultery, lasciviousness, hatred, drunkenness and vain glory are
condemned in no uncertain terms. SGGS speaks in identical
tones and forbids coming under the influence of  five evils,
namely, lust, anger, greed, attachment, and pride (kam, karodh,
lobh, moh and ahankar).

I was amused to read message of  the Bible regarding meat
eating and drinking of  wine [27 ]: “The kingdom of  God is
not meat and drink but righteousness, peace and joy in the
Holy Ghost”. “It is good neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine,
nor anything whereby thy brother stumbleth, or is offended,
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or is made weak”. Intoxicants are forbidden in Sikh religion
but meat eating is part of  Sikh code of  conduct. Ideas about
meat eating and drinking are almost identical in Bible and
SGGS.

Jesus said [28]: “Render unto Caesar the things which be
Caesar’s and unto God the things which be God’s”. Thus, the
spiritual and the political life were separated into two different
domains. The Sikh Gurus, on the other hand, recognized God
as the True ruler. In Sikhism, both spiritual and political activity
is sanctioned and the concept of  miri and piri forms the basis
of  Sikh ethics. However, Guru Gobind Singh [29] has also
recognized the two domains as distinct as in Bible. He states:
“Both Guru Nanak and Emperor Babur were created by the
same God. The House of  Nanak is recognized as spiritual and
the House of  Babur as political for all intents and purposes”.

bwby ky bwbr ky doaU, Awp kry prmysr soaU ]
dIn swh ien ko pihcwno, dunI p@iq aun kO Enumwno ]

The concepts of  Word in the Bible and Sabad in the
SGGS are almost compatible and have a far reaching import
in the Creation process. According to Bible [30]:  “In the
beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. Through him all things were made.” The
explicit functions of  the Word are Creation, Revelation and
Salvation [31]. SGGS also implies that Sabad (Word) is the
vehicle for all creative activity of  God [32], promotes
understanding of  God and union with God is possible by
meditation on Sabad:

auqpiq prlau sbdy hovY ]sbdY hI iPir Apiq hovY ]
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Abstract

The advent of  Guru Nanak, the founder of  Sikh religion,
coincides with the advent of  Babur, the founder of  Mughal empire in
India. The encounter between the two traditions starts with Guru Nanak
and continued for nearly three centuries till the advent of  Sikh rule in
Punjab. Despite many common features between Sikh religion and Islam,
e.g., concept of  God and Social egality, there has been a strong antagonism
between the two due to political reasons. This paper aims to promote
interfaith dialogue between the two faiths based on the study of  Sikh
scripture and holy Quran.

Introduction

Sikhism, as one of  the youngest religions in the world,
was born in Punjab (India) and Guru Nanak was the founder
of  Sikh religion. Islam was born as a new faith in Arabia during
the 7th Century and Prophet Muhammad was its founder.
Guru Nanak realised the suffering of  Indian people under the
yoke of  dual oppression by Brahmanic and Islamic priestly
classes on the one hand and the contemporary rulers, on the
other. Guru Nanak refers to the state of  affairs in his
compositions recorded in Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) as
follows [1]:  “Rajas were ruthless like tigers and the priestly
judges were like dogs, and their officials swooped down on
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people regardless of  whether they were sitting or sleeping (i.e.,
at any time of  the day).

rwjy sIh mukdm kuqy] jwie jgwiein bYTy suqy]

Prophet Muhammad found the Arabian people divided
into hundreds of  tribes engaged in internecine warfare. The
people were superstitious and believed in idol worship, magic,
astrology and cult practices. Gambling and drinking were very
common and taking revenge was considered a religious duty.
Slavery was common and female child was killed or buried
alive. There was hardly any literacy among the Arabs.

Sikhism and Islam, though separated widely in both time
and space, have many common features and similarities [2]. A
comparison of  texts of  SGGS and the holy Quran will reveal
many points of  similarity and some other issues on which both
religions also differ. The aim of  this essay is not to establish
the superiority of  one over the other but to provide a common
platform for an inter-faith dialogue between Sikh religion and
Islam. For example, both religions believe in the Oneness of
God and are against idol worship in any form. Belief  in the
will of God, meditation on the Name of the God and
congregational prayer are central to both religions. The caste
system in the society is rejected by both and all human beings
are considered equal in the eyes of God and Prophet. Spiritual
and temporal attainments are considered as sacred goals for
upliftment of  society in both the religions.

Inter – faith dialogue [3] does not mean encounter among
variant religious traditions but is a sort of  interaction confined
not only to religious issues but also pertaining to social and
cultural problems. This type of  dialogue issues forth in a spirit
of  fellowship and recognizes the whole in each part. Inter-faith
dialogue does not mean denial of  the identity of  individual
traditions through a synthesis of  different approaches. The
cosmopolitan vision of  Guru Nanak is also evident in his inter-
faith dialogues with the different religious traditions of his
time. Guru Nanak, no doubt, offered a critical analysis of  the
contemporary religious thought and rejected their external
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paraphernalia but only to inculcate in them a spirit of  deeper
penetration in their own religion. The aim of  interfaith
dialogue in his hymns in SGGS is neither subjugation, nor
domination, nor conversion, nor degradation of  other
traditions but to make them visualize the kernel of  truth and
implement it in their lives for spiritual transformation [4-5]:

so bRwhmxu jo ibMdY bRhmu] jpu qpu sMjmu kmwvY krmu]
sIl sMqoK kw rKY Drmu] bMDn qoVY hovY mukqu]
soeI bRwhmxu pUjx jugqu]
KqRI so ju krmw kw sUru] pMun dwn kw kry srIru]
Kyqu pCwxY bIjY dwnu] so KqRI drgh prvwxu]
The real Brahman is only he who practices austerity, contemplation,
self  control, righteous deeds and is contented and cultured. A real
Khatri is he who performs heroic deeds, who is compassionate,
charitable and beneficent.

imhr msIiq isdku muslw hku hlwlu kurwxu]
srm suMniq sIlu rojw hohu muslmwxu]
A true Muslim is he who makes mercy as his mosque, faith as
prayer mat, honest living as Quran, humility as circumcision and
good conduct as fast.

Concept of God

The concept of  God has much in common in both
Sikhism and Islam. God is considered omnipotent, omniscient,
creator of  universe and unborn in both religions. Guru Nanak
defined God in the opening verse (mulmantar) of  SGGS [6] as
follows:

1E siqnwmu krqw purKu inrBau inrvYr Akwl mUriq AjUnI sYBM
gurpRswid]
Ik Onkar (God is One), Sat Nam (His name is True), Karta
Purkh (He is the Creator), Nirbhau (He is without fear), Nirvair
(He is without enmity), Akal Murat (He is timeless Being), Ajoni
(He is beyond births and deaths), Saibhang (He is self  created),
Gurprasad (He is realized by the grace of  the Guru).

The oneness of  God is repeatedly stressed in SGGS by
all the Sikh Gurus [7-9]:
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swihbu myrw eyko hY] eyko hY BweI eyko hY]
My Lord is One, One and the only One O Brother.

qMU jugu jugu eyko sdw sdw qMU eyko jI qMU inhclu krqw soeI]
Age after age, you are the One.
Forever and ever, You are the One.
You never change, O creator Lord.

sB mih ieku vrqdw eyko rihAw smwie]
The One Lord permeates all.
The One Lord is pervading everywhere.

Sikh religion is very liberal in calling God by various
names selected both from Hindu and Muslim traditions; for
example, Hari, Ram, Allah and Khuda. Guru Gobind Singh
[10] refers to naming of  God in one of  his verses:

qv srb nwm kQY kvn
krm nwm brnq sumq]
Who can say all His Names?
He is described only by those of  His qualities,
Which are manifest through His creation.

God is considered ‘Nirvair’ in Sikh religion, which means
He is inimical to none. In Islam, God is merciful to the
believers only and cruel to the infidels (Kafirs). However,
Oneness of God is the cardinal principle in Islam [11]:

La Ilaha, ill-Allah. There is no God but God.
Sikhism believes in One God who is both Transcendent

and Immanent. He is manifested in this universe through His
creation. Oneness of God is common aspect of both Sikhism
and Islam.

God is not involved in cycle of  birth and death and is
beyond the confines of  space and time. He is a self-created
Being. This idea is common to both Sikhism and Islam. Holy
Quran [12] records this quality as follows:

Lam yalid wa Lam yoolad.

He is neither the begetter nor the begotten.
All things are mortal except Him.
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 In SGGS, this aspect is highlighted in many verses [13-
15] as follows:

jnm mrx qy rhq nwrwiex ]
God is devoid of  birth and death.

nw iqsu mwq ipqw suq bMDp nw iqsu kwm n nwrI]
God is without parents, progeny and wife.

qMU pwrbRhm prmysru join n AwvhI]
You are Lord of  all and need not enter the womb.

God is Omniscient and this similarity is found in the
verses of  Holy Quran [16] and SGGS [17]:

Quran: “Even if  thou speakest aloud, He knows the secret thought
and that which is yet more hidden”.

SGGS: Awpy jwxY kry Awip Awpy AwxY rwis]
He himself  knows, He Himself  acts and sets things right.

Creation of  the Universe

A comparison of cosmological ideas in SGGS and Quran
has been given in the Chapter, “Cosmological Ideas in Science
and Religion” in my book [18]. We need not repeat all those
ideas here. Islamic theory of  creation is almost identical to the
one given as Genesis in the holy Bible. The Sikh cosmology
is more scientific in its approach but leaves the act of  creation
in the hands of  God as the Creator (Karta Purakh). Islam also
accepts the ideas and role of  God as the creator. The Holy
Quran speaks of  creation as a big bang. When Allah spoke
the word ‘Kun’ there was creation all around. In a similar vein,
Guru Nanak also sums up the creation process by God
uttering a word [19]:

kIqw pswau eyko kvwau ] iqs qy hoey lK drIAwau ]
God created the Universe by uttering a word.

Concept of  Salvation, Heaven and Hell

Life and death are two concrete realities and both Sikhism
and Islam deal with salvation, a riddance from the cycle of
birth and death, in their own way following the Oriental and
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Occidental traditions, respectively. Sikhism is a life-affirming
religion and advances the hypothesis of  liberation during this
life itself  (Jeevan Mukti). Death need not be a painful experience
for a Guru-oriented (gurmukh) person, rather a blessing in
disguise. The ego-oriented (manmukh) suffers the pangs of
death. Bhagat Kabir [20] illustrates the Sikh view-point in
SGGS as follows:

kbIr ijsu mrny qy jgu frY myrY min AwnMdu]
mrny hIqy pweIAY pUrnu prmwnMdu]
Kabir, death, which frightens the world,
is the harbinger of  bliss for  me.
Because it is after death, I will meet my God.

Heaven and hell do find a mention in SGGS but the
concept of  Doomsday is ignored. Sikh religion does not attach
too much importance to the disposal of  a dead body. It can
be cremated or disposed of  in a running stream of  water.
However, the Muslims bury their dead and consider the act
of  cremation as a sacrilege. Like Christianity, Islam believes in
Doomsday, when the dead will rise again from the graves [21]:

“And because the hour will come, there is no doubt thereof, and
because Allah will raise those who are in the graves.”

Muslims believe that there is eternal life or eternal
damnation after death. On the Doomsday, the day of  the last
Judgement, Prophet Muhammad will intercede on behalf  of
the Muslims. He will deliver the God-fearing into heaven
(jannat) and the wrong – doers into hell (dozakh). Those who
enter heaven will live in beautiful gardens surrounded by rivers
of  milk and honey. They will enjoy company of  women of
exquisite beauty (hooran). The depiction of  hell is like an
inferno, horrible to describe here in greater detail.

Ethics and Morality

Perhaps, Islam is the only religion where moral laws are
part and parcel of  its holy book, the Quran. Islamic code
consists of sharia and fiqah; sharia deals with moral code of
conduct and fiqah is the science of  jurisprudence (Islamic law).
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Some of  the Islamic nations follow the moral code of  conduct
in letter and spirit in running the affairs of  their government
but the others follow it partially. Prophet Muhammad wanted
to implement the moral code of conduct in Muslim society
to keep it on right track. Some of  the clauses of  fiqah look
quite harsh in face of  modern jurisprudence. For example,
adultery is punishable by death and theft18 by cutting of  hands
[22]:

“As for the thief, both male and female cut off  their hands. It is
the reward of  their own deeds and exemplary punishment from
Allah.”

There is no such rigid code of  conduct prescribed in the
SGGS. However, to regulate the religious affairs of  the Sikh
society, SGPC (the Sikh religious body) adopted rehat maryada
(code of  conduct), which is quite flexible compared to the
sharia of  Islam. Jurisprudence and administration of  justice is
left to the local courts and not to the religious authority in
Sikhism. The reason for this approach may be attributed to
the concept of  evil and sin in Sikh religion and Islam. Evil
is personified by Satan in Islam [23]: “We assign unto him a
devil who would be his mate”, while Sikhism does not accept
the existence of  any anti-God entity.

In Sikhism, evil results from the imbalance between
worldly and spiritual pursuits. SGGS advocates a truthful
conduct [24], a balanced approach in life and prayer to God
to avoid falling a prey to the evil:

schu ErY sB ko aupir scu Awcwru]
Truth is higher than everything; but higher still is truthful living.

The division into saints and sinners is justified by their
actions during the life. “To error is human” is the acceptable
norm in Sikh religion. Only God is perfect; all human beings
are liable to commit mistakes [25-26]:

Bulx AMdir sBu ko ABulu gurU krqwru]
All are apt to make mistakes only
God (the Creator) is infallible.
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Bulx ivc kIAw sBu koeI krqw Awip n BulY]
All things created are susceptible to error,
Only the Creator errors not.

Sikhism and Islam both support the family life of  its
adherents; with due respect for parents and elders. However,
there is a wide gap in both religions so far as respect of  women
is concerned. In Sikh religion, the status of  women is equal
to men in all respects and numerous verses in SGGS glorify
the role of  women in society [27]:

so ikau mMdw AwKIAY ijqu jMmih rwjwn]
So why call her bad? From her, kings are born.

Islam assigns different roles and responsibilities for men
and women. Polygamy is permissible and allows up to four
women in Islam. Muslim women are required to keep their
bodies fully covered wearing a Burqa or Hijab. They are not
allowed to join their men folk in prayers conducted in the
mosque. Their status is almost equal to slaves [28]: “Men are
in charge of  women because Allah hath made the one to excel the other”.

Charity is highly recommended in both religions. Sikh
Gurus commended the contribution of  tith (daswandh, equal
to 10 percent of the income) for the promotion of social and
spiritual upliftment of  the society.  SGGS lays stress on honest
earning and sharing the fruits of  labour even for spiritual
emancipation of  the individual [29]:

Gwil Kwie ikCu hQhu dyie] nwnk rwhu pCwxih syie]
He who earns his livelihood by honest means,
and shares it with others, has found the true path.

Prophet Muhammad recommends charity as a great
virtue in Islam: “Even half  a date-fruit given in charity can save a
person from hell-fire”. Charity is collected in the form of  Zakat
by the government and it is responsible for its distribution
among deserving poor people of  the country.

After discussion of  common aspects of  both religions,
we may refer to some minor points of  difference in their
creeds. Slavery is permitted in Islam but it is not condoned
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in any form in Sikh religion. Islam does not approve of  music
and dancing and considers both as haram (forbidden).
However, the Sikh scripture is written in poetry and ragas and
its congregational singing (Keertan) is considered the best form
of  worship in Sikh religion [30]:

kljug mih kIrqnu prDwnw]
gurmuiK jpIAY lwie iDAwnw]
In this Dark Age of  Kali Yuga,
Singing of  Lord’s praises (Keertan) is the
Most sublime and exalted mode of  meditation.
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Abstract

Among Indian religious traditions, Sikh religion is the youngest
of  all and most compatible with the Hindu religion as both have common
features of  Philosophy and Mythology. However, the originality of  Sikh

religion has been challenged both by oriental and occidental scholars based
on wrong notions. This paper attempts to establish the unique character
of  Sikh religion vis-a’-vis Hindu religion. It also traces the common
ground between the two for interfaith dialogue at academic and social
levels.

Introduction

It is believed that Inter-faith dialogue will help the whole
world to live in peace and harmony. There were conflicts and
wars due to misunderstandings or misinterpretations of
scriptures of  other religions. The pioneer assembly to bring the
religious leaders of  the world together in a spirit of
reconciliation was held in Chicago during 1893 under the
banner of  World Parliament of  Religions. Swami Vivekananda
participated in this assembly to represent Hindu religion.

Interfaith dialogue and religious pluralism are more
relevant in the Indian context due to diversity of  religions,
languages and cultures. The first prophetic message of  Guru
Nanak after communion with God: “There is no Hindu no
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Musalman”, emphasized the universal human spirit revealed for
the first time in the history of  world religions. Guru Gobind
Singh repeated the message of  Guru Nanak when he
proclaimed that all humanity is one in spirit [1]:

mwns kI jwq sbY eyko pihcwnbo ]
Recognize the human race as one and equal.

Sikh religion is universal in its approach as reflected in
the teachings of  SGGS. Acceptance of  religious pluralism and
tolerance is the hallmark in the lives of  Sikh Gurus and Sikh
tradition in general. Guru Nanak was revered by the people
of  all Indian creeds as is evident from the phrase: “Guru Nanak
Shah faqir, Hindu ka Guru, Musalman ka Pir”. It is recorded in
Janamsakhi that both Hindus and Muslims laid claim to the
body of  Guru on his death in Kartarpur. Guru Granth Sahib’s
essential concerns are for the whole humanity and Gurbani
proclaims [2]:

bwxI pRB kI sB ko bolY ]
The Bani of  God’s word is spoken by everyone.

According to Teja Singh [3]: “The holy Granth (SGGS)
is the only inter-communal holy book in India, if  not in the
world.” SGGS contains the verses of  36 contributors
belonging to different parts of  India and representing almost
all cross-sections of  medieval Indian society. Bhai Mardana,
a Muslim, was a life-long companion of  Guru Nanak. He
never distinguished between Hindus and Muslims. When Guru
Nanak was questioned in Baghdad about the superiority of
Hindus or Muslims, his emphatic reply [4] was:

SuB AmlW bwJhuM dovyN roeI ]
Without good deeds both will suffer.

It is unfortunate that the message of  Sikh Gurus has been
unconsciously or deliberately misinterpreted by both Indian
and foreign scholars due to the theological language of  the
Hindus used in SGGS. When Sikhism came to Punjab,
Brahminism interpreted it as its off-spring with a view to
holding it in its tentacles [5]. According to Puran Singh [6]:
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“Hinduism was once intolerant to Buddhism; it is now
intolerant to Sikhism because it threatens to change Hinduism
vitally.”

Contemporary Sikhism is becoming intensely aware of  its
ethno-religious, ethno-social, ethno-cultural, and ethno–political
identity and corporate personality. Sikhism has to re-define its
relatedness to Hinduism, as distinct from the earlier stress on
rootedness in Hinduism. Sikh religion, despite its doctrinal
newness and distinct identity, shares with the Indian
commonwealth of  religions certain recurring ideational
archetypes that have shaped different cultures and civilizations
arising in the Indian sub-continent [7].

In my view, we have four categories of  scholars
commenting on the contribution of  Sikh Gurus to Indian
society. In the first category, one can include scholars who treat
Sikhism as a Hindu reformist movement. In the second
category, we can include scholars who treat Sikhism as a
synthesis of  Hinduism and Islam. There is a third category
which considers Sikhism as a branch of  Bhakti movement only.
A new breed of  Sikh scholars considers Sikhism as a unique
religion with no link to Hinduism or Islam. There is lot of
confusion in Sikh Studies due to these different approaches.

Our approach in this essay will be to establish the unique
identity of Sikh religion and to explore its relationship with
the mainstream Hinduism on the basis of some essential
elements common to both the traditions. The unique character
of  Sikh religion is confirmed by the observation made by Prof.
M. Mujeeb [8], an eminent scholar of  Aligarh Muslim
University: “Guru Nanak was not a mere reformer. We know
he was not a Hindu who appealed to the Hindu scriptures in
order to reform Hindu society. We know he was not a Muslim
trying to eradicate evils in Muslim society by appealing to the
Quran. I do not find in his teachings any attempt at a
reconciliation of Hinduism and Islam. In fact, he set both
Hinduism and Islam aside to get to the source of  religion itself.
He was an originator, a founder.”

The reason for misunderstanding Guru Nanak’s message
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lies in the use of  terms and concepts in his bani according to

Grewal [9]: “The impression that Guru Nanak’s religious ideas

present a good deal of  similarity to the ideas which one can

easily discover in contemporary Islam and Hinduism has a

strong basis in the terms and concepts used by Guru Nanak

in his compositions; but this impression is quite misleading.

In the context of  his theological thought, current terms and

concepts undergo a significant change, so significant indeed

that they acquire a new meaning.”

For example, the term Rama has been mostly used by the

Sikh Gurus for God in SGGS and whenever they use it for

Rama, the king of  Ayodhya, the distinction is made crystal

clear to remove any confusion. However, many Hindu scholars

and journalists like Kuldip Nayar try to misinterpret this term,

without understanding its implications, either out of  ignorance

or with a hidden purpose in their mind to denigrate the

message of  the Sikh Gurus. Blaming the present Akali

leadership, Kuldip Nayar reports in the Tribune [10]: “Efforts

have been made to argue that Lord Rama mentioned in Guru

Granth Sahib is different from the one whom the Hindus

worship. The intention is to draw a cleavage between the

Hindus and the Sikhs for political ends”.

G.S. Talib has resolved this contradiction. According to

Talib [11], Sikh Gurus adopted the names like Rama and

Krishna derived from Indian mythology for God as these were

current among the Indian people and had become synonymous

with God in common speech. Thus, Rama, the name of  hero-

prince in Ramayana, had become the most popular term for

God. In SGGS, Ram-Nam means literally God’s name and

implies devotion, prayer, meditation. Rama is used to designate

God by Guru Nanak in Japuji [12]:

nw Eih mrih n Twgy jwih]
ijnkY rwmu vsY mn mwih]
They neither die nor fall into illusion,
In whose soul Rama (God) abides.
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Concept of God

Some Indian and foreign scholars have misunderstood
that the idea of  Oneness of  God preached by Guru Nanak
was the result of  the influence of  Islamic teachings on him.
But this appears to be a wrong notion. The idea of  Oneness
of  God [13] was evolved by Indian seers and philosophers
even before the migration of  Aryans, but it appears that
religious leaders previous to Guru Nanak neglected to preach
the spiritual realities to the Indian masses, who remained sunk
in superstitions. They continued to worship not only gods and
goddesses but animals, serpents, trees, etc. Guru Nanak
realized that it was this weakness of  Indian society that made
them helpless in face of  foreign invaders. Guru Nanak differed
from Jains, Buddhists and most of  the Hindu brand of
philosophers by re-defining the Oneness of  God by putting
the numeral 1 before the open Oora (E) in the opening verse
(mulmantra) of  SGGS. I believe this was a great revolutionary
and a scientific innovation of  Guru Nanak. The placing of
numeral 1 before Oankar (E), pronounced as Ik-Oankar,
expressed the unity and Oneness of  God eternally. The unity
of  Godhead was the first article of  his faith.

No school of  Hindu philosophy believes that God is
Karta Purkh in the sense implied by Guru Nanak. The Sankhya
school of  Hindu philosophy denies His existence and teaches
that Prakriti creates the universe and Purusha has no role to
play. The Nayaya and Vaiseska schools consider God as the
efficient cause of  the world but not its material cause. A
different sequence is proposed by Sankra in his world famous
advaita system of  philosophy. Concept of  God as Nirguna –
Saguna Brahman is there, as in SGGS, but Saguna Brahman is
represented by Iswara, the totality of  all things that are created
through the agency of  Maya. Guru Nanak rejects the advaita
school of  thought in Japuji [14] :

eykw mweI jugiq ivAweI iqin cyly prvwxu]
ieku sMswrI ieku BMfwrI ieku lwey dIbwxu]
Hail to Thee from whom sprang Maya,
The world and Brahma Vishnu and Shiva.
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Guru Nanak discarded the worship of  the whole
pantheon of  gods and goddesses of  Hindu religion. He gave
no importance to principal Vedic gods like Pusan, Indra,
Rudra, Visnu and Agni, who were replaced later by the Trinity
of  Hindu gods: Brahma (the creator), Visnu (the preserver)
and Siva (the destroyer). How can they liberate the Indian
masses? They are all servants of  the Supreme God and are
crying to Him for His grace [15]:

bRhmw ibsnu mhysu duAwrY] aUBy syvih AlK ApwrY]
hor kyqI dir dIsY ibllwdI mY gxq n AwvY kweI hy]
Brahma, Visnu and Siva stand at His door,
To serve the unfathomable and infinite Lord.
And many others who are beyond count,
Are seen crying at His door.

Guru Nanak’s God is absolute, eternally unchanging
Formless one, Nirankar. He is inscrutable, boundless, self-
existent, ineffable and beyond time. God is the sole creator,
the sustainer and the destroyer of  the universe. Guru Nanak’s
God is both transcendent and immanent, pervading the
microcosm as well as macrocosm. It is this God who is the
object of  Guru Nanak’s worship.

The idea of  divine self-expression [16] is another
revolutionary theological thought of  Guru Nanak. The
concepts of  Truth (sach), the Name (nam), the Word (sabda),
the Divine Preceptor (guru) and the Divine Order (hukam) form
the key-concepts of  divine self-expression. The Truth represents
the eternal aspect of  God, the Name refers to the object of
communication, the Word to the medium of  communication,
the Divine Preceptor represents the voice of  God in man
himself  and the Divine Order is an all – embracing principle,
comprehending the working of  the physical as well as the
moral world.

All these concepts are inter-linked in the bani of  Sikh
Gurus and these form the basis of  Sikh view point of  Bhakti.
In Sikh religion, bhakti is addressed directly to God and not
to any avtar. In fact, the very idea of  incarnation of  God is
rejected in very strong terms in SGGS [17]:
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so muKu jlau ijqu khih Twkru jonI ]
Let that mouth be burnt, which says that our Lord (God) is subject
to birth.

Creation of  the Universe

A detailed discussion on this topic is given in the Chapter
“Cosmological Ideas in Science and Religion” in my book [18].
However, some elaboration of  Hindu view of  Cosmology is
being made on the basis of  a recent paper by RC Verma [19]:
“Evolution of  the Universe and Concepts of  Matter: Some
Ancient Indian Views.”

Rigveda describes the universe as infinite and made up
of  Earth, the atmosphere and the sky. It also mentions about
the Sun as light giver of  the universe. In observational
astronomy, Indian rishis studied the phenomena of  eclipses and
prepared calendars so much needed for their rituals. We find
a plenty of  theories of  universe in the Indian literature. Pundit
Madhusudan Ojha of  Jaipur has recognized ten different
schools of  cosmology in India on the basis of  Nasadya Sukta
of  Rigveda, the famous hymn of  creation. In Vedic literature,
one finds many creation myths relating to Indra, the chief  of
Vedic gods.

Upanishads put forward diverse theories of  creation of
the universe. Chhandogya Upanishad states: “Brahman desiring
to be many, created taijas, ap and kshiti, and entered into these
three.” Surprisingly, in these theories of  creation, no creator
is postulated for the purpose of  creation. For instance, the
creation process in Brihadarnyak Upanishad is described as
follows: “In the beginning, water (primeval) alone existed,
from water was born Satya (truth), Satya produced Brahman and
so on.” Katha Upanishad gives priority to Fire: “Fire having
entered the universe, assumed all forms. Fire was the First to
evolve from the primal reality that from Fire came water, from
water the earth.”

Vaisesika school of  Indian philosophy proposed
parmanuvada (atomic theory) for creation of  the universe: “(i)
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There is an external universe independent of  mind. (ii) This
universe exists eternally, it was never created. (iii) Material
things must be made up of  parmanus of  various elements,
which are the permanent substance.  (iv) Once the mahabhutas
are produced one after the other, through the divine will
(sankalpa) a big cosmic egg is produced out of  the parmanus
of  five elements, (v) Destruction occurs when union of
primary parmanus is broken. Creation and destruction of
universe continues ad-infinitum. This process has got neither
any beginning nor any end.”

There is a lot of  confusion and diversification in the ideas
about creation of  the universe in Vedic, Upanishdic, Nayaya,
Visesika, Sankhya, Yoga, Mimansa and Vedanta schools of
Indian philosophy. Guru Nanak’s ideas about creation of  the
universe have been summed up in my book [18]. We do find
some common ground between these two Indian traditions
represented by SGGS and Rig Veda’s Nasdaya Sukat.

Concept of  Transmigration, Salvation,

Heaven and Hell

The doctrine of  transmigration of  the soul or eschatology
is common to both the religious traditions. Every religion has
tried to explore the basic question: What becomes of  human
being after death? Sankra, the great Hindu philosopher,
compares mankind to a plant. Like plant, it springs up,
develops and returns finally to the earth. But as the seed of
the plant survives, so also at death the works of  a man remain
as a seed which sown afresh in the realm of  ignorance, gives
rise to a new existence in exact correspondence with his
character. This is the foundation of  famous karma theory of
transmigration. “What becomes of  us after death?” can be
answered in three ways: (i) annihilation, (ii) eternal retribution
in heaven or hell, and (iii) transmigration. Most of  the
scientists believe in the first answer. Second answer appeals to
the Semitic religious traditions. And for empirical solution of
the problem, the third answer satisfies the Indian mind. The
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doctrine of  soul’s migration forms the basis of  moral law in
this world.

The hymns of  Rig Veda know nothing of  migration of
the soul. Idea of  immortal life exists in many hymns of  Rig
Veda. The idea of  heaven and hell is introduced in the
Atharvaveda. The good are rewarded in heaven and the wicked
are punished in the hell. Those who annoy the Brahmans are
also condemned to hellish existence [20]:

Those who spit at Brahmans,
Or cast on them the mucus of  the nose,
They sit there in pools of  blood,
Chewing their hair as food.

The concept of  salvation or emancipation of  soul (atma)
has been a hallmark of  Hindu philosophy. A man who is free
from desires, his soul (atma) merges with God (Brahman). There
is no transmigration for such an emancipated soul. He attains
immortality [21]:

When every passion vanishes
That finds a home in the human heart,
Then he who is mortal becomes immortal,
here already he has attained to Brahman.

The soul (atma) of  man is assigned four states in the
Upanishads: (i) waking, (ii) dream sleep, (iii) deep sleep, i.e.,
dreamless sleep, in which the soul becomes one with Brahman
and enjoys unsurpassable bliss, and (iv) the fourth state, usually
called turiya, in which union with Brahman is continuous and
perfect. The aim of  the Yoga is to attain turiya, a state of  the
supreme bliss [22]:

The dreamer’s knowledge is false,
The sleeper knows nothing at all,
Both go astray, where all this vanishes
There the fourth state is reached.

In Sikh religion, the use of  common terms and concepts
of  Indian origin, borrowed from Vedic, Upanishdic and Yogic
systems, has created a lot of  confusion in interpreting the
message of  SGGS. For example, Guru Nanak [23-24] has
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employed turiya term for the state of  supreme bliss, but its
attainment is through the medium of  the Guru or sadhsangat
and not by Yoga:

qurIAwvsQw siqgur qy hir jwnu]
But the fourth state of  supreme bliss,

Turiya, is known only through the True Guru.

qurIAwvsQw gurmuiK pweIAY sMq sBw kI Et lhI]
The Gurumukh attains the state of  turiya,

Taking to the shelter of  the Saint’s congregation.

The concepts of  transmigration, salvation (mukti or jeevan
mukti), heaven and hell do find a mention in the compositions
of  Sikh Gurus in SGGS. While there is too much stress on
performing rituals, sacrifices, pilgrimage, purification, penance
and all sorts of  karamkand in Hindu religion to attain salvation
or emancipation of  the soul, the Sikh Gurus reject karamkand
and advocate service to society, humility and meditation as the
means to attain salvation. In Sikh religion, salvation is possible
while living in this world and enjoying all pleasures of  this
worldly life [25]:

nwnk siqguir ByitAY pUrI hovY jugiq]
hsidAw KylMidAw pYnMidAw KwvMidAw ivcy hovY mukiq]
O Nanak, meeting the True Guru,
One comes to know the Perfect way.
While laughing, playing, dressing and eating,
One is liberated.

Guru Nanak’s conception of  God’s grace repudiates all
presumption to salvation by mere human effort. What decides
the issue of  salvation (mukti) is God’s grace (nadar). It is
obvious that the idea of  grace is meant to inculcate humility
in one’s approach to salvation. The salvation is not ‘achieved’
by man; it is ‘bestowed’ by God. Salvation is not ‘other worldly’
concept in Sikh religion, it has to be attained during this life.
The idea of  heaven and hell is there in SGGS but they do not
look as charming or dreadful as in Hindu sacred texts (Puranas).
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Ethics and Morality

There are several religions which preach that God alone
exists (sat). But if  you examine their ethical system, you will
find a lurking fear of  some force which is other than God.
Christianity and Islam have accepted this anti-God element of
life, as Satan or the devil. A basic dualism has thus creeped
in those systems. Hinduism propagated the idea of  Ekam

Satya, that God alone is Sat (existent) but introduced the idea
of  Maya philosophically later on. Maya has thus become for
the Hindus what evil or devil is for Christians and Muslims;
a force anti – God. As a result of  Maya concept, the Hindu
code of  conduct or ethical system is very much based on an
avowed dualism. A dichotomy persists in their faith and action.
It was left for the Sikh Gurus to remove this dualism from
the active life [26].

Guru Nanak is the first prophet of  God in the history
of  world religions who removed the dualism and dichotomy
between the spiritual life and empirical life of  man. In fact,
in Sikh religion, the spiritual salvation of  man is linked to his
social salvation [27]. It was Guru Nanak who laid and led the
path of  universal love and the emancipation of  man without
distinction of  caste and creed. The objective of  Guru Nanak’s
mission of  love was to establish equality and fraternity among
all human beings and to resist oppression by safeguarding the
human rights and values. In unambiguous terms, he issued
forth a call for his mission of  love [28]:

jau qau pRym Kylx kw cwau]
isru Dir qlI glI myrI Awau]
If  you want to tread the path of  love,
Come forward with your head on your palm.

Sikh Gurus gave to love the importance that they gave
to nothing else. It is the direct manifestation of  God in us. In
fact, the intensity of  love in a person shows the level of  his
spiritual attainment. Guru Gobind Singh epitomized ‘Love’ as
the primary condition for meeting the God [29]:
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swc khuMN sun lyhu sBY,
ijn pRym kIE iqn hI pRB pwieE]
Listen ye all, I am going to tell the Truth,
Those who love shall meet the Lord (God).

Guru Nanak brought a complete reversal of  the socio-
religious life and values of  his time [30]. Against life negation
and withdrawal from life, he recommended life-affirmation
and complete social participation. He accepted a householder’s
life against monasticism and asceticism. He gave religious
sanctity to married life and equality to women. Guru Nanak
accepted and practiced social equality and the brotherhood of
man against the rigidity of  Hindu varan ashram dharma.
Asceticism and Ahimsa, the fundamental doctrines of all
Indian religions, were both rejected by Guru Nanak. Hence,
a new moral and social order was established in Sikh society.
According to Grewal [31]: “The socio-political order of  his day
had lost legitimacy in the eyes of  Guru Nanak, because it had
lost its religious roots. By implication, a new social order was
needed, based on a new religious dispensation.”

The Sikh Gurus have given a new moral code of  conduct
to their disciples which must awaken the soul in them. The
saint in Sikhism should be more human than the ordinary man.
The Sikh militarism is a part and parcel of  the Sikh creed and
the saint should play the role of  a soldier, in response to the
exigency of  the situation.

In Sikh religion, the status of  women is equal to men in
all respects and there are numerous verses in SGGS to glorify
the role of  women in society. We need not elaborate the status
of  women in Hindu society. In the caste order of  the
Brahmans, a woman had been classed with the Shudras. For
Sankra, woman is the gateway to hell. In the Upanishads,
woman and Sudra are forbidden to recite Vedic mantras [32]:

If  a woman or a Sudra learns the Savitiri formula,
The Lakshmi formula, the Pranava,
One and all go downwards after death.
Therefore, let these never be communicated to such!
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If  anyone communicates these to them,
They and the teacher alike go downwards after death.

Hinduism is like a great pyramid of  Indian religions and
cultures. Despite revolutionary changes introduced by Sikh
religion in Indian pyramid, it remains a part and parcel of
Indian civilization and culture. Sikh religion must play its
destined role in inter-faith dialogues to promote world peace
during the new millennium.
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